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ABSTRACT 
 

  This study examines the problem of describing non-native speech from the perspective of 

corpus linguistics. Recent data storage and manipulation techniques have allowed for the 

development of rich phonological corpora, but few corpora have been developed or explored 

specifically to support accented speech research. This dissertation evaluates different theories 

used to explain the existence and structure of non-native speech. It then details the requirements 

for using phonological corpora to support accented speech research. In particular, it argues that 

narrow phonetic transcriptions of elicited speech can be used to identify and analyze non-native 

speech patterns. To easily evaluate a corpus of comparable phonetic transcriptions this 

dissertation discusses the use of a new set of tools for the rapid analysis of phonological corpora. 

It then details how these tools can be applied to identify a list of non-native speech patterns. 

Finally, it details how these new corpus-based studies of non-native speech can be used with 

newer approaches to phonological grammars that incorporate weighted constraints. This 

dissertation demonstrates that phonological corpora containing phonetic transcriptions can 

indeed be an incredible resource for research in the understanding of non-native speech patterns. 
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CHAPTER 1. SECOND LANGUAGE SOUND SYSTEMS  
AND THE ORIGINS OF FOREIGN ACCENTS  

 
1.1 Introduction 
 
 In any major city throughout the world, odds are one will encounter a number of native and 

non-native speakers of a variety of languages including English. English is one of the most 

common languages spoken throughout the world. Many English speakers throughout the world, 

however, are not native speakers of the language. Listening carefully one can notice that many 

non-native speakers speak accented English. Foreign accented speech across many languages 

covers the globe. Even with ubiquitous accented speech, Gut (Gut, 2007, p. 75) suggests that “as 

yet, among linguists, no exact, comprehensive and universally accepted definition of foreign 

accent exists. There is a broad consensus that the term refers to the deviations in pronunciation of 

non-native speech compared to the norms of native speech.” Defining a foreign accent requires 

starting from the observation that no accent is completely uniform. That is, you can take two 

native speakers from one language who are virtually identical and teach them a new language. 

While they may end up sounding very similar in the foreign language, the expectation is that 

there will be some differences between their speech patterns in the second language. Foreign 

accents can contain both systematic variation because of the language background of speakers 

and idiosyncratic variation between individual speakers. Accents emerge from the interplay of a 

number of distinct variables that affect a speakers’ foreign language production: her native 

language, the target foreign language, the age of the onset of the foreign language, the learning 

style of the foreign language, and more. Unfortunately, knowing what variables might affect a 

foreign language is insufficient to make a completely accurate prediction as to what a particular 

person’s foreign accent will sound like, but knowing these variables provides a basis for 
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examining accents. 

 Since there is no agreement on the definition of the word ‘accent’ it is important to 

consider some distinctions. Wells provides a popular definition of accents that states that accents 

are “a pattern of pronunciation used by a speaker for whom English is the native language or, 

more generally, by the community or social grouping to which he or she belongs.” (Wells, 1982, 

p. 1) In this sense accents refer to differences in the pronunciation of the same native language, 

and thus every speaker of a language has an accent. British and American English, for example, 

are two broad classes of accents of English. Speakers in the American South are also understood 

to have a different accent from speakers from a northern city such as Boston. These accents 

normally include their own predictable sets of pronunciations. Under this usage of ‘accent,’ 

speech pronunciations might vary, but they will be recognized as emerging from a group of 

similar native language speakers. This type of variation is frequently understood as dialects. 

Dialects differ from accents in that they represent speech patterns of a native speaker community 

and might differ from that of another group with the same native language. Dialect speakers are 

considered native language speakers who have pronunciation variations within their own broader 

speech accent community. At the same time dialects involve both lexical and phonetic 

differences in speech. Foreign accent, then, is distinct from a dialect and is the label given to the 

speech production differences between a native language speaker who grew up from birth 

immersed in a particular language and a person who began to speak a new foreign language after 

some age, usually understood as around 14. In this dissertation the term ‘accent’ will be used to 

describe the differences in speech characteristic of non-native speakers and will not refer to local 

dialects or native language accents.  
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A foreign accent can impact intelligibility because it results in speech that is different 

from that of native speakers of the language. Some non-native speakers might produce a number 

of pronunciations that differ from native speakers, but will remain intelligible. This differs from 

momentary disfluencies a native speaker might produce which might come from such factors as 

cognitive load or lexical access (Hartsuiker & Notebaert, 2009). Accuracy is used to describe 

whether the non-native speaker produces utterances that are within the realm of what a native 

speaker would produce (Derwing & Munro, 1997; Magen, 1998; Munro & Derwing, 1995). 

Speech accuracy of non-native speakers correlates with intelligibility. A non-native speaker need 

not be completely accurate in their speech to be understood. Intelligibility indicates how 

successfully a non-native speaker is understood by a native listener. It is important to emphasize 

that native listeners have their own language background which can affect how intelligible they 

perceive non-native speech to be. So while higher accuracy generally suggests greater 

intelligibility, it is also possible that some heavily accented speech could be considered 

sufficiently intelligible to communicate effectively. Empirical studies frequently ask native 

language listeners to rate the accentedness of speech samples. It is difficult to identify exactly 

what the listeners use as evidence to support their accentedness judgments. Native language 

listener accentedness judgments suggest some phonetic and phonological properties are 

particularly important in the perception of an accent (Hayes-Harb & Hacking, 2015). 

It is important to consider possible origins for accents. Early research into the 

phenomenon of non-native speech investigated a seemingly obvious question: if an individual 

has already attained fluency in a single language is it then possible that their first language would 

affect the pronunciations they might make in a second language? The idea that first language 
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knowledge influences second language acquisition seems particularly insightful on a number of 

levels. For instance, is it possible that an individual learning a second language starts from some 

state of language knowledge informed by their first language? In particular, do the skills of 

perception and production attained in the first language simply transfer over or are made use of 

when the speaker makes utterances in the new language? One possible question relates to 

whether phonetic segments in a person’s native language that are also present in the second 

language are simply transferred to the new sound system (Hancin-Bhatt, 1994; Major, 2008). A 

broader question about transfer relates to what amount of information from a person’s native 

language is transferred to their second language. It is important to consider whether transfer is 

limited in its temporal effect or whether it persists over time. There are numerous ways in which 

a second language speech system might relate to and be affected by a speaker’s first language 

speech system.  

In the process of learning to speak a new language it is important to be able to hear subtle 

distinctions between sounds in a new language. Teaching a non-native speaker about the 

production of new sounds requires that they are capable of perceiving differences in the new 

language. Hirata demonstrates the usefulness of improving English speakers perception of sound 

in Japanese in order to assist their fluency for production (Hirata, 2004). For example, the 

English contrast of /ɹ/ and /l/ presents a persistent perception challenge for Japanese learners of 

English. Perception difficulties can impact non-native speakers ability to know what a target 

sound should be like. Several studies have examined giving language learners extensive training 

in perceiving certain sounds in a new language to determine if it encourages improvement in 

production of the target sounds (Bradlow et al., 1997). One conclusion is that native-like speech 
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production requires native-like perception. The order of these tasks is important, meaning that 

improved perception must be in advance of improved production. If the learner cannot perceive 

the sound correctly, there should be no expectation that their production of it will be accurate. 

The developmental processes for production and perception differ, however, and language 

instruction does not always train effectively for both. Typically language instruction emphasizes 

production without similarly emphasizing the need for improved perception of the second 

language sound system.  

While perception of a new sound system is a significant challenge, many other factors 

affect the second language acquisition process. These factors range from simple to complex, and 

readily observable to the theoretically grounded (Flege, Munro, & MacKay, 1995a; Moyer, 

2004; Muñoz, 2008; Piske, MacKay, & Flege, 2001). One of the more important factors appears 

to be the age at which a person begins to learn a second language. The age of onset for a new 

language appears determinative of a speaker’s eventual attainment in the new language. The 

relevance of the age of onset is understood to relate in some way to the process by which the 

human brain gradually loses its plasticity over time. As a speaker ages, at some point it seems 

they will become incapable of acquiring a second language’s phonology in the same way as a 

child and will possess a foreign accent. The period of time in which a speaker is understood to be 

capable of acquiring a new phonology at native-like levels is commonly referred to as the 

“critical period” (Lenneberg, 1969). Scovel performed early work on the critical period 

hypothesis, suggesting a gradual attenuation of the ability to acquire new linguistic skills 

(Scovel, 1969). While researchers have suggested that a critical period might exist that limits 

potential for language acquisition, debate continues as to what the causal mechanism that 
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prevents attaining native-like language capabilities might be (Birdsong, 2006; MacWhinney, 

2006; Singleton, 2005). With different explanations for the critical period hypothesis, it might be 

too simplistic to assume that a decline in neurological plasticity affects language acquisition. 

MacWhinney (2006) suggests that fossilization of a native language occurs at some point, and if 

the age of onset in new language occurs after that then a second language begins its development 

on top of the first language of the learner. This layering of a second language on top of a first 

language is thought to explain why some native language speech patterns appear in second 

language speech. Experiments have suggested that language learners starting after the critical 

period can be trained to sound nativelike, but it is unclear how a speaker’s first language affects 

productions and if these nativelike pronunciations are for only a limited number of items or more 

globally (Singleton & Lengyel, 1995).  

To understand the potential origin of accents it is important to consider the broader 

process of language acquisition. After a speaker gains fluency in their own native language it is 

evident that they have a working phonology. Possession of a foreign accent means that the 

speaker’s phonology does not produce native-like utterances in a second language. In fact the 

presence of a first language creates a set of conceptual categories for language that might get 

imposed on the second language minimally through previous perception experience. One 

possible explanation for the emergence of accents is that first language and second language 

acquisition are really two distinct processes (Bever, 1981). Assuming that the acquisition 

processes for first and second languages are different helps explain the fact that, regardless of the 

learning program, the first language affects the acquisition of a second language. Consider the 

knowledge that a native speaker has about their language. Chomsky and Halle (1968) suggested 
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that first language learners could know about valid existing words, nonexistent words in the 

language that would be valid, and nonexistent words that would be considered invalid. A native 

language speaker is understood as possessing a grammar of their language, but this grammar 

does not, of course, describe a second language. This implies that second language learners do 

not start with a grammatical blank slate as a child does. It is an open question as to how non-

native speakers integrate new linguistic information to augment or extend their first language 

phonological grammar. Integrating first and second language knowledge could take place either 

within the first language’s grammar or through an interlanguage grammar that combines aspects 

of the first and second language, while remaining consistent with Universal Grammar (Selinker, 

1972; Eckman & Iverson, 2016; Eckman, Elreyes, & Iverson, 2003). The most basic form of 

learning in a second language occurs when the new language has distinct phonemes not present 

in the first language, requiring an addition to the learner’s phonetic inventory, resulting in new 

categories in an interlanguage grammar. It is important to consider the learning of a new 

interlanguage grammar as a problem of adapting an existing grammar and its constraints to cover 

the cases of the second language. 

1.2 Where Do Accents Come From? 
 

Simply knowing that accents exist and their various components does not explain their 

origin. A native language speaker develops their own grammar, and when learning a second 

language develops some type of interlanguage grammar. Language learning in first language 

acquisition generally leads to an end state grammar providing fluency in the language. Since 

second language learning involves a more complex process of starting from and working with 

the first language grammar it will result in a different learning trajectory and end state. The 
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actual process of learning and developing an interlanguage grammar is then arguably the 

proximate source of accents. Debate still rages on what components of the second language 

learning process contribute most to eventual accentedness. It is worthwhile to consider potential 

hypotheses related to second language learning and the development of speech patterns distinct 

from both a speaker’s first and second language. Different hypotheses suggest several ways to 

analyze the emergence of accented speech by a speakers relating to interlanguage grammar 

development. 

Comparing the phonetic inventories of different languages provides powerful insight into 

potential challenges in language acquisition (Lado, 1957). Differences between phonetic 

inventories of languages could affect a speaker’s production, perception or both. The Contrastive 

Analysis Hypothesis suggests looking at the overlap and differences between languages as to 

understand which areas might be problematic (Dost & Bohloulzadeh, 2017; Wardhaugh, 1970). 

Research following the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis extensively examined the differences 

between languages to identify where some structures in the first language would interfere with 

acquiring those of the second language. For example, since segments and the sounds differ 

between languages the differences can force non-native speakers into the problematic area of 

uttering a sound they are unfamiliar with producing and perceiving. For example, English 

possesses the sound /θ/ while German does not. One would expect acquisition of /θ/ to be a 

challenge for a German learning English when trying to add this sound to their personal phonetic 

inventory. More complex examples include languages where there is an allophone in one 

language that is a meaningful contrast in another that could prove difficult for a learner to 

master. An example of allophonic distinction can be seen in the case of Spanish speakers 
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attempting to learn the distinction between /d/ and /ð/ in English, whereas their native language 

possesses both of these sounds as allophones (Eckman, Elreyes, & Iverson, 2003). Major 

claimed that phonetic inventory differences are “the most thoroughly studied area in second 

language phonology” (Major, 2014, p. 31), but inventory differences fail to account for the full 

range of production differences. Segmental features of a phonology present the least difficulty 

for examination as they provide easily describable differences between native and non-native 

speech. The Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis offers a mechanism for integrating insights from 

the process of language acquisition with the accentedness later seen in second language speakers. 

Systematically analyzing differences between languages can provide insight, but other important 

factors such as markedness or inherent difficulty of new structures should be considered. 

 One challenge language learners face relates to how syllable structures vary across 

languages. For example, assume that a speaker’s native language only contains syllables 

structured as CV. When the speaker attempts an utterance in a second language that includes 

CVC syllables one would expect a performance gap (Weinberger, 1987). Syllable structure 

differences between languages can lead to a performance gap due to the difficulty of the new 

syllable structures. Syllable structure and other suprasegmental differences between languages 

can represent increasingly more challenging problems for language learners. It is important to 

consider that while many challenges for a second language learner are due to the difficulty 

associated with a particular utterance, fundamentally these challenges relate to linguistic 

universals. Eckman (1977) proposed the Markedness Differential Hypothesis which states that 

areas of difficulty for language learners will be in those areas of the second language that are 

more marked and differ from their first language. The Markedness Differential Hypothesis 
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suggests that comparing the phonetic inventories as well as identifying the differences in marked 

structures between languages will provide insights into potential problem areas for language 

learners. Since markedness differences can affect a language learner’s production accuracy, there 

are a number of possible strategies a speaker can employ to simplify a second language 

utterance. The production changes of second language speakers should be governed by their 

native language background and linguistic universals (Eckman, 1981). Differences in syllable 

structures between languages, for example, represent a significantly more difficult production 

challenge due to the need for syllabification to occur prior to production of individual segments. 

Syllable structure variation and simplification techniques due to markedness concerns are guided 

by universal grammatical principles.  

Markedness differences between languages can encourage second language speakers to 

simplify a structure to make it more easily producible. The fact that certain second language 

structures pose problems for speakers suggests that the eventually chosen structure might possess 

some important characteristics relating to the state of the speaker’s grammar. Chinese, for 

example, has a smaller set of possible consonants in the coda position than English. When 

Chinese speakers learn English and encounter consonants in the coda position not possible in 

Chinese, they frequently employ a strategy to simplify the expression. In particular, Chinese 

speakers will apply word final devoicing in an attempt to produce a less marked structure that is 

distinct from both their native language and the second language (Broselow, Chen, & Wang, 

1998). The importance here is that learners demonstrate a particular selection bias in the 

construction of their interlanguage grammar distinct from their native and target language 

grammars. As learners develop their interlanguage, the preference appears to be for less marked 
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structures. So a learner will attempt to produce the second-language target using an interlanguage 

grammar that is between the native language and the target language. Knowing that these 

grammars are different suggests that interlanguage grammars could represent some type of 

interpolation between two grammars. Thus, an interlanguage grammar can be distinct from two 

languages but should be shaped in relation to them. 

1.3 Interlanguage Phonology 
 

The speech patterns of second language learners are unlike both their native language and 

their new language. Learners are doing something distinct from the phonology of either 

language. One challenge for analyzing this speech is that absent a complete second language 

phonology one should assume that a first language phonology is used to produce some second 

language utterances, influencing these productions (Colantoni & Steele, 2008). Typically, the 

utterances of a second language learner incorporate some features from both their first language 

phonology and that of the second language they are learning. Since their second language 

phonology is effectively incomplete as it does not match those of native speakers, linguists have 

suggested the presence of an intermediate phonology that incorporates some set of features of 

both the first and second language. This phonological system is frequently referred to as an 

“interlanguage phonology” due to its incorporation of features from both the first and second 

languages (Selinker, 1972). Interlanguage phonologies play a role in accents in that they result in 

consistent productions that are distinct from both languages involved. In effect, foreign accents 

are part of the interlanguage phonology as the accented speech is somewhere between the 

phonology of the speakers’ first language and the parts of the second language they have begun 
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to acquire. Since an interlanguage phonology rests somewhere between two phonologies it is 

important to consider the how its settings could be transferred from one language to the other.  

The process of language learning that results in foreign accented speech encourages a 

close inspection of the two languages involved. Consider the case of a language learner who is 

attempting to learn a language with a similar phonetic inventory. The assumption is that this 

learner would have some advantage due to these inventory similarities. At the same time, one 

can imagine a learner trying to learn a language containing a very different phonetic inventory 

that will cause errors in the second language. In effect the first language can either make the 

acquisition of the second language simpler or more complex. This question is understood as a 

question of transfer processes whereby a learner can have positive or negative transfer (Major, 

1988). Positive transfer indicates when the first and second language share similar properties that 

will enable more rapid acquisition of the second language. Negative transfer indicates where 

there is a difference between the first and second language that can result in the speaker making 

errors in second language productions, particularly in the pronunciation of allophones. Items that 

are completely new in the second language can, however, be learned independently from the first 

language and it therefore could be easier for the speaker to achieve native-like productions in this 

case.  Since negative transfer appears to have a greater impact on the learner’s ability learn a new 

language, it tends to receive more attention than positive transfer. Focusing on negative transfer 

can help language instructors understand certain issues emanating from particular language 

backgrounds, resulting in more targeted pedagogical material to help learners.  

Focusing on developing pedagogical material can be useful for instruction but it can 

delay investigation of how interlanguage development relates to linguistic universals. Recent 
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work has suggested that an interlanguage develops that contains structures that are contained 

neither in the native or second language, but that obey linguistic universals such as markedness 

(Eckman, 2008). For example, some speakers might encounter a marked cluster in the underlying 

representation of an utterance and they might then produce an utterance that decreases the 

markedness present. Some argue then that interlanguages are in fact natural languages distinct 

from other languages (Adjemian, 1976). It is important to understand that not only phonology 

but items such as morphology and syntax could also be affected by an interlanguage. While it is 

generally believed that language learners can reach native-like abilities in a number of areas 

including syntax and morphology, ultimate attainment of phonology consistently stops short of 

being native-like. The learning process typically attenuates over time for a learner and leads to a 

state known as fossilization. Assuming that non-native speakers will never attain complete 

native-like capabilities in their new language, the final state of any interlanguage phonology will 

then represent a combination of their first and second languages phonologies (Tarone, 2012). But 

due to its very nature interlanguage phonology is somewhat difficult to research (Major, 1998).  

Foreign accents point to some variation presumably originating from learners succeeding 

and failing to acquire all second language phonological properties. These differences in native-

like production result from learning challenges specific to the second language learner. 

Questions remain concerning how factors such as age of onset of learning along with the volume 

and variety of inputs used in learning impact eventual attainment. The question remains whether 

it is possible for second language learners to produce certain sounds correctly.  

One challenge for language learners is that they must learn both to perceive the sounds of 

their new language as well as to correctly produce them. Flege investigated the role of perception 
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in second language acquisition. Some of Flege’s research concerned the role of phonetic 

categories in first and second language phonemic inventories (Flege, 1984). Flege’s Speech 

Learning Model suggests that segments in a speaker’s second language that were nearly 

equivalent to an item in their first language would cause the speaker to rely on producing the first 

language segment and thus not adapt their language production capabilities to that particular item 

in the second language (Flege & Davidian, 1984). The amount of transfer or access between first 

and second language items is impacted by perceptual similarity. Perceptual similarity between 

first and second language items leads to using the same item in the production of both languages. 

Using first language resources suggests that second language learning is distinct from first 

language acquisition because its starting point and its ability to integrate novel items is different. 

Provided with sufficient inputs over time, a learner should be able to perceive the second 

language speech sounds correctly. These inputs will then help to construct increasingly more 

accurate perceptual representations of the target second language speech although not necessarily 

fully native-like. Thus, it is possible but not certain that a second language learner could achieve 

native-like productions in a language. 

Perception clearly has a substantial effect on second language phonology development. 

Best offered a perception-driven model of learning known as the Perceptual Assimilation Model 

(Best, 1995; Best, 1994). The Perceptual Assimilation Model suggests that learners will attempt 

to relate second language speech sounds to their native language phonological knowledge. As a 

result, when a learner encounters second language speech sounds not in their native language 

phonetic inventory, these sounds will be perceptually assimilated in several different ways and 

potentially associated with first language categories. The model suggests that a second language 
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sound can be assimilated toward a native language category, understood as an unrecognizable 

sound, or not assimilated at all. Second language contrasts that are instances of a single first 

language category will be difficult to acquire properly and thereby differentiate. At the same 

time, if the second language includes contrasts that map to two distinct first language categories, 

then the ability to appropriately perceive and differentiate will be relatively easier. A particularly 

useful feature of the Perceptual Assimilation Model is the prediction that differences between the 

categorization of segments in the first and second language inform the possible difficulties a 

learner might experience (Best and Tyler, 2007; Tyler et al., 2014). Thus, if a categorization is 

made in the first language but not the second, one anticipates that the language learner will more 

easily learn to identify the distinction. Perception-driven models of learning help describe the 

process by which a language learner might encode relevant features of a segment that will be 

employed when attempting to produce the segment in a second language. 

1.4 Optimality Theory 
 

All phonologies present in a speaker will fall under the theory of Universal Grammar. 

That is, phonological processes will be understood as resulting from some instantiation of a 

grammar in the individual. Therefore, the expectation will be that while a non-native speaker 

might never attain native-like speech production, they will produce their accented speech in a 

way that is systematic and non-random even if deviating from the target second language 

utterance. Assuming that non-native speech is the result of some phonological process that 

terminates in speech that is systematic, it allows for fitting non-native speech into a method of 

analysis suggested by theories such as Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 1999/2004). It is 

important to recall that all non-native speakers have valid phonologies that integrate and are 
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affected by components of their native and target phonologies which means individual 

experiences will be critical as well. One should expect some amount of idiosyncratic variation 

between non-native speakers who share the same native language background and age of onset in 

their acquisition of their new target language, which manifests in diverse ways in any corpus of 

speech data. While one could attempt to describe these variations using a rule-based grammar, 

the rules would not adequately explain the output. Researchers consider Optimality Theory as 

superior to rule-based grammars in terms of explanation, because it relies on more general 

constraints rather than specific rules (see, e.g., McCarthy 2002). Optimality Theory maps surface 

representations to underlying representations within the realm of a generative grammar. 

Optimality theory describes a grammar with four distinct parts: a lexicon, a constraint set, 

generator, and evaluator. The lexicon simply stores the underlying representations and their 

mappings to phones. The generator makes use of the lexicon and produces a set of candidates. 

The constraint set is a set of ranked violable constraints that will be used to examine the output 

candidates. Finally, the evaluator examines the output candidates using the constraint set and 

choses whichever candidate is deemed optimal. Optimality Theory is the dominant framework 

used to investigate phonological processes.  

 Optimality Theory can be modeled at its most basic level as an input-output mechanism. 

An input containing an underlying representation is assembled from the speaker’s lexicon. Once 

the input is available, the generator then comes into play. The generator produces a list of 

potential candidate surface representations that the underlying representation could be 

pronounced as. The generator then produces a candidate set containing all the possible mappings 

from input to output. There is some debate as to exactly how the generator might work and 
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whether it simply produces a candidate set which has random alterations of the underlying 

representation or is constrained to providing potentially optimal candidates (Heck et al., 2002). 

Additional debate rages over exactly how the generator operates and whether it constructs the 

candidate set in a parallel or serial process (McCarthy, 2000).  

Optimality Theory is typically associated with models of first language speech 

production but in recent years several researchers have used it to explore second language 

phonology acquisition (Broselow, Chen, & Wang, 1998; Eckman, 2004; Hancin-Bhatt, 2008). A 

simple approach to applying a native language Optimality Theory account to a second language 

learner is that it is just an instance of constraint reranking. Constraint reranking is actually 

fundamental to the notion of learning in Optimality Theory as it occurs in first language learners 

as they acquire their language. Two algorithms of learning constraint rankings in Optimality 

Theory have been proposed that dominate discussions about first language acquisition: The 

Constraint Demotion Algorithm (Tesar & Smolensky, 1998) and the Gradual Learning 

Algorithm (Boersma, 1997). The Constraint Demotion Algorithm works by starting with a set of 

constraints that are unranked. After examining the selected form at particular moment of speech 

the algorithm then compares that form with non-optimal candidates and attempts to demote 

constraints so as to reduce constraint violations in the selected output. The Gradual Learning 

Algorithm is similar in that it is triggered by identified errors in the output, but it includes several 

important differences in the components of its grammar. In particular, the Gradual Learning 

Algorithm assumes that ranking is not discrete, but is instead indicated by a continuous scale of 

strictness (Boersma & Hayes, 2001). The Gradual Learning Algorithm also assumes that the 
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grammar itself is stochastic so that at each evaluation each constraint is affected by some amount 

of noise that results in output variation.  

 An early paper that examined the applicability of Optimality Theory to second language 

acquisition considered the question of complex coda acquisition in a second language (Hancin-

Bhatt & Bhatt, 1997). Hancin-Bhatt assumes that a learner’s initial second language phonology 

is simply a copy of their first language constraint rankings. As a second language learner 

continues to learn they will change the ranking of constraints to better reflect legal outputs in the 

second language. A challenge with this approach is that one encounters second language speech 

that does not appear to conform to faithfulness constraints of the target language even after the 

speaker has a fossilized phonology. Hancin-Bhatt suggests that perception problems could 

account for some non-native speech patterns, but also suggests that faithfulness constraints in the 

second language might be unstable (Hancin-Bhatt, 2008). Evidence for the movement of 

faithfulness constraints in second language acquisition appears then to relate to the fact that early 

stage second language learners will frequently produce speech with deviations suggesting 

markedness constraints dominate. Overall, the challenge is that second language speakers are 

capable of producing target-like output as well those with deviations from the target language 

much like a native speaker will occasionally produce inaccurate output. Knowing that second 

language learners can vary their output from instance to instance, it does suggest that improving 

empirical collection efforts to record all variants produced by language learners will be 

important, as well as developing grammatical accounts that can account for all possible 

variations. 
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It is important to emphasize that Optimality Theory assumes ranked constraint sets. 

Grammars with ranked constraints have some difficulties in accounting for variation. Second 

language learners are, of course, known to produce highly variable output depending on the 

languages and speakers involved. Accounting for the interlanguage constructed by second 

language learners suggests a model of grammar that incorporates variability. Assuming that 

second language learners develop an interlanguage phonology that is somewhere between their 

first and second language’s phonology, it could prove helpful to have a model of grammar that 

allows for some type of interpolation between two sets of grammars (Daland & Norrmann-Vigil, 

2015). There are several models of probabilistic phonology that might help describe the 

formation of an interlanguage grammar. Probabilistic models of phonology allowing constraints 

to be represented as weights can be constructed from noisy data and can account for variation 

offer more flexibility than a traditional Optimality Theory grammar (Goldwater & Johnson, 

2003). In fact, Harmonic Grammar, which uses weights instead of rankings for constraints, is the 

predecessor to Optimality Theory (Legendre, Miyata, & Smolensky, 1990). Harmonic Grammar 

provides the possibility of representing an interlanguage as some interpolation of constraint 

weights between the two languages’ grammars. Being able to then learn from noisy training 

examples while also incorporating knowledge of a speaker’s first language phonology could 

prove useful in corpora-based analysis of accented speech. 

1.5 Goals of the present work 
 
 The research question this dissertation aims to investigate is what type of empirical 

analysis of speech patterns is possible using a corpus of phonetically transcribed non-native 

speech. This question requires consideration of what type of computational techniques are 
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specifically needed to facilitate this research. As second language acquisition research is spread 

across a number of fields including phonology, language teaching, and speech processing, this 

dissertation will demonstrate how to use computational analysis tools on non-native speech 

corpora that can potentially benefit each of these research areas.  

 This dissertation aims to draw attention to the use of phonological corpora for accent 

research. Past research shows that most investigations of accents are experimental in nature and 

thus rely on relatively small amounts of data intended principally for use in a single experiment. 

While some researchers have encouraged the use of phonological corpora for accent research, 

their suggestions were made in the context of experimental approaches to accent identification 

and description and thus did not investigate the ways a phonological corpus could support that 

research. This dissertation argues that larger corpus construction efforts should be undertaken to 

capture phonological data particularly relevant to accent research and appropriately store it 

alongside phonetic transcriptions because of the potential richness of this data.  

 This dissertation is divided into six chapters. Chapter One has presented an overview of 

accents, their origins, their acquisition, and their resulting grammar. This chapter attempts to 

frame the theoretical questions concerning how non-native speech might be acquired and 

structured such that variation between a speaker’s first language and a second language is 

systematic and non-random. Chapter Two investigates the current techniques employed to 

analyze phonological corpora and makes the case for the use of phonetically transcribed corpora 

to better understand and describe non-native speech patterns. This chapter also suggests that the 

Speech Accent Archive housed by George Mason University is particularly relevant for accent 

research due to the large numbers of samples it contains of speakers with different non-native 
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language backgrounds reading the same elicitation material. Chapter Three describes the 

development and design of extensions to the Speech Transcription Analysis Tool (STAT) to 

support analytics across an entire corpus of phonetic transcriptions. Chapter Four shows how 

applying a tool such as STAT allows for rapid word and segment comparisons of phonetic 

transcriptions in a corpus which enables identifying various patterns of speech in non-native 

speakers of English. Chapter Four also shows how previous research efforts have focused only 

on a relatively small number of segmental differences to describe the sound patterns of non-

native speakers. Having an available tool capable of looking at all differences can enhance the 

ability of researchers to access and analyze larger sets of data to understand segmental 

differences. Chapter Five demonstrates that the ability to rapidly search a phonological corpus of 

phonetic transcriptions for variant pronunciations can be used to support research in 

phonological grammars, including those that rely on weighted instead of ranked constraints. 

Specifically, Chapter Five shows that the empirical conclusions made available from 

phonological corpus analysis can be used to identify representations of non-native speech 

grammars empirically derived from items identified in the corpus. Chapter Six concludes this 

dissertation with a reflection on the limitations of this study and possible directions for future 

research. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE STUDY OF ACCENTS  
THROUGH CORPUS LINGUISTICS METHODS 

 
2.1 Introduction 

 The previous chapter made the argument that accents are a relatively understudied but 

nevertheless important linguistic phenomena. Additionally, it indicated that the study of accents 

requires, amongst other things, an understanding of how acquiring the phonology of a second 

language is informed by an individual’s first language phonology. Interlanguage phonology 

combines attributes of a speaker’s first language, the target language, and other linguistic 

universals. Possible attributes transferred from the first language could involve segments, 

suprasegmental features, syllable simplification strategies, or others. While all of these different 

speech components are involved in constructing the final speech output, studies typically focus 

on examining only a single class of features at a time (Lombardi, 2003; Weinreich, 1979). By 

narrowing their focus to one class of features the intent is to ensure that potential confounding 

factors are excluded from the analysis. This chapter considers how previous studies have 

investigated different accent properties. In particular, it considers how previous corpus-based 

investigations have considered segment modification strategies found in the data. 

 Research into accents involves identifying how non-native speakers differ in their 

pronunciations from native speakers. This raises several questions concerning what is meant by 

the pronunciation of native speakers. Clearly, we should expect that there will be at minimum 

both individual and regional variation in pronunciation for a single language. Describing the 

pronunciation patterns of native speakers of a language therefore requires the analysis of a large 

amount of speech data. Identifying and collecting a representative sample of native speakers is 

frequently accomplished by making use of the tools and techniques of corpus linguistics. In 
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corpus linguistics, the goal is to perform data analysis on appropriately constructed and collected 

language data. Accent research raises the question of what type of data should be collected to 

construct a corpus. At minimum, an accent corpus should consider data both from native 

speakers, so as to provide insights into the pronunciation patterns of native speakers, and from 

non-native speakers. Accented speech data collection requires that efforts must be made to 

ensure as broad a representative set as possible. Incorporating learners at different stages of 

second language acquisition will provide the possibility of better insight into the development of 

accented speech. Accent research also invites the question of what type of data should be 

collected and used for analysis. One could construct an accent corpus by collecting recordings 

with annotations of acoustic information as would be done in many other areas of corpus 

linguistics. However, since accent research can investigate both phonetic and phonological 

properties of speech it will be important to consider the different types of corpora that will 

provide relevant data for research into pronunciation patterns. 

 While corpus linguistics has been a well-established method for decades, it has only 

recently been used to investigate phonology. The absence of techniques appropriate for the 

investigation of a phonological corpus has limited the types of accent research possible. 

Therefore, this chapter will aim to offer new directions for research into foreign accents using 

improved corpus-driven techniques. Specifically, a phonological corpus for accent research must 

minimally include phonetic transcriptions when investigating phonological properties of speech 

evidenced in things such as syllable simplification. The corpus must also provide relevant 

demographic information about speakers to consider differences between pre- and post- critical 
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period language learners. It will also be important to consider different phonetic transcription 

protocols for the corpus as well as the tooling for analysis of large quantities of data.  

2.2 Methodologies for Non-Native Speech Investigations 

Different research questions require different methodologies. In the case of non-native 

speech patterns, suitable methodologies must both describe native speech and compare them to 

the speech of non-natives. Gut (Gut, 2009) produced a survey of research methodologies used for 

investigating second language phonological acquisition. The survey examined 176 empirically 

motivated studies published between 1969 and 2008 in relevant linguistics journals. Here Gut 

considered only those studies based on empirical data. Included in the survey were only studies 

that investigated second language speech. While theoretically-oriented surveys help to construct 

a framework within which to interpret empirical results, they can sometimes tend not to focus on 

the actual data of second language speech and instead examine broader questions about the 

learning of a second language (Krashen, 1982). Theoretical studies can comment on the nature of 

the processes by which a second language phonology is acquired, without necessarily exploiting 

as large a corpus of data as possible. Empirical studies of the speech patterns of second language 

speakers, however, can look at several different topics. These can include studies investigating 

the production of segments, perception of second language contrasts, prosody, and various other 

properties of non-native speech. Of the studies that Gut investigated, over half focused on 

questions of segment production, and perception of foreign accent using ratings. Only 25 studies 

investigated the question of syllable structure and segment modification in second language 

speech. While it is encouraging to know that there has been an increasing number of empirically 
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motivated studies on second language speech, it will be important to understand the limitations 

of many of these studies. 

 Among the published empirical studies investigating second language acquisition there 

are numerous distinctions to be made in the ways in which data is collected and evaluated. A first 

concern with the studies about second language speech relates to the way speech is elicited 

among participants. Researchers can choose to provide participants word lists or passages for 

reading. Typically, these studies are intended to elicit certain speech contexts to record 

phonological productions. Other studies instead encourage spontaneous speech of participants by 

asking them to tell stories and similar activities. Opinions differ on the effectiveness of having 

participants simply read from word lists. Studies have found that reading and spontaneous speech 

produces similar patterns of speech as perceived by evaluators (Munro & Derwing, 1994). One 

benefit of having subjects read the same elicitation material is that it allows researchers to craft 

the passage in such a way as to ensure that all possible second language contrasts are produced 

by the speaker. Using standard elicitation material offers the opportunity to make comparisons 

between many native and non-native speakers emphasizing the use of transcription material for 

analysis. 

 Additional concerns found in second language studies relates to the subject pool size and 

whether the study is longitudinal. If one is attempting to describe the components of a second 

language accent the argument can be made that the larger the number of participants in the study 

the better. It is common, however, to have a study of accented speech that contains data for less 

than 30 speakers. Having a large number of subjects participate in an experiment offers second 

language researchers the opportunity to examine whether there is evidence of systematic 
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behavior in speakers coming from the same native-language background. At the same time, if 

one is attempting to understand the effect of the native-language background on the production 

of speech in a second language, there is less relevance for longitudinal studies. Longitudinal 

studies of second language learners seem well suited to the question of ultimate attainment, but 

somewhat less useful in answering the question of what to expect in the speech patterns of a non-

native speaker (Lardiere, 2007). Studies aimed at identifying the patterns of second language 

speech could benefit from considering a large number of adult participants who have been 

engaged in speaking the second language for an extended period of time and who all attempt to 

speak the same elicitation passages. 

 One path to identifying non-native speech patterns involves examining many speakers in 

any research endeavor. While longitudinal studies offer the ability to evaluate the progress of a 

learner over time, they represent a different approach to reaching the same goal of understanding 

non-native speech. Operating towards the goal of understanding the speech patterns of non-

native speakers raises the important question of what types of data best serve researchers. In any 

study of non-native speech patterns, the first step would be to collect, at minimum, appropriate 

audio recordings of the individual’s speech. After the recordings are available the investigator 

must decide on which data analysis method is most appropriate for the study’s aims. While the 

speech audio can be considered the primary research data, there are several different approaches 

possible including an instrumental, transcription, or ratings-based approach. An instrumental 

approach will focus mostly on the acoustic manifestation of the speech patterns recorded in the 

data (Simões, 1996). Instrumental approaches make use of the acoustic features of speech and 

will focus on measures such as frequency and timing. While instrumental approaches can be very 
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useful, understanding the different manifestations of vowel sounds between native and non-

native speakers typically requires a considerable amount of effort to study even a single variable 

of interest. Instrumental studies are quite valuable in the answers they provide, but they simply 

remind researchers that reducing associated costs and decreasing the barriers to performing these 

types of studies can be tremendously helpful in encouraging additional research. 

Another approach to non-native speech data analysis aims at having native language 

listeners rate speech samples on some scale involving accentedness (Piske, MacKay, & Flege, 

2001). Native speakers are known to be able to rapidly perceive other speakers as non-native.  

Using a rating system typically involves an accentedness rating scale that allows the listeners to 

suggest which speakers have heavier accents (Flege, Munro, & MacKay, 1995b). Studies 

involving ratings frequently provide data that can help understand the components of an accent 

that strongly affect intelligibility or comprehensibility. At the same time, ratings fundamentally 

rely on the intuition of a native listener, and therefore attempting to distinguish the components 

of speech production that result in the perception of accentedness can only be accomplished by 

additional data analysis. Effectively, accentedness ratings might lead a researcher to a result that 

involves more correlation with ratings data as opposed to identifying the particular speech 

productions that cause a native listener to perceive an accent.  

The final major class of non-native speech data analysis involves the use of 

transcriptions. Transcription in this context can include things such as orthographic or phonetic 

transcriptions of the recorded speech. One challenge to the use of any type of transcription 

relates to the fact that transcriptions require human judgment to select the appropriate 

representation of a sound recording in a transcribed form. For example, when producing a 
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phonetic transcription, a trained transcriber must make categorical determinations as to which 

phone was produced by a speaker.  

 Phonetic transcriptions present a very useful and very compact means of analyzing 

spoken language. When linguistics first emerged as its own scientific discipline, a challenge was 

how to analyze speech. Attempting to represent a constantly changing signal by writing a symbol 

down on paper presents a number of problems, but the International Phonetic Association has 

offered a means of describing linguistically relevant human speech sounds (International 

Phonetic Association, 1999, p. 3). The Association maintains its International Phonetic Alphabet 

(IPA). Transcribers using IPA might have different abilities hearing sound distinctions due to 

idiosyncrasies in their language backgrounds or their physiology, which could affect the 

accuracy of the transcriptions. Any transcribed item fundamentally represents a categorical 

judgment by the listener concerning the various phonetic features they perceived in what was 

actually said. Although the symbols used for representing phonetic information were in some 

sense arbitrarily selected from those available in typographical systems it is still the case that the 

representation of speech that phonetic transcriptions offer is particularly valuable. Having a 

mechanism by which speech can be symbolically represented and then used for analysis provides 

researchers with a capacity to analyze the actual structure of speech at least from the perspective 

of understanding the sequence of articulations used to produce sounds (Heselwood, 2013). Even 

with a phonetic transcription alone a researcher can identify the possible sequences in human 

languages.  

Generally, when multiple trained human transcribers provide transcriptions for the same 

speech recording, their agreement is found to be above 80% (Goddijn & Binnenpoorte, 2003). 
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With the recent advances in speech processing technology, computer programs have been used to 

automatically provide orthographic and limited phonetic transcriptions, however the reliability of 

computer generated orthographic transcriptions can vary widely and automatic phonetic 

transcriptions produced by machines are generally not considered worthy of using as a reference 

(Van Bael et al., 2007). Automating the transcription process can be a tremendous boon for 

future researchers of second language speech. A challenge, though, arises from the fact that the 

models used for training automated transcription programs are at this point best suited for broad 

phonetic transcriptions. Computer-based transcriptions also raise questions about the best means 

to assess the quality of automatically transcribed corpora, and will frequently involve the use of 

human evaluators to ensure consistent transcription quality. After a phonetic transcription of a 

speech recording is available it provides useful data for research into such questions as utterance 

structures and segment acquisition in non-native speech. Identifying speech patterns that suggest 

conformance to sonority sequencing principles or even identifying markedness effects can be 

aided by having large amounts of data ready for investigation. Phonetic transcriptions provide 

information on attested forms of speech production, and thus making these more readily 

available allows researchers to both pose questions to the data as well as attempt to analyze the 

data automatically for previously unrecognized phenomena.  

 A variety of experimental techniques can be used in the study of accented second-

language speech, depending on the goal of the study. For example, studies can focus on segment 

acquisition or the intelligibility of accented speech. Different methodologies for data analysis can 

be used for understanding different properties of both accented speech production as well as 

evaluation by native speakers. While the empirical knowledge of second language learning has 
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improved greatly, the availability of new technology has encouraged additional analysis of 

speech data, raising questions about the general approach of the field in studying second 

language speech.  

In general, studies have been intended to only look at individual properties of second 

language speech at a time, such as (Fan & Yongbing, 2014; Gonet & Pietron, 2006; Lombardi, 

2003; Weinreich, 1979). Research concerning second language speech that only analyzes a 

single piece of linguistic variation between a single pair of a native and a second language can 

help further progress in the field, but does not provide substantial support for the question of 

what a second language speaker generally sounds like. A goal for second language acquisition 

research would be to correctly predict the precise set of substitutions that a non-native speaker 

might employ when learning a new language. Identifying precisely what non-native speech 

sounds like to a native speaker proves to be challenging due to the discrepancies between innate 

native speaker language knowledge and the learner’s own first language phonological system. 

Thus, identifying discrepancies between expected native language speech and the speech of non-

native speakers could help guide researchers with empirical data useful for discerning the shape 

of non-native speech. Native speakers will frequently provide anecdotal descriptions of what a 

non-native speaker sounds like by identifying particular phonetic and phonological changes in 

pronunciation, but many studies taken individually do not provide enough data to provide details 

on the broader shape of second language speech patterns. One might know that non-native 

English speakers have difficulties in the production of English interdental fricatives, without 

providing a guide as to which language backgrounds produce which production variants. For 

research into second language speech production to further the field it will be important then to 
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make use of different data collection and analysis techniques that can better exploit larger data 

sets such as those found in corpus linguistics. 

2.3 Corpus Linguistics and Corpus Phonology 

Corpus linguistics is a methodology used in linguistics to study the patterns of language 

by collecting large sets of appropriate data. Typically, corpus linguistics has been used to analyze 

the variation present in written language. There are many different types of corpora available 

aimed at helping the study of areas of linguistics such as syntax, semantics, and other areas of 

interest that focus on both usage and variation (Kupietz, 2015; McEnery & Hardie, 2011). 

Collecting and compiling written language corpora has become increasingly easier with the 

improvement in computer systems and storage mechanisms. The vast majority of corpora, 

however, were developed only to store written data and research involving speech data had to 

contend with having only access to transcribed forms of data. When most researchers consider 

the use of corpus linguistics they do not consider it to be relevant to the study of phonological 

questions. A recent shift, though, has led to the construction of corpora useful for the study of 

phonological questions by allowing easier storage of original sound recordings as well as 

associated data (Gut & Voormann, 2014). The field of second language speech research, 

however, has only recently seen any use of phonological corpora and even now the question of 

best constructing and using such a phonological corpus remains unanswered. 

 A first item to consider in the construction and use of any corpus relates to the intended 

use of the corpus and the types of data available with it. For example, many corpora developed 

for use in natural language processing tasks involve the compilation of large quantities of text 

data with associated annotations including part of speech information and syntactic parse 
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structures (Taylor, Marcus, & Santorini, 2003). The computational linguistics community has 

had much experience in developing corpora and can attest to the complexity and cost involved in 

such an undertaking. For a corpus to be considered useful, it must generally be constructed in 

such a way as to help answer a number of possible research questions. Corpora can still be 

constructed for very specific research questions but the broader the purpose, the more useful the 

corpus can be. Researchers have generally agreed on three distinct properties of corpora that can 

be helpful in the collection decisions made by investigators. These properties include the 

representativeness of the corpus related to the language phenomenon in question, the volume of 

data relative to the phenomenon, and the requirement that all data be in a machine-readable 

format (McEnery & Wilson, 2001). Of all these properties, the machine-readable requirement is 

the easiest to describe in that the data must be available in formats that are readily usable by 

investigators evaluating the corpus. Representativeness of a corpus involves whether the corpus 

provides sufficiently broad coverage of the linguistic phenomenon under investigation. The 

volume of data relates to having a sufficient number of examples to ensure that an appropriate 

amount of variation is captured in the corpus so as to avoid deriving conclusions from potentially 

exceptional cases. Using these three properties in concert can help an investigator to select and 

develop a linguistic corpus, but it is important to understand how a speech data corpus in 

particular might be constructed. 

 While linguistic corpora have been around for a number of years they have typically been 

aimed at providing insights into text-based material. Constructing corpora to handle phonological 

or phonetic data is only a recent innovation due to the complexities of handling those types of 

data. As Gut and Voorman suggest “the usage of purpose-built corpora in phonological research, 
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however, is still in its infancy” (Gut & Voormann, 2014, p. 13). Due to their relatively recent 

adoption, there is as of yet no single accepted definition of what a phonological corpus actually 

is. Two basic types of data, however, should be available with a phonological corpus. The first is 

the raw or base data, which in the case of a phonological corpus would be the actual recordings 

of speech. Additional data can also be attached to a phonological corpus either as secondary data 

that relates to the underlying data, including demographic information, and other annotations. A 

challenge that is specific to raw speech data concerns the structure of annotations for the 

recorded speech file. Annotating speech data requires careful consideration of what is the 

required granularity of data. Research questions involving phonetics and phonology frequently 

require time-stamped annotations on top of the original speech recordings to make data 

comparable and further analyzable (Gut & Voormann, 2014). Time-stamped annotations will 

allow researchers to mark the exact time at which an underlying phenomenon is identified in the 

speech recording. Examples of time-related annotations include such things as the extent of time 

during which a particular phone is pronounced, the extent of time during which an orthographic 

word is produced, or prosodic information. So, in short, one description of a phonological corpus 

includes original recordings, time-stamped annotations, and other speaker data. 

 Some authors suggest a distinction between a phonological corpus and a speech database. 

The basic notion is that speech databases are constructed for the collection of a number of 

pronunciations of the same source text (Wichmann, 2008). After collecting these speech 

samples, the researcher is able to then examine the different manifestations of speech sounds, but 

normally they will not have any time-stamped annotations. Many speech databases are 

constructed for use in speech recognition system development where even without time-stamped 
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annotations the data can still be used to train various acoustic models. This suggests that since 

speech databases do not attempt to collect a variety of different manifestations of speech with the 

appropriate types of data, they are therefore not phonological corpora. It does seem that the 

requirement that a phonological corpus minimally possess some time-stamped annotation, which 

is burdensome, might have slowed the construction of new phonological corpora due to the 

associated difficulty.  

 An ideal to aspire to would be that researchers have a tool to take a large amount of 

speech data and allow them to rapidly search through speech samples where they can then 

produce their own time-stamped annotations using automated tools and analyze this data quickly. 

By reducing the complexity of some tasks it could reduce the perceived cost of annotating a new 

corpus of speech data. But tools for automatically annotating and transcribing phonological 

corpora are unavailable. Additionally, the current state of phonological corpora useful for second 

language learner research is somewhat limited. An important contribution could then be 

revisiting currently available corpora and attempting to extract as much additional research data 

out of them as possible. While some corpora contain non-native speech and even phonetic 

transcriptions, they might suffer from other limitations due to the original study design. 

Therefore, finding additional ways to exploit data could provide a serious impetus for future 

research in more fully utilizing already available corpora. This dissertation focuses on one form 

of a phonological corpus that will contain original speech recordings, some type of phonetic 

transcription, and speaker data.  

 Knowing that few phonological corpora have been compiled up to this point (Gut, 

Kristoffersen, & Durand, 2014), it is therefore critical for researchers to specify their particular 
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focus area prior to identifying a corpus for use or constructing their own. Almost all 

phonological corpora will provide some reasonably versatile machine-readable data format 

(Durand et al., 2014). Granted, with phonological corpora there are several different methods to 

store both the audio files and associated data. Researchers will need to carefully consider what 

data formats are available and being used in a particular corpus. Computer programming skills 

will allow for the rapid conversion of data into appropriate formats. Many corpora that might 

have been of more use to phonologists or phoneticians alone can be used to answer questions 

when techniques from computer science and computational linguistics are applied. Recent 

history has shown what type of important insights and tools can be created from corpora like the 

Penn Treebank or the British National Corpus (Rayson, Leech, & Hodges, 1997). Many text 

corpora are in fact used to train and evaluate many of the fundamental algorithms used in search 

systems and speech recognition systems (Crouch et al., 2002; Hale et al., 2006).  

By applying tools and techniques from computational linguistics, phonological corpora 

can be harnessed to provide insights into the question of non-native speech patterns. This 

dissertation provides several tools useful for the investigation of phonological corpora for 

research into non-native speech patterns. Before describing the computational tools necessary for 

non-native speech research, it will be important to examine attempts to construct and use 

phonological corpora for use in investigating non-native speech. 

2.4 Non-Native Speech Corpora 

Linguistic corpora can provide a rich source of original data useful for analysis and 

exploration of phenomenon such as accented speech. As mentioned in 2.3 above, corpus-based 

techniques are used widely in a number of fields of linguistics, but one research area that has 
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seen less adoption is second language acquisition. While there are several learner corpora that 

will be discussed below, one still finds that the corpora constructed and used are aimed at 

investigating relatively narrow research questions. Frequently, corpora developed for second 

language acquisition research will be limited to a particular native and foreign language 

combination. Constructing a corpus for a particular native language background is useful for 

understanding the acquisition of the second language, but it does not necessarily help research 

aimed at understanding more broadly the components of non-native accents of second language 

speakers. To make progress in understanding these non-native accents it will be important to 

evaluate currently available corpora and identify those which will be most useful for empirical 

investigation of the systematic properties of accented speech.  

 In examining currently available corpora that focus on second language acquisition, it is 

important to consider their collection intention first. Many second language corpora can be 

considered learner corpora. What these corpora aim to collect is responses by language learners 

who are attempting to learn a new language. Collecting language learner data, however, 

frequently involves simply capturing the results of a learner performing certain tasks over a 

period of time. A popular corpus collection for language learners involves the collection of 

language learners’ writing (Granger, 2004). These corpora provide insights into how learners 

make use of the lexicon and syntax of their new language. Monitoring the syntactic progress of a 

language learner is an important aspect of language acquisition research, but it does not provide 

insight into the nature of non-native accents. It should be noted as well that critical period 

duration and effects differ across areas of linguistic competence. For instance, one might expect 

that phonetic and phonological acquisition of a learner might be affected after the critical period 
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while syntax acquisition would not be affected to the same degree. Many language learner 

corpora contain actual writings of learners and could provide insight into both the vocabulary 

and syntax a speaker might employ, but these corpora do not provide insights into the learner’s 

accent as it does not involve any kind of speech recording. 

 One corpus of note that involves language learning, albeit not second language learning, 

is the Child Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES ) corpus (MacWhinney, 2014). This 

particular corpus was developed as a means to exchange first language acquisition data. The data 

contained in this corpus dates back over fifty years. The audio data collected for this corpus has 

been, in large part, transcribed over time in a format called CHAT (Codes for the Human 

Analysis of Transcripts). The format of the transcripts has been to minimally transcribe the 

spontaneous speech of children as they are in discourse with others. In addition to simply 

recording the speech orthographically, CHILDES also offers the ability to store phonological 

transcripts. While this corpus is not immediately relevant to the question of second language 

acquisition, it has provided numerous insights on the storage and construction of electronic 

corpora over its many years of use.  

 Different research centers have recently begun to construct second language learner 

corpora that include speaker recordings. The Foreign Accented English Corpus developed by the 

Center for Spoken Language Understanding (CSLU) at the Oregon Health and Science 

University contains nearly 5,000 speaker recordings (Lander, 2007). The data for this corpus was 

collected from phone calls by speakers of 23 different native languages. While there are many 

useful aspects to this corpus, the design intent was to perform accent judgments and not to 

perform deeper investigations of non-native speech patterns. While the Foreign Accented 
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English Corpus contains a large number of samples, it has several limitations that exclude it from 

use in the investigation of accent structures. A first issue relates to the quality of the recordings. 

The corpus was collected in such a way that the sound quality is limited to that of a telephone 

line. As the signal capturing bandwidth on a telephone circuit is dramatically lower than that 

capable of modern Compact Disc quality recordings, the recordings in this database are less 

useful than they might at first appear. A second issue with this corpus is that since the goal was 

to provide accent judgments, the speech samples are not phonetically transcribed. These two 

properties of the corpus exclude its use in accent structure research as there would simply not be 

enough data to investigate the properties of non-native accents captured in speech data. Even if 

one hoped to transcribe the data, the fact that the recording quality is limited would make the 

data unsuitable to the task. 

 The Foreign Accented English Corpus lacked the necessary transcription and recording 

quality to allow for deeper analysis. Other corpora, however, appear to overcome this problem. 

The Wildcat corpus from Northwestern University aims at providing a corpus of native and non-

native English speakers engaging in dialogue (Van Engen et al., 2010). In total the Wildcat 

corpus has 76 speakers recorded with 24 native English and 52 non-native speakers. Of the non-

native speakers, 20 subjects identified Chinese as their native language while 20 subjects 

identified Korean as their native language. The remaining non-native English speakers included 

a variety of other native languages including Indian, Iranian, Japanese, Macedonian, Russian, 

Spanish, Thai, and Turkish. One aspect of this corpus is that it pairs native and non-native 

speakers together to encourage spontaneous speech. Specifically, each speaker engages in 

separate dialogues with a native English speaker and also with a non-native speaker. Matching 
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the speakers in this way was intended to help evaluate communicative efficiency between 

speakers with different language backgrounds. From this the corpus researchers are able to rank 

the efficiency of speaker pairs and found that pairs with the same native language background 

performed better than mixed pairs. In order to encourage the production of data useful in 

measuring communicative efficiency, the designers constructed a variety of dialogue tasks that 

participants would have to talk through together. Each recording session lasted approximately 20 

minutes and was recorded with CD-quality audio. Following the conclusion of the sessions, the 

recordings were transcribed orthographically and then used to examine communicative 

efficiency. The Wildcat corpus displays many interesting properties for spoken second language 

research. At the same time, however, it is limited in its applicability to the question of non-native 

speech structures due to the lack of phonetic transcriptions. The audio quality of the recordings 

would be sufficient for further analysis, but with only an orthographic transcription available its 

usefulness for certain questions is diminished. One other issue that limits the applicability of this 

corpus relates to the number of subjects representing different native-language backgrounds. 

While certainly the presence of 20 speakers of Korean and Chinese should provide some amount 

of pronunciation variation, the other native languages recorded in the corpus do not appear to 

have a sufficiently high number of recorded speakers to allow for anything more than a cursory 

analysis. Identifying appropriate corpora for non-native speech research will require a reasonable 

number of non-native speaker recordings for each native-language background. 

 While it has become easier and less expensive to store a large number of audio recordings 

in digital form, the difficulties associated with transcription remain. Some other speech corpora 

aim to include phonetically transcribed data of non-native speakers. The French Language 
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Learner Oral Corpora (FLLOC) provide researchers access to both original sound recordings as 

well as to transcription (Myles, 2005). The corpus, which is itself a collection of different 

individual corpora, contains in total 1,375 sound files with associated transcripts. It is important 

to understand that the data contained in these corpora were actually provided by different 

research groups who donated the resulting data for use in the corpora. By incorporating data 

offered by other researchers there is some question about data consistency. The British English 

and Dutch speakers included in the corpora are all attempting to learn French as a second 

language. The age range of speakers is between 12 and 24. All the speakers are learning French 

in an academic setting either in a high school or college. Recordings in the corpora are based on 

both narration and interaction tasks. In addition to the raw sound recording there are 

transcriptions available for each sample. Transcriptions for the corpora are all in a CHILDES-

derived format used for first language acquisition research (Rutherford & Thomas, 2001). The 

CHILDES format was originally intended to store transcribed speech of children with adults. 

Transcription in the CHILDES format allows for researchers to annotate different speech 

properties on a variable number of data tiers which include phonetic transcription as well as 

additional information on such things as speaker turns and orthographic transcriptions. Phonetic 

transcriptions in these databases are typically done in a broad fashion and do not typically 

include diacritics which could enhance the representational accuracy of the transcription. In 

many ways, the French Language Learner Oral Corpora provide an example of the possibilities 

of non-native speech corpora useful for understanding language learners’ speech patterns. At the 

same time, since it currently has collections of only English and Dutch speakers learning French 

it does not have a diverse set of native-language backgrounds attempting to learn a new 
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language. Additionally, one should consider the fact that it records relatively early language 

learners so that it will provide limited insight into the ultimately-attained phonological system of 

non-native speakers. 

 One recent corpus was developed intentionally for examining specific aspects of second 

language learner phonology. The Learning Prosody in a Foreign Language (LeaP) corpus was 

designed and constructed between 2001 and 2003 with the aim of collecting data on the 

acquisition of prosody by English and German language learners (Gut, 2014). In total the corpus 

has 101 samples of language learners and 11 samples of native German and English speakers. 

The total number of recordings in the corpus is 359, all of which are phonologically annotated. A 

number of different speech types were recorded for use in this corpus including free speech, 

passage reading, story retelling, and reading nonsense words. One feature of the passage-reading 

portion of the data included in the corpus is that the speakers were provided the text before the 

recorded reading and were allowed to familiarize themselves with it as much as they wished. 

Each audio sample includes 6 manually annotated transcription tiers and 2 automatically 

generated tiers that were all linked to the appropriate time codes of the recordings. The tiers 

include phrase information, orthographic words, syllables, vocalic and consonantal intervals, 

tones, and pitch. The transcription uses the SAMPA IPA format, which is an ASCII encoded 

alternative format for phonetic transcription in the International Phonetic Alphabet, with a broad 

phonetic transcription. Automatically annotated tiers include the lemma of the transcribed words 

as well as their part-of-speech.  

The transcriptions in LeaP were produced by a team of 6 transcribers with only 1 having 

previous phonetic transcription experience. Having a mix of experience between transcribers was 
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used to better understand problems that can arise amongst different transcribers. As a result of 

the collection and transcription of this corpus, researchers investigated the annotation 

consistency across the team of transcribers (Gut & Bayerl, 2004). Two measurements were 

identified for evaluating the performance of transcribers of the dataset: inter-annotator agreement 

where the transcripts produced by two separate people were compared, and intra-annotator 

agreement where a single transcriber’s output on the same recording was evaluated at different 

intervals. The inter-annotator phonetic transcription at the syllable level demonstrated a 

substantial amount of variability among transcriptionists measured by a Cohen’s kappa score was 

0.26, suggesting relatively low agreement. At the same time the intra-annotator agreement of an 

individual transcriptionist demonstrated a higher mean Cohen’s kappa score of 0.39, suggesting 

that transcribers were more consistent with themselves over time. While this suggests that people 

are generally consistent over time in their transcription, it does not answer the question of 

whether the transcriptions improved over time. An additional complication of this corpus relates 

to the question of the use of SAMPA, an ASCII representation of the International Phonetic 

Alphabet which is not immediately compatible with other storage formats such as ARPAbet. 

SAMPA and ARPAbet will be discussed in Section 2.5 below in greater detail. While the LeaP 

corpus possess many interesting properties, it provides a relatively small amount of data for the 

purposes of investigating non-native speech patterns.  

 Researchers at George Mason University have studied the problem of accents for nearly 

20 years. To help in their work Weinberger and others constructed the Speech Accent Archive 

(Weinberger, 2016). The Speech Accent Archive is a corpus of speech data aimed at providing 

insight into the nature of accents. The archive maintains a variety of data useful for linguists in 
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studying non-native speech patterns. In particular the Speech Accent Archive aims to provide a 

better understanding of accents generally, as its data is focused on accented English speech by 

non-native English speakers from around the globe. A key design decision for the archive was to 

record speech from non-native English speakers reading the same elicitation paragraph: 

Please call Stella. Ask her to bring these things with her from the store: Six spoons of fresh snow 

peas, five thick slabs of blue cheese, and maybe a snack for her brother Bob. We also need a 

small plastic snake and a big toy frog for the kids. She can scoop these things into three red bags, 

and we will go meet her Wednesday at the train station. (Weinberger, 2016) 

 
The Speech Accent Archive elicitation paragraph includes all the vowels of English, and many 

difficult consonant clusters. The intention was to elicit as many English segments and syllable 

types as possible. Among the data provided by the Archive is a collection of approximately 

2,400 recordings of non-native English speakers all reading the same elicitation paragraph. In 

addition to the recorded audio, each recording subject is asked demographic questions 

concerning their native language background as well as their knowledge of English. After the 

audio file is saved to the archive, at least three linguists produce narrow phonetic transcriptions 

of the sample. These transcriptions are evaluated for consistency and a final consensus 

transcription is made available on the website. The site currently contains over 1,200 

phonetically transcribed samples. The Speech Accent Archive, however, is different from other 

phonological corpora in that it provides audio data, phonetic transcriptions, and demographic 

information with all speakers reading the same elicitation material. Another important difference 

about the archive is that all of the narrow phonetic transcriptions are provided in a native 

International Phonetic Alphabet font as opposed to using a transcription format such as SAMPA. 
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One benefit this has is that all the transcriptions are immediately readable by anyone familiar 

with the International Phonetic Alphabet. The Speech Accent Archive also provides a database 

of native phonetic inventories for languages. These phonetic inventories are a tremendous help 

for non-native speech researchers examining inventory contrasts between languages. 

 Many different corpora have been developed for use in non-native speech research. An 

important question then relates to determining which corpora are best suited for performing 

empirical research on non-native speech patterns. One obvious limitation to currently available 

corpora is that all appear limited by either native language background or target languages. Many 

of the corpora discussed were limited to examining particular aspects of second language speech 

and as a result the data is especially useful for assisting in the analysis of those research 

questions. On the other hand, the LeaP corpus and others are useful and well suited to the 

question of understanding the acquisition of second language prosody. Clearly it will be 

challenging to draw empirically grounded conclusions concerning the general patterns of second 

language speech from any currently available single corpus. The number of speakers included in 

studies is low relative to the question studied and the mix of native and second languages is 

limited. Data limitations, however, should not preclude research into second language speech 

patterns. Attempting to squeeze out all possible conclusions from available data should be 

encouraged as at the very least it could encourage additional future research and corpus 

development. To that end, the Speech Accent Archive represents a good source of data for 

examining non-native speech patterns by many speakers across a large number of different 

native language backgrounds. Since there are a large number of speakers represented in the 

Archive from many native language backgrounds, corpus-derived conclusions can be turned into 
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working hypotheses about non-native speech that can later be experimentally examined. At the 

same time, the Archive does have limitations as it contains speakers all reading the same 

elicitation material and therefore does not contain spontaneous speech. It is also not longitudinal, 

so it only gives insight into speakers’ accents at single point of time. Finally, it does not include 

all possible sounds of the English language. 

This dissertation will use the Speech Accent Archive to investigate second language 

speech patterns. An obstacle to researching second language speech patterns using a corpus is 

that there are few techniques that have been developed to examine and compare a large number 

of phonetic transcriptions. An important aspect of this dissertation will be to describe techniques 

useful for the automated comparison of large numbers of speech transcriptions of the same target 

utterance. Algorithms and techniques for examining large quantities of comparable phonetic 

transcriptions have not been developed, in part due to the different types of transcription systems 

previously employed for capturing phonetic information about speech samples.  

2.5 Phonetic Transcription in Phonological Corpora 

Investigating phonological corpora requires a researcher to consider the types of data that 

will be used for analysis. Speech data can be analyzed and represented in a number of different 

formats. The most accessible ways for handling any speech data is to have the data transcribed 

appropriately. That is, transcribed data allows the speech in an audio file to be reduced to a 

sequence of segments indicated in a transcription that can be used for phonological analysis. 

Transcriptions provide the ability to rapidly assess and compare components of an audio file 

without having to use any special software. Transcription protocols, however, differ across 

researchers and research projects, but a typical phonetic transcription will make use of the 
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International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) in the transcription (Association, 1999). The International 

Phonetic Alphabet provides a set of distinct symbols for the range of different human speech 

sounds. For example, if a linguist were analyzing a speech sample and recognized that a 

voiceless bilabial stop occurred, they would be able to transcribe that as /p/. Generally, a 

transcription will make use of a number of different phonetic characters to represent a complete 

utterance by a speaker. In addition to the basic phonetic characters the International Phonetic 

Alphabet also contains a number of different diacritics for use in conjunction with a core 

character to indicate a particular variation from the transcribed sound. Looking again at the case 

of a voiceless bilabial stop, one could additionally indicate that it was aspirated by appending the 

appropriate diacritic like /pʰ/. All human speech sounds should be capable of representation in 

the International Phonetic Alphabet at some level of descriptive power. 

 Phonological corpora are intended to be useful for different researchers to study a variety 

of different phenomenon. Transcribed utterances can be more or less useful depending on the 

level of detail provided by the transcription. Generally, there are two classes of phonetic 

transcriptions (Association, 1999, p. 28). The first, called “broad transcription,” provides a 

transcription with all of the phonemes occurring in the utterance while some richer distinctions in 

phonetic properties might not be identified. A second type of transcription is called a “narrow 

transcription,” which provides additional phonetic details concerning the realization of the 

utterance produced, including such things as diacritical marks about the utterance. An important 

principle in narrow transcription is that absent knowledge of the phonological system that 

produced the utterance, it is necessary to include as many phonetic properties as possible, as one 

cannot be certain in advance as to which will be most relevant (International Phonetic 
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Association, 1999, pp. 28-29). An example of this difference can be seen in the transcription of 

the English pronunciation of “Paris.” A native English speaker might produce the following 

broad transcription /pærɪs/. One potential problem with this broad transcription is that it does not 

indicate the possibility of aspiration on the word initial bilabial stop. Indicating the presence or 

absence of aspiration in such a case is actually important, as native French speakers would not 

produce aspiration in this context. Therefore, a narrow transcription of an English speaker 

uttering “Paris” might look like the following [pʰæɹɪs]. For the purposes of accent research, a 

phonological corpus with appropriate narrow phonetic transcriptions would be preferable to 

broad transcriptions precisely because they must faithfully represent more of the phonetic 

properties of a speaker’s utterance, due to one’s inability to precisely determine which 

phonological system the speaker was employing in production. All the additional detail provided 

in a narrow transcription can be used to provide further depth of analysis over the contrastive 

data provided in a broad transcription. 

 An initial computational challenge in transcribing phonetic data relates to the manner in 

which the text transcriptions are stored and processed. Here the problem is that the International 

Phonetic Alphabet relates to a set of glyphs, or characters, that it uses to indicate information 

about speech. Computers where a phonological corpus will be stored have no direct mapping of 

the International Phonetic Alphabet in their text representation systems that simultaneously 

encode every character’s phonetic features. Since the glyphs selected to represent International 

Phonetic Alphabet symbols have been selected from regular typographical characters, there are a 

number of challenges that appear when one wants to reuse the regular Unicode characters of 

normal text files and have phonetic features associated with them. For example, in modern 
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Unicode text systems one can have alternative means to produce a single glyph by either finding 

a combined character or using a base character combined with a combining character. The 

solution has previously been to simply select a set of characters from those available and 

associate them with an International Phonetic Alphabet character. This has meant that diacritics 

cannot be readily included in many transcription formats used for automated evaluation. 

Traditionally, researchers in speech recognition and phonologists interested in transcribing their 

data would use a system known as ARPAbet (Shoup, 1980). ARPAbet offered researchers the 

ability to use standard ASCII character codes that computer systems have long supported to 

represent a phonological transcription. The use of the ARPAbet would entail that a linguist 

represent their phonetic transcription in standard Roman letters, and then specify a 

correspondence in the International Phonetic Alphabet (Jurafsky & Martin, 2009). For example, 

a /p/ in the international phonetic alphabet is rendered as a /p/ in the ARPAbet. Other examples 

like a /θ/ in the International Phonetic Alphabet would be rendered as the two-character sequence 

/th/ in ARPAbet. One problem that the ARPAbet has is its lack of diacritical marks and that 

multiple characters are needed to encode one phonetic symbol. Even with its limited accuracy, it 

remains in wide use among speech recognition researchers. 

 More recent attempts have been made to improve upon the storage of phonetic 

transcription data. One system called SAMPA, the Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic 

Alphabet, was developed to make interchange of phonetic transcriptions across European 

languages possible (Wellsothers, 1997). It was also only a partial rendering of the International 

Phonetic Alphabet with an emphasis on European languages. A successor to SAMPA called X-

SAMPA was designed to provide a fuller implementation of the International Phonetic alphabet 
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to include diacritical marks. Both SAMPA and X-SAMPA used ASCII text as their underlying 

means of storing transcription data. Providing a consistent mapping between ASCII characters 

and the International Phonetic Alphabet characters they represent has allowed researchers to 

more readily share data. One problem, though, is that one has to be trained in how to interpret 

both International Phonetic Alphabet characters as well as their rendering in other alphabets such 

as ARPAbet or X-SAMPA. 

Using ASCII has the benefit of immediate compatibility throughout the world, but 

developments in the last decade have provided far better means of storing transcription data. In 

particular, the Unicode Consortium has developed different character encodings that allow for 

the storage and representation of nearly all the world’s different glyphs. Using Unicode, 

researchers can now directly encode their phonetic transcription in International Phonetic 

Alphabet characters. This has helped simplify things for researchers sharing textual information 

in that the visual representation of the transcriptions are now human readable and readily 

shareable between individuals. One problem, however, arises in the automated processing of 

phonetic transcriptions written in Unicode. Since researchers can now select font glyphs that 

match their phonetic transcription needs, there is no longer a reason to insist on the use of certain 

character codes such as those seen in ARPAbet to represent certain International Phonetic 

Alphabet characters. Readability here has somewhat hampered the ability to share transcriptions 

for use in automated processing as Unicode offers different means of encoding the same glyph. 

While Unicode contains over a million different character codes to represent glyphs in all 

the world’s languages, it also provides a mechanism for combining multiple characters together 

in different ways. One can see this in that the use of the diacritic for rhoticizing / ˞/ can be 
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combined with other characters like / ə˞/. The underlying encoding of this glyph involves two 

separate character codes. One code for the schwa vowel and one for the rhoticizing of the vowel. 

At the same time, there are defined areas of Unicode that provide International Phonetic 

Alphabet glyphs that create separate codes including phones with diacritical marks already made. 

For example, the code for rhotacized schwa /ɚ/ uses only one character code. Having different 

means of encoding International Phonetic Alphabet characters in Unicode, where they end up 

producing identical or near identical glyphs, means that special care must be used when creating 

transcriptions for automated processing, so that all character encodings and descriptions are 

consistent. Standardizing phonetic transcriptions using Unicode requires the use of tools that 

define a set of characters and combining characters as permissible for transcription purposes. 

One component of this dissertation has been to compose a set of utilities for researchers to define 

a phonetic alphabet with particular Unicode character codes enforced so as to standardize 

transcription storage and to ensure their possible use in automated analysis. The objects and 

techniques of this alphabet mechanism are discussed in Chapter 3. These utilities provide a 

means of taking pre-combined characters and separating them into their character and combing 

character combinations so as to avoid any confusion for an automated system.  

In addition to simply identifying the appropriate range of Unicode characters that map to 

the appropriate IPA glyph, feature alphabets can contain additional information about the 

underlying speech sound. When one considers the speech sound /p/ one knows that the character 

represents a voiceless bilabial stop. Another speech sound /b/ shares many of the same features 

as /p/ with a difference only in voicing. A basic dictionary of phonological characters would 

allow a researcher to then map each individual character automatically to the set of phonetic 
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features associated in IPA. Researchers should be able to manipulate the features associated with 

different transcription elements so as to be able to add additional features to the representation. 

For example, in some representations only a limited number of phonetic features are available 

for consideration, and this limitation is hard-coded into the system, making it extremely difficult 

to change. A phone dictionary was constructed for this dissertation that contains a number of 

different features for each transcribed item including information about aspiration, lateralization, 

manner of articulation, nasal features, place of articulation, retroflexion, syllabicity, and voicing. 

Additionally, this dictionary can be readily altered by other linguists to add new features, so it 

can be used for new analyses with relative ease. Example entries in this phonetic feature 

dictionary are included in Appendix A. The entries are written in a JavaScript Object Notation 

(JSON) hash so that additional features can be added to extend the capability of the alignment 

mechanism. Creating these types of dictionaries represents a significant improvement over 

previous transcription systems like SAMPA in that a transcriber does not need to learn a custom 

set of characters for their transcription while also making transcriptions more readable without 

having to mentally transform the character to the IPA representation. 

Making phonetic transcriptions more useful is an important first step in unlocking the 

power of many phonological corpora and other previously transcribed data. However, improved 

transcriptions are not enough by themselves. Identifying and documenting techniques for the 

analysis of a large number of phonetic transcriptions is also important and unfortunately is an 

understudied area of inquiry. Proper analysis of a corpus including phonetic transcriptions 

requires that researchers be able to use computational methods that can identify patterns 

automatically. One obstacle for computational methods here is that it requires that algorithms be 
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developed that can make sense of phonetic transcription data. Algorithms that appropriately 

handle phonetic transcriptions then will require then that phonetic feature dictionaries be used to 

make comparisons between transcription items automatically. 

2.6 Phonetic Distance Measures 

Phonological corpora with phonetic transcriptions provide researchers with many 

interesting research opportunities. In particular, it would be useful to be able to rapidly compare 

the transcribed speech of a number of speakers by simply determining how their pronunciations 

of different words vary. At present this is still a relatively complicated task. The first obstacle 

relates to the fact that since the assumption is that speakers’ pronunciations vary, then the 

transcriptions will be different. Different transcriptions present difficulties to researchers as they 

will need a mechanism that will automatically find speakers attempting to produce the same 

target word. Spontaneous speech corpora would present the most difficulty with this type of 

problem as one could not verify that the speakers were attempting to produce the same word 

without manual verification. Other corpora though, such as the Speech Accent Archive, use the 

same elicitation material for all speakers and thus one should assume that each transcription 

should contain attempts for each word. Although even knowing that each speaker is attempting 

all the same words is insufficient to identify how to force the alignment of words between 

transcripts so as to compare pronunciation differences.  

Comparing transcribed speech samples represents a significant challenge, especially in a 

corpus setting. Simply looking for identical characters in a transcription is insufficient to 

appropriately align material between samples. For example, two pieces of transcribed data such 

as /wɪθ/ and /wɪt/ both represent pronunciations for the word ‘with.’ An analysis tool should be 
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able to identify these two examples as pronunciation candidate matches. Simply using a search 

tool across a transcription would require that a linguist either enter only a portion of a word or 

identify all possible variations in advance. Obviously, this is an impossibility for linguists and 

presents an obstacle for research. A tool for the comparison of phonetic similarity manifested in 

transcriptions then should make use of a feature dictionary and thus identify similar items by 

comparing the geometry of phonetic features provided. 

One algorithm for phonetic similarity measurement is called ALINE (Kondrak, 2000). 

ALINE was a tool developed to provide a similarity measure between two phonetically 

transcribed words. The ALINE algorithm was developed to address challenges that occur from 

employing a dynamic programming string matching approach alone. In particular, while 

dynamic programming approaches offer a mechanism for string alignment they will not typically 

include a means to calculate the distance between phones. Thus, ALINE includes both string 

alignment and phonetic distance components. ALINE identified the similarity of two phonetic 

strings by first converting the individual elements of each transcribed word into a feature vector 

containing the weights for each distinct phonetic component such as consonant place, voicing, 

manner of articulation, and the like. After constructing a representation it then simply scanned 

through each transcription and tried to find which components shared an optimal number of 

phonetic features. It was then able to identify segment alignments between the components of the 

source and reference transcription. ALINE provides the user with a mechanism to compare 

individual phonetic transcription items and examine how similar the two utterances are. For 

example, ALINE would be able to align the two phonetic sequences /wɪθ/ and /wɪt/, showing that 

the word-final consonants share similar features and should be grouped together.  
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While ALINE offered a new tool for linguists comparing phonetically transcribed items, 

it had several important limitations. The first related to the fact that it required all transcriptions 

to conform to its own set of ASCII character encodings. Thus, before using ALINE linguists 

would have to convert any transcriptions into the appropriate format for analysis. Additionally, 

using the provided implementation there was no way to change the phonetic features of the 

individual phonetic characters used in a transcription item without recoding portions of the 

algorithm itself. Another challenge for the use of ALINE in a corpus is that its input is only two 

transcribed words and not a longer transcription. While ALINE demonstrated a mechanism for 

Input:  T transcript of IPA text  
  D phonetic feature dictionary  
 
Output: P array of phonetic feature representations 
 
Function MergeFeatures(feature_array): 
 feature_output = feature_array[0]  

// Take the provided vowel or consonant as the starting point 
for diacritic in feature_array[1:]: 
 feature_output = feature_output + diacritic 
 // add the underlying phone’s features  

// with those of the diacritic 
 
 
Function IPAtoFeatures(T): 
 for each character code in transcript: 
 // iterate through character codes in provided transcript 

 entry = D[character code] 
 if type(entry) is consonant or vowel: 
 // if we encounter a consonant or vowel,  

// attach following diacritics to it 
  if temp_phone is not null: 
   P << MergeFeatures (temp_phone) 
  temp_phone = [] 
 temp_phone << entry 
return P 

   
Figure 2.1. Phonetic Feature Extraction Pseudocode 
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the rapid comparison of transcription items, making it more useful for corpus-oriented 

techniques would be important for its broader use.  

One recent extension of the work of ALINE can be seen in STAT, the Speech 

Transcription and Analysis Tool (Kunath & Weinberger, 2009). STAT provided researchers with 

several improvements over ALINE. A first improvement was the movement away from custom 

alphabets for phonetic feature encoding and the movement to Unicode IPA transcriptions. 

Allowing for the use of full IPA transcriptions represents an important improvement as analysis 

and visual evaluation can be done in the same format without having to know anything other 

than IPA. Pseudocode for the phonetic feature encoding and character lookup are included in 

Figure 2.1. STAT also allows researchers to change feature settings or modify the features 

associated with each item in the IPA alphabet, as well as diacritics, without modifying program 

code. A linguist who is comfortable programming could alter the STAT alphabet code in such a 

way as to change the values of various phonetic features associated with a character such as 

voicing or manner of articulation. As a result of having feature dictionary entries for diacritic 

marks, STAT constructs a composite set of features for each transcribed item. For example, the 

item /p/ would have all the features associated with a voiceless bilabial stop, but when combined 

with a diacritic for aspiration /ʰ/ it would take the multiple character points as in /pʰ/ and turn 

them into one set of features representing an aspirated voiceless bilabial stop. Being able to use 

the standard phonetic transcription information allows researchers easier analysis and helps to 

ensure transcription standardization, as STAT will be able to detect the use of non-IPA 

characters in a transcription and appropriately alert users.  
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In its initial release STAT contained a transcription alignment algorithm derived from 

techniques used in Dynamic Time Warping (Coleman, 2005, p. 168) to align the words 

contained in two transcriptions of different speakers. Dynamic Time Warping is a technique 

generally used in aligning two audio speech samples instead of transcriptions, but it was suitable 

for the possible insertions or deletions of words encountered in aligning two phonetic 

transcriptions. While the initial release of STAT offered new analytic capabilities over ALINE, it 

was only capable of comparing two transcriptions at once and not an entire corpus. Transcription 

alignment allowed researchers to input a pair of complete transcriptions and receive a list of 

word-to-word mappings as well as phone-to-phone mappings. Being able to compare whole 

transcriptions to each other provides the first step for whole corpus analysis. While STAT by 

itself could not perform the corpus analysis on its own, it contained a set of features that would 

be necessary for corpus analysis.  

A final feature of STAT that would be useful for the analysis of speech transcription 

information relates to its ability to have a ruleset for describing the phonetic differences 

identified in aligned material such as annotating word-final devoicing. That is, after STAT has 

aligned individual words it can compare the differences between the realized forms, and 

associate a label with the differences. For example, two transcriptions of the same word could 

differ only in the voicing of word final consonants. Thus, STAT could identify the presence of 

word final devoicing in transcription pairs and label that portion of the data accordingly. Users 

can define their own set of alignment analysis rules. These rules could also be developed by 

examining a corpus and determining phonological speech patterns. The next chapter will focus 
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on describing the use of an extended version of STAT that allows for it to be used in corpus 

phonology so that accented speech variation can be automatically identified and tabulated. 

2.7 Summary 

This chapter has examined different techniques used for investigating non-native speech 

patterns. Corpus techniques are very well suited for the analysis of non-native speech patterns. 

At present though, few corpora are oriented to the investigation of different phonological speech 

patterns across a large number of language backgrounds. Many corpora, like WildCat and LeaP, 

are designed for the study of language learners from particular language pairs and are thereby 

limited in their applicability in accent research. The Speech Accent Archive represents, at 

present, the best collection of speaker data from a wide number of languages all attempting the 

same elicitation material. While the Archive does not contain the most ideal possible source of 

second language speech data, the data available should be understood as appropriate for studying 

the accent question. Current tools for analyzing corpora including phonetic transcriptions is 

limited, but available tools like STAT can be extended for use in corpus studies.  
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CHAPTER 3. A SYSTEM FOR PROCESSING AND  
ANALYZING COMPARABLE PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTIONS 

 
3.1 Introduction 

 
This chapter discusses the development of a new tool useful for the processing and 

analysis of phonological corpora that contain phonetic transcriptions. A deficiency was identified 

with current phonological corpora comprised of phonetic transcriptions, as they did not provide a 

mechanism to automatically compare transcripts while identifying any differences. In order to 

respond to this deficiency, a set of tools was constructed that allows for a number of novel 

techniques for aligning multiple phonetic transcriptions with each other so as to specifically 

identify differences. This dissertation aims to help linguists by providing these transcription 

analysis tools along with scripts to rapidly construct a phonological corpus comprised of audio 

files with corresponding phonetic transcriptions. The tools discussed here also provide the 

investigator the ability to rapidly compare transcriptions in such a way as to identify different 

phonetic realizations of the same elicitation material. While these tools aim to provide new 

capabilities to any linguist investigating phonetic transcriptions, whether they are in a corpus or 

not, the design and implementation reflects an approach to the particular challenges faced by 

those interested in investigating non-native speech accents. It is important to stress that as 

phonological corpora are still in their infancy, this dissertation aims to contribute to the 

discussion about what tools and techniques should be associated with the storage and analysis of 

phonetic transcripts. The content of this chapter serves as an introduction to both the specific 

technical challenges faced by linguists investigating accents, as well as one solution to their 

problems, embodied in the software and tools developed to support the research of this 

dissertation. 
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This chapter will first consider the state of tools available to analyze phonetic 

transcription data for comparison purposes. The focus will be on analyzing both the 

representation capabilities of transcribed data as well as tools available for the comparison of 

transcripts at the word and phone level. Comparing transcriptions requires both the evaluation of 

a transcription to ensure that it contains only allowed phonetic symbols, but also the appropriate 

association of features with the elements of a transcription. After considering the previously 

available tools, the chapter will describe the requirements that guided the development of the 

corpus and transcription analysis tools as well as the techniques used to develop them. Items of 

particular importance will be the selection of an appropriate data storage system as well as the 

construction of a suitable storage schema for the types of data produced in the analysis of 

transcriptions. After describing the data storage mechanism used to support the needs of 

linguists, the next item of consideration will be the tools necessary to ingest original phonetic 

transcription data into the system and ensure that it is appropriately normalized and conforms to 

a consistent transcription alphabet. An important component of the system is the indexing 

techniques employed to take a set of raw phonetic transcriptions and store them to allow for 

rapid comparisons between a multitude of transcriptions to support queries investigating 

different possible productions of the same elicitation material. Identifying similarities and 

differences between multiple phonetic transcriptions has previously been a manual process that 

prevented its use across a corpus of phonetically transcribed samples. The software developed 

for this dissertation and described in this chapter presents a solution to both automate the process 

of manual transcription analysis and to analyze second language learners productions in such a 

way as to allow for querying of phonetic transcriptions and alternate realizations across speakers. 
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As the software developed for this dissertation includes a fairly extensive codebase, references to 

core portions of code will be included in the text of this chapter and portions of the most 

important code will be included in appendices. The source code for this project is available in a 

version-controlled source code repository and is publicly available with access directions 

included below in Appendix A. The data necessary to replicate the findings of this dissertation 

are publicly available upon request from its original provider, the Speech Accent Archive hosted 

at George Mason University. 

3.2 Tools for Transcription Analysis 
 
 Analyzing phonetic transcriptions is typically associated with manual analysis, although 

searching can also use basic text matching techniques. That is, most transcriptions used in a 

corpus are simply intended to be inspected by an individual or queried amongst a larger corpus 

of phonetic transcriptions using something akin to regular expressions of the text of the 

transcript. While providing phonetic transcriptions in a corpus is a reasonably simple task as it 

essentially requires only the storage and retrieval of text files, the types of analysis possible can 

quickly become very complicated. The point here is that the mechanisms for storage are readily 

available and there is little reason to add sophistication, as any searching would be done just by 

text matching, and any analysis would be done by a linguist mechanically by hand or making use 

of other manual tools or scripts. In this way then, it seems that the potential usefulness of 

phonetic transcriptions has been limited by an absence of purpose-built tools capable of 

exploiting the data transcriptions contain. Improving the tooling around the analysis of phonetic 

transcriptions could then encourage greater use of phonetic transcriptions for new avenues of 

research. Additionally, making a tool that would be capable of analyzing an entire corpus of 
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phonetic transcriptions and producing output would be very desirable and is a key contribution of 

this dissertation. 

 A first capability needed for analyzing a corpus of phonetic transcriptions relates to 

making individual transcriptions comparable.  In  the previous chapter STAT (Kunath & 

Weinberger, 2009) was described as a tool to investigate differences between two phonetic 

transcriptions. STAT’s original goal was rather simple in that it was developed to allow a linguist 

to compare two phonetic transcriptions and produce a detailed list of phonetic differences 

between them. The design of STAT was intended to support the work of the Speech Accent 

Archive in that it needed both a tool to compare the multiple transcriptions collected for each 

individual speech sample, but also to support some initial efforts into analyzing the differences in 

speech productions between speakers and providing information on those differences. Prior to 

STAT there was only a single computational tool available that was capable of providing access 

to the alignment and comparisons of phonetic transcriptions. This early phonetic comparison tool 

was the ALINE algorithm developed by Kondrak (Kondrak, 2000). ALINE was intended to 

support work in historical linguistics to make it easier to compare multiple phonetic 

transcriptions of individual words to each other, along with mapping orthographic to phonetic 

representations. While ALINE provided new capabilities for analyzing multiple transcriptions, it 

suffered from several challenges that hindered its broader adoption and limited its capabilities. 

ALINE was written in C++ and was a compiled program with source code distributed by the 

author which made it difficult for some linguists to retrieve, compile, and use. The input for 

ALINE was ASCII encoded text files, where one would have to conform the transcription to use 

an alphabet similar to ARPABET. Additionally, the input was limited to simply comparing the 
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transcription of two distinct words and not whole transcripts. ALINE would then search through 

two phonetically transcribed words and find an optimal alignment between the phones of the two 

transcribed words even in the presence of differences. The algorithm used a set of phonetic 

features for the individual phones in the input into the algorithm. Unfortunately, these feature 

weights were hardcoded values which limited a linguist’s ability to alter the mechanisms of 

alignment or change the available feature geometry. 

 The development of STAT was intended to produce a tool similar in nature to ALINE, 

but more in tune with the demands of linguists as opposed to computer scientists. In particular, 

STAT allowed for the comparison of two distinct transcripts each including multiple words. 

Along with being able to align whole transcriptions, STAT offered the linguist the ability to 

phonetically transcribe using all the font glyphs normally associated with phonetic transcriptions 

in the International Phonetic Alphabet. The development of STAT made use of the Java 

programming language with its rich support of Unicode character sets as well as its ability to run 

on any system with the Java Virtual Machine. The initial version of STAT also included a very 

simple web interface developed in Ruby but run on the Java Virtual Machine, giving it access to 

the core functionality of STAT. 

 In order for STAT to support the alignment of transcripts of multiple words to each other, 

a new algorithm was developed that used a strategy inspired by Dynamic Time Warping so that 

an optimal alignment of the words in the individual transcriptions could be generated by 

examining individual word-to-word alignment score. STAT’s implementation of Dynamic Time 

Warping for transcription alignment was a useful first step but suffered from suboptimal 

alignments. STAT originally had the problem of having phonetic feature values hardcoded, much 
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like ALINE, which made tuning some aspects of the algorithm and tool unnecessarily 

complicated. An additional deficiency in STAT was that while it allowed one to compare two 

transcripts to each other, it did not have a mechanism to integrate itself with a corpus of samples 

and to produce an analysis across a large number of similar transcripts at once.  

 While STAT represented a good improvement by providing linguists the ability to 

analyze phonetic transcriptions and compare them with others, it did not provide mechanisms for 

corpus-based approaches or customization using different phonetic feature weights. This 

dissertation originated from a desire to complement and extend the capabilities of STAT to 

handle the large-scale comparisons possible in a corpus. Along the way, the core of STAT would 

be reimplemented to integrate better software engineering practices as well as design patterns to 

enhance the flexibility of the objects used by the system. 

3.3 Requirements for a Corpus-Based Phonetic Transcription Analysis Tool 
 
 Providing a tool capable of analyzing phonetic transcriptions across an entire corpus 

requires consideration of several different design features. The first relates to the design of the 

mechanisms for comparing individual transcriptions and the components of these transcriptions 

including words and phones. A second component relates to the mechanisms required for the 

storage of a corpus of phonetic transcriptions. Related to this second component is the necessity 

of a database design to allow for relating a large number of transcription components to other 

components across the corpus along with rapid indexing and querying. Finally, to be useful to a 

linguist it will be necessary that a number of different access modalities are offered, including a 

web interface, standardized objects that can be programmatically extended to provide new 

capabilities, as well as a direct query interface into the data storage system. A central 
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contribution of this dissertation has been the development and integration of these distinct 

components together into a system useful for linguists. 

 The breakdown of components into the transcription analysis, data storage and retrieval 

systems, and the user interface mechanisms represent the core areas of development. In addition 

to these components some basic requirements were identified during the design and development 

of this system. A programming language appropriate for this system must support high 

performance computation and portability. Additionally, a selected language must have a 

reasonably concise syntax, fully supported Unicode text encodings, easy extensibility, 

integration with data storage systems, and web application capabilities. With that in mind, the 

Java Virtual Machine was selected as the platform for the system to run on. This would allow for 

a very large number of systems and devices to run the developed software. Additionally, as a 

number of programming languages have now been ported to support operating in the Java 

Virtual Machine, it was thought this could allow other linguists the ability to extend core aspects 

of the system without being bound to one programming language. Related to this, the intent was 

to provide a reasonably simple Representational State Transfer (REST) interface that would 

allow linguists not comfortable with interoperating with the Java Virtual Machine to be able to 

run the core parts of the system and interact with whatever programming language they are most 

comfortable with that supports REST access.  

 The core components of the system were implemented in the Java Programming 

Language. This allowed for use of some of the previously developed STAT codebase. One 

aspect of this was that since STAT had been originally developed, several new versions of the 

Java Programming Language had been released, and thus much of the codebase was 
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reimplemented so as to take advantage of new language features including better manipulation of 

sequence data. Relating to the use of the Java Virtual Machine as the target platform, the JRuby 

programming language was also used to script some operations inside the corpus management 

and analysis system. Using JRuby allowed for the construction of reasonably simple scripts to 

load or analyze data making use of the core Java objects, but doing so in a scripting language 

that allowed for rapid development without the need for program code compilation. The 

packaging for the developed application was intended to be a set of Java Archives (JAR files) 

that contained different system modules. These JAR files could then be used as libraries by other 

programmers or simply distributed and run on any system with a Java Virtual Machine installed. 

 Related to the desire for this system to be capable of providing sophisticated interactions 

with users as well as easy integration with a data storage system, the Spring Boot ecosystem was 

chosen as a set of core dependencies for the corpus analysis and web access mechanisms. Spring 

Boot provided several modules that allowed for integration with a variety of different database 

providers, Object-Relational Mappings (ORM), as well as a library for providing REST 

interfaces and other interactions necessary for providing the sophisticated services needed for a 

corpus-based analysis tool. 

 The code constructed for the various components of this system are stored in separate 

repositories. The decision was to maintain a single repository for the objects used to process and 

represent transcriptions. The name of this package is PhoneticTranscriptionAnalyzer and the 

source code has been made available.a This package can be made us of by itself without 

requiring access to a database or other storage mechanisms. A second package, 

 
a Stephen Kunath, PhoneticTranscriptionAnalyzer, (2018), GitHub Repository, 
https://github.com/skunath/PhoneticTranscriptionAnalyzer. 
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PhoneticTranscriptionManager, contains the mechanisms to ingest an entire corpus of 

transcriptions, run the alignment mechanism of the analyzer automatically on top of the corpus 

data, and store the alignment results in a database. Along with ingestion components it includes a 

web user interface which include both a user interface along with various REST services for 

accessing transcription analysis results.b A final repository has also been made available that 

includes a number of scripts that can be used for ingestion and analysis of transcription files 

using the JRuby language inside the JVM.c 

3.4 Transcription Processing and Feature Identification Mechanisms 
 
 The original development of STAT was intended to only examine two transcriptions at 

once. As a result, the design allowed a linguist to interact with these two transcripts. Error 

checking and data normalization processes were simply not considered. For example, if a user 

provided STAT with an invalid transcription that contained illegal characters, that is, characters 

outside of those found in the International Phonetic Alphabet, there was simply an error message 

displayed and no analysis would be conducted. But in order to develop a tool that could work 

across a large corpus, it was necessary to ensure that the data entered into the system was in a 

consistent format across all transcription files and used a single representation of the 

International Phonetic Alphabet. This requirement forced a number of significant design changes 

to ensure that the algorithms incorporated into STAT could be used in a larger corpus. In 

particular, an entirely new set of objects was created to store and represent a valid phonetic 

alphabet including vowels, consonants, and other diacritics. Each of these objects would also  

 
b Stephen Kunath, PhoneticTranscriptionManager, (2018), GitHub Repository, 
https://github.com/skunath/PhoneticTranscriptionManager. 
c Stephen Kunath, PhoneticTranscriptionAnalysisScripts, (2018), GitHub Repository, 
https://github.com/skunath/PhoneticTranscriptionAnalysisScripts. 
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Figure 3.1. Objects and Relationships for the Representation of Transcriptions 

provide access to the various features of each phone being represented. Along with the 

introduction of an Alphabet object there was also an entirely new set of objects created to 

represent a Transcription, a Word in the transcription, as well as individual phones. Each 

individual phone was then referenced to a single in-memory representation of all the features 

associated with a particular phone in a transcript. All of these objects are contained under the 

Alphabet package. The name of each class is simply that of the transcription component it 

represents, for example Alphabet is the class for an alphabet, Consonant represents an instance of 

a consonant, etc. Figure 3.1 provides an overview of the various objects and relationships used to 
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represent transcriptions, words, phones, and phonetic alphabets along with their available 

methods and properties. 

 An aspect of alphabet construction for this project was the knowledge that at root the 

alphabet presented a feature map derived from an International Phonetic Alphabet character to a 

set of phonetic features for that character, or set of characters if diacritics are associated. While 

STAT had relied on a separate class to represent and store these features, it was decided that this 

system should be capable of ingesting a JSON configuration file that included the individual 

phonetic character, an indication of what type of phone (consonant, vowel, or diacritic) the 

character represented. Each individual character could also have an arbitrary number of features 

associated with it in the JSON file, but the type of the character determined how the individual  

features were interpreted. The intent was to allow for users to specify, for example, the core 

features of a consonant. With these features configurable, the user would also be able to 

configure diacritics in such a way that they could simply identify which phonetic feature the 

diacritic modified and then indicate in which direction the feature might be modified. The typical 

phonetic features for consonants included aspiration, lateralization, manner of articulation, place 

of articulation, retroflexion, syllabicity, and voicing. The system is designed to allow for the 

inclusion of additional features constructed by researchers. Each phonetic feature could be 

encoded with a representation to make it comparable across items. For example, the default 

features could be either a string representation of values, for instance the place of articulation 

simply is the name of the place of articulation, or decimal numbers valued between 0.0 and 1.0. 

Feature weights can be used in the phonetic alignment algorithm, and could then be 

appropriately modified by a diacritic’s associated weights. Other, more geometrically-oriented 
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features, for example, that include position information could also be incorporated into the 

system.  

 After objects were constructed to support the phonetic alphabet and its various 

components, another set of objects was developed for transcriptions and their individual words. 

Inside the transcription package, objects were constructed for both entire transcriptions and 

individual transcription words. The classes used to provide these capabilities are Transcription 

and Word. The design idea behind this set of objects is that when a new transcription is added 

into the system or used for analysis it instantiates a Transcription object that then loads the string 

representation of the phonetic transcription. A Transcription object instantiation then triggers a 

number of processes where a transcript of numerous words are turned into a sequence of Word 

objects all being contained under the original Transcription object. Additionally, as each word is 

processed the phonetic transcription itself would be inspected to ensure that it conforms to the 

default or user-provided alphabet with its various feature sets. The Transcription object separates 

itself into discrete words by making use of the whitespace characters. After transcription 

ingestion all analysis is performed on the generated Transcription object, which provides 

references to any features identified along with references to comparable segments in other 

Transcription and Word objects. 

 The Transcription object presents a unified mechanism for accessing a number of 

different features derived from the original transcription. First, it provides access to the original 

raw text with offset information, which can be useful in the event of an error due to a bad 

alphabet character. Additionally, it produces the individual words of the transcription along with 

access to all the individual segments and their associated phonetic features. Analyzing 
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transcriptions becomes complicated because aligning two transcriptions is principally oriented to 

the alignment of two distinct segments which are inclusive of a single phonetic character with all 

associated diacritics. Thus, constructing an analytical tool that relied solely on character offsets 

would be problematic as an individual consonant could have multiple diacritics associated with 

it. Allowing for this type of representation access mechanism in the Transcription object 

provides a faster way to compare individual segments across transcriptions and unifies all the 

access methods. 

3.5 Data Storage for Comparable Transcript Data 
 
 Storing phonetic transcripts in and of itself is not a particularly difficult task. Generally, 

phonetic transcriptions will be arbitrary pieces of text and one could simply elect to store 

transcripts in text files in a file system. This type of storage has been frequently used by other 

efforts and is typical of many regular text corpora storage systems. Storing individual files inside 

of a file system does provide ease of use compared with a more complicated data storage system, 

but the tradeoff is a limitation of analytic capabilities. The analytic capabilities afforded by text 

files is that many programming languages and software packages can simply read the content of 

the file without having to identify any additional structure to the document. If the goal of a 

system was to make transcriptions available, then storage in text files would be fine. As this 

dissertation requires the rapid comparison of a large number of transcripts with each other, text 

files were not deemed suitable as it would then require a number of additional files or structures 

to construct interrelationships between the different transcript items. 

 Presently there are a number of different sophisticated data storage systems that one 

could utilize for the purposes of comparing phonetic transcripts. For instance, a standard option 
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would be to utilize a Structured Query Language (SQL) relational database such as MySQL. 

Other more modern options would be either a graph database or other key-value type storage 

systems. In the end a relational database was selected as the storage system of choice. The reason 

for selecting this type of technology for the storage of transcripts was its allowance for the 

creation of data structures specifying relationships between different elements of the transcript 

and associated metadata.  

 MySQL was chosen as the relational database management system for transcription 

storage. As an open source and freely available product, MySQL has many of the standard 

features of relational databases along with a number of well documented client libraries available 

for a number of different programming languages. Another feature of MySQL is that it fully 

supports Unicode throughout all table schemas, which allows for all the transcriptions to be 

stored in their native Unicode format.  

3.6 Comparable Transcript Data Storage Schema 
  
 The goal of the software produced in this dissertation is the rapid comparison of a large 

number of phonetic transcriptions. These comparisons require alignment at the word and 

segment level. In order to accomplish this it was determined that a relational database 

management system would prove ideal for storage and retrieval. In particular, with well-

structured tables one is able to use standard SQL join mechanisms between records to allow for 

the alignment information to be both queried and represented. Figure 3.2 provides a graphical 

model of the database schema with field names used to store the transcription alignment data. 

 The core store of transcriptions and demographic data is, however, straightforward. As 

Figure 3.2 indicates, the three core tables are Languages, Transcripts, and Demographics. These  
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Figure 3.2. Transcription Alignment Data Schema 

three tables store the core information concerning the actual transcripts in the Speech Accent 

Archive that were used in the research of this dissertation. The Languages table simply stores a 

lookup table for all native language backgrounds attested by speakers. The Demographics table 

is simply a place to store information concerning the speaker, including such things as age of 

onset, sex, learning style, and related information. It is important to preserve demographic 

information and have it be appropriately linked to other data so as to be able to use it for 

selecting appropriate data for consideration and filtering. The information in the Demographics 

table is crucial for selecting a sample of speakers based on their demographic information. 

Finally, the Transcripts table represents the storage location for the canonical version of 

transcriptions. By the time the transcriptions are entered in this table they have been ensured to 

conform to the phonetic feature alphabet used by this system. With these three tables one can 

identify speakers based on native language background and also select the relevant transcripts.  
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 Storing transcription data becomes complicated with the addition of all alignment data. 

Alignment data created while processing all the transcripts will then be related back to these 

tables. Following the storage of the core transcription and demographic data in the tables, the 

next step for storing alignment information is to produce tables related to both the individual 

words in the transcriptions as well as the individual phones contained in each word. The 

Transcript_Words table is meant to provide a reference point for the breakdown of transcriptions 

into individual words. The word boundaries will be derived from the spaces contained in the 

transcriptions. Since the transcribers only place spaces into the transcription and do not annotate 

each individual word as being part of their canonical transcription or a repeat of a word, the place 

of the word in the sequence of the transcript will be used to determine its index value. After the 

individual words have been stored, the next step will be to identify the total number of character 

code points used to represent each segment in the transcription. All of the characters and 

diacritics that affect interpretation are identified in the parsing process and those are stored in the 

Transcript_Word_Phones table. Each record is related back to the Transcript_Words record that 

is its parent. One additional piece of information that is stored is the character offsets containing 

the entirety of the segment in the original transcription text.  

 With the individual words and phones of the transcription identified and stored, it is then 

possible to record the alignment of each by insertion of records into two tables. A first table, 

Transcript_Word_Alignments, records the alignment of words in two transcriptions. Each record 

then simply contains the identifiers of the two words from different transcriptions being aligned. 

These alignment records are typically generated by the alignment process but can be altered 

manually if necessary. After words from two transcriptions have been aligned, the individual 
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phones can be aligned in each word. The alignment of phones allows for both the alignment of a 

phone in one transcription to a phone in another but also allows for an alignment of one phone to 

a null record and an alignment of a single phone to two distinct phones. Allowing for different 

possible phone alignments allows for the data storage system to record exact matches as well as 

deletions, insertions, and substitutions that might occur in the transcribed speech. 

 The tables identified up to this point are sufficient for both the storage and retrieval of 

alignment information. One challenge, however, is that looking for phonetic differences between 

speakers is complicated by the fact that the tables only store the different phones identified. 

Functionality is improved then if one can also search on precomputed phonetic difference 

features. That is, being able to search, for example, for all cases of devoicing would be best 

facilitated by storing phonetic feature difference values that could then be queried independently. 

The Transcript_Word_Phone_Alignment_Labels table allows for this feature storage. In this 

table all of the feature differences between the aligned phones are stored independently and can 

thus be queried using standard SQL and joined with other tables, instead of simply identifying 

possible difference points to be evaluated by a separate process after retrieval. In addition to 

simply storing the differences of phones in a single table, it is also possible to associate labels 

with different descriptor labels for phone alignments. The Speech_Pattern_Labels table stores a 

set of phonological speech pattern descriptors that can be associated with different phone 

alignment difference labels. These tables then provide the ability to search starting from an 

individual transcription or instead by looking for types of differences between speakers.  
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3.7 Transcription Comparison and Indexing Mechanisms 
 
 Central to the software produced for this dissertation is the tooling used to take two or 

more transcriptions, analyze each and extract their phonetic features, and then produce 

alignments at the word and segment level. The system also produces output describing the 

phonetic feature differences between aligned transcription segments. This output is also stored 

and indexed for analysis in the data storage system. The core of the alignment and feature 

difference identification are contained in the TranscriptionAligner and PhoneComparison classes 

inside the analysis package detailed in Appendices D and E. The entry point for this analysis is 

the TranscriptionAligner class which takes two Transcription objects as input and then produces 

the comparison on the provided transcriptions.  

Inside the TranscriptionAligner class the critical method is analyze. The analyze method 

here first attempts to align the individual Transcription object’s Words to its matched input. In 

order to accomplish this, first a difference matrix is constructed and filled that contains the 

difference between all the N and M words in the two different transcriptions. The process for 

obtaining these scores relies on an updated version of the STAT code that integrates all the 

object improvements and phonetic feature difference scoring improvements.  

 After the difference matrix is constructed, the next step is to identify a way of proceeding 

through the transcription words in such a way as to align the one speaker’s productions with the 

other’s. While this might at first glance appear simple, one must realize that since the word 

boundaries are inserted by the transcriber they can be somewhat arbitrary in breaking up words. 

For example, phrases like “ask her” will sometime only be transcribed as a single word that ends 

in a rhotacized schwa. In other transcriptions there might be an explicit pause in the production 
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such as to indicate the speaker is articulating a word boundary. Additionally, some transcriptions 

will also contain transcriptions of multiple attempts by speakers to articulate a single word or 

even a wholesale deletion of a word from the elicitation material. Thus, aligning the words is 

somewhat complicated. Additionally, the alignment of words is also subject to errors that a 

linguist might be aware of and manually correct. To support word-to-word alignment, an 

analysis algorithm inspired by Dynamic Time Warping (Myers & Rabiner, 1981) was created. 

Input:  T1 Transcription Object 1 
  T2 Transcription Object 2 
 
Output: C Array of word-to-word index mappings 
 
Function AlignWords(T1, T2): 
 // Initialize a matrix to record word alignment possibilities 
 alignment_map = [0..length(T1.words), 0..length(T2.words)] 
 
 // Set all cells of the matrix to 0 
 for word_1 in T1.words: 
  for word_2 in T2.words: 
   alignment_map[word_1][word_2] = 0 
 
 // Compare each word in each transcript 
 for t1_word in T1.words: 
  for t2_word in T2.words: 

// The options for word mappings are to skip a word 
// in either transcript, match words between  
// transcripts, or have a word in one transcript be  
// aligned with multiple words in the other 

   move_option = minimum(skip_word(t1_word), 
      skip_word(t2_word), 
      substitute_word(t1_word, t2_word), 
      expand(t1_word, t2_word, t2_word+1), 

expand(t1_word, t1_word+1, t2_word)) 
 
   alignment_map[word_1][word_2] = move_option 
 
 return alignment_map 

Figure 3.3. Word Alignment Pseudocode 
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The pseudocode for this algorithm is provided in Figure 3.3. Dynamic Time Warping, a 

technique used typically in speech recognition systems, attempts to adjust an input signal in such 

a way as to conform to a reference signal by, in effect, stretching or shrinking the signal. In the 

case of aligning words, the key is for the algorithm to determine if the possible transitions 

encoded in the difference scores matrix represent an alignment or if they represent an insertion or 

deletion. Here there are three possible moves that are possible from any cell in the difference 

matrix. The alignment can either match, which would cause for a diagonal movement in the 

matrix. For non-matches the allowable moves are horizontal or vertical in the matrix so as to 

support the notion of deletions or insertions. The final output of this method is a WordAlignment 

object which contains a list of the words and their mappings. Using this WordAlignment object 

contained in a parent TranscriptionAlignment object allows for a user to arbitrarily examine 

words in a transcription for matches and the individual phone comparisons of that word.  

Scaling up this word alignment algorithm to work on a corpus required the use of a 

flexible storage mechanism. In particular, the output of the TranscriptionAlignment method 

produces a set of WordAlignments that are encoded in a database in such a way that one need 

only compute alignments once until reprocessing might be required. Representing the 

TranscriptionAlginment data in a suitable data schema requires a number of relational database 

tables to be populated. In particular, since the analytic database starts by simply storing a copy of 

the transcription text in the Transcripts table, it is necessary to populate several other tables with 

data at the time of transcription alignment. First, data from each transcript under analysis is 

indexed into the transcript_words and transcript_phones table. These two tables represent a 

serialized version of the Java Word and Phone objects discussed above. The transcript_words 
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table contains a list of all the words identified in the Transcription object and stored with 

appropriate offset information. The transcript_phones table provides storage for the Phone 

objects associated with each individual segment in an individual transcription word. Principally, 

this means that each individual International Phonetic Alphabet character and its associated 

diacritic that are transcribed in each word are stored in this database table so the user is able to 

identify the original components of the transcriptions that have been aligned. 

 After the transcript_words and transcript_phones tables are populated during 

transcription analysis, three additional tables are populated to store the results of the word and 

phone alignment processes. In particular after the TranscriptionAlignment object is returned the 

mappings between words in the two provided transcriptions are stored in the 

transcript_word_alignments table. These alignments use a 0-based index of the words in the 

transcription. A record then contains a reference to the identifier of the record for each of the two 

transcripts being aligned as well as the individual transcript_word record. After each word 

alignment record is stored, the system then begins to store the alignment of each phone in each 

word of each transcription. These phone alignments are stored in the 

transcript_phone_alignments table. Here the idea is to simply record how each individual phone 

is being aligned with a single phone in another transcription. For indexing purposes though, only 

having the transcript_phone_alignments table would constrain the types of queries that would be 

readily available, and would also make it difficult to rapidly produce summary statistics of the 

types of differences identified by the phone level alignment. In order to improve the efficiency of 

data retrieval there is another table, transcript_word_phone_alignment_differences, which is 

indexed during the storage of the phone alignments. This phone alignment differences table 
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stores a number of records for each phone alignment, detailing the difference in feature values 

for the alignment. Thus, an alignment of the phones [t] and [v] would produce three records in 

transcript_word_phone_alignment_differences,identifying the differences in place of 

articulation, manner of articulation, and voicing. Once the differences table is produced, 

phonological speech patterns can be automatically identified by applying previously identified 

patterns such as final devoicing, or they can be automatically suggested and then later verified by 

a linguist.  

 A key feature of the system is the ability to align a large quantity of transcriptions at 

once. For this system, there is a job queue that is constructed of transcription alignment requests 

that each contain the identifiers of the transcriptions to align. The system will then begin to 

process whatever is in the job queue and immediately store the results in the database system. 

From there, a linguist can run a number of queries and analyze the data much like other corpus 

analysis software, with the added benefit of being able to compare the differences between a 

large number of transcriptions all documenting attempts to produce the same utterance.  

 
3.8 Query Construction Mechanisms 
 
 Producing the transcription alignments is a computationally expensive task that can be 

executed over any set of transcriptions. One can utilize the TranscriptionAligner object, 

discussed in greater detail in Appendix D, to align arbitrary transcripts and have access to the 

results in memory without storing them in the database system. But in order to make the system 

more useful to a number of users, database storage was used to offset high computational costs 

by precomputing alignments and storing them. After transcription alignments are stored in the 

database a user can execute arbitrary queries against the database making use of search 
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capabilities in the web applications by using a number of convenient Object-relational Mapping 

(ORM) classes that can be used to return TranscriptionAlignment objects from the database 

directly. Additionally, the user can construct SQL queries to directly query the alignment data 

stored in the database.  

 The query system using ORM objects allows for a user to either start with a particular 

transcription and examine how other transcriptions relate to it as identified by alignment data or 

start with a query of possible phonetic differences and identify which transcripts and languages 

might contain these types of phonetic variation. To query the system, one builds a query by first 

identifying the base component of the search, which is either an individual’s demographic 

information or a particular reference transcription to compare against all other aligned 

transcripts. The data returned will contain a count of the variations seen in other transcriptions, 

along with feature differences, and any demographic information associated with the transcript. 

3.9 User Interface Mechanisms 
 
An essential design component to this system was the ability for a linguist to easily interact with 

the stored corpora and analytical output. To help fulfill this requirement a number of web 

interfaces were developed. These interfaces make use of standard web application design 

principles and provide users with dynamically-generated HTML pages that include input and 

output mechanisms. From the web interface users are able to examine individual transcriptions, 

compare two or more transcripts, examine and alter the phonetic feature weights of the phonetic 
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alphabet, as well perform a number of other operations and searches. A particularly useful web 

interface that was developed involved basic transcription analysis capabilities. One challenge  

with phonetic transcripts is that even those written with characters in the style of the 

International Phonetic Alphabet might actually contain a number of different character codes for 

producing the same glyph. The problem of distinct transcripts with identical presentation glyphs 

was discussed above. Since one cannot readily determine the differences between phonetic 

transcriptions by eye this analysis tool allowed a linguist to simply analyze a transcription that 

would eventually be added to the corpus and examine whether or not the transcript contained 

legal characters and diacritics per a provided alphabet. The interface seen in Figure 3.4 shows the 

precise character points that caused the violation along with a capability to edit the transcription 

Figure 3.4. User Interface for Examining and Correcting Transcriptions 
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so as to ensure that it conforms to the phonetic alphabet prepared for this corpus analysis. What 

these violations in yellow indicate is that the transcription contains Unicode character points 

which are not recognized as being part of the character codes used in the alphabet for analyzing 

phonetic transcriptions. The fact that the characters display simply means there is a glyph 

available, but it does not have any phonetic values associated with it in the phonetic dictionary. It 

is important to stress that this preprocessing step allows for the cleaning of transcripts, which 

aids in ensuring the correct representation of a transcript in Unicode. 

Other interfaces facilitate a user’s interaction with alignment data. For viewing alignment 

data a user can decide to begin by examining a list of all recorded alignments, or can instead 

begin a search session to identify aligned transcription pairs that demonstrate production 

differences. In either case, a user will be presented with a list of items that refer to the two  

Figure 3.5. Transcription Alignment Data Browser 
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transcriptions used for the alignment as seen in Figure 3.5. They can then view the detailed 

alignment of each of the transcriptions. 

Another interface provides users the ability to examine a transcription and then compare 

how individual segments in the transcription differed from an arbitrary set of other transcripts. 

Here a linguist can pose a question to the system, such as how speakers with other native 

language backgrounds produce a target interdental fricative. The user simply would select the 

segment of interest and menus are available to identify which transcripts to compare the attempts  

at the same segment with. While this feature limits the display of data to raw counts of 

differences, the user can use this query tool to analyze different patterns and then develop a more 

detailed plan for analysis that would leverage an export of this data for their analysis. Figure 3.6 

Figure 3.6. Transcription Alignment Detail Viewer 
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shows the detailed alignment view where a user can see the aligned variants of the two speakers’ 

productions. 

3.10 Conclusion 
  

This chapter has presented an overview of the design and construction of a system 

developed for the storage, alignment, indexing, and retrieval of phonetic transcriptions. These 

tools and libraries can be used for processing phonetic transcriptions and will hopefully aid 

future research. In particular, enriching the storage and representation of transcription objects 

with phonetic features should provide for the possibility of new ways of interacting with other 

phonological corpora that include ingestible phonetic transcriptions. 
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CHAPTER 4. IDENTIFYING NON-NATIVE SPEECH PATTERNS 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
 A central aim of this dissertation is to demonstrate new methods for the analysis of non-

native speech patterns leveraging appropriately developed phonological corpora. As Chapter 2 

indicated, most non-native speech corpora developed for the purposes of researching accents are 

limited to supporting experimental interventions into accent analysis and reduction, typically 

focusing on either a particular native-language background or a particular accented speech 

phenomenon. One explanation for the limited amount of corpus-based research could be the 

relative dearth of tools and techniques designed for corpora useful for second language speech 

research. This chapter describes several techniques for the evaluation of a phonological corpus 

containing phonetic transcriptions to facilitate exploration of the speech patterns of non-native 

speakers. To demonstrate these techniques, this chapter will examine pronunciation differences 

between a representative English speaker and a large number of non-native speakers all reading 

the same elicitation material. While this might at first seem somewhat limited in its applicability, 

it must be remembered that the number of appropriate phonological corpora is rather small at the 

present. A hope is that the techniques discussed here become more widely available, encouraging 

better corpus collection efforts to support further research. The goal then of this chapter is to 

demonstrate how researchers can extract speech pattern data out of a corpus that can then be used 

for a variety of different second language research questions including production variability 

across non-native language backgrounds and the construction of non-native phonological 

grammars.  
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 Possessing a corpus of accented speech data allows researchers to investigate a number of 

different properties of second language speech. First and foremost, researchers can use a corpus 

with the tools and techniques described here to identify possible variations across language 

learners. The tools and techniques demonstrated here will help researchers analyze collected data 

to answer questions concerning attested forms of accented speech from much larger amounts of 

data than previously available. Many pedagogical manuals for second language instruction 

provide teachers with descriptions of potential problem areas for language learners that could be 

investigated in a manner like that described in this chapter through the use of appropriate 

corpora. Making use of phonological corpora for pedagogical concerns requires techniques for 

examining a corpus for variation in non-native speech produced by many non-native speakers 

that is relevant for targeted instruction. New algorithms will be necessary to interrogate a corpus 

to identify possible patterns and return them to linguists for further research. The techniques 

developed and discussed in this chapter can help linguists better identify these patterns. 

Additionally, the output of these corpus-based techniques should allow for further study of the 

question of how interlanguage phonologies work. In particular, one possibility is that the data 

collected and analyzed here will be useful in evaluating various claims about differences 

between L1 and L2 learning. Gaining insights into how speakers might take up a new language 

can also help shed light on the role that universals might play in language acquisition, for 

example in questions related to markedness reduction. As such, another goal of this chapter will 

be to both provide researchers with lists of attested forms of speech that could be used in 

grammatically motivated studies about second language phonology, as well as to demonstrate the 

usefulness of this data in examining second language phonology. 
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 The techniques employed in this chapter serve as a demonstration to show how linguists 

might rapidly evaluate non-native speech data. That is, while the techniques presented here will 

be accompanied by results derived from an actual corpus the primary contribution of this chapter 

is meant to demonstrate the usefulness of a set of tools and techniques that could be utilized by 

linguists to better understand the nature of accented second language speech. These examples 

will be used to describe the techniques, but should not be understood as presenting a complete 

example of all possible results derivable from a corpus. It should be expected that other linguists 

could use these techniques either to quickly evaluate data as an end in itself or employ the results 

as part of a larger analysis.  

 Data from the Speech Accent Archive (Weinberger, 2016) will be utilized to demonstrate 

the corpus techniques discussed in this chapter. Examples will be selected that help to show the 

application of the corpus methods as well as their results. The data processing, algorithms, 

storage, and querying used to produce the results tables are discussed in Chapter 3. Additional 

code examples used to create the individual data tables will be described in Appendices D and E 

as well as at the source code repositories. All code and results will be made available at locations 

listed in Appendix A. 

4.2 Construction of Standard English Pronunciations 

 In order to investigate the shape of accented speech one must first consider what an 

appropriate representation of native speech is. The amount of variation contained in the speech 

of native language speakers raises the question of what defines a native speaker. For the purposes 

of this dissertation, a precise definition of the properties of native speech will be unnecessary. 

The intent here is to build tools and techniques to support the analysis of non-native speech. 
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Thus, a representative speaker will be selected from a corpus of native English language 

speakers. In the future, multiple first language speakers could be used to better model the precise 

qualities of a native speaker. In the case of the English language one has a number of varieties to 

consider (Hughes, Trudgill, & Watt, 2005). The pronunciation of American, British, Australian, 

Indian, and other forms of English vary sufficiently that people can mimic the speech patterns of 

other regional English language speakers. This presents the researcher with a first important 

question concerning which particular variety of a language one will consider. Picking a particular 

variety of English does constrain some variation, but it does not, of course, completely remove 

the problem. American English speakers, for example, demonstrate a remarkable amount of 

regional variability. Can one then describe a standard American English pattern of speech?  

 Identifying a single representative of speech for a language seems problematic due to 

both regional variation and possible idiosyncratic pronunciations in native speakers from 

different regions. There are some authoritatively accepted forms of accents. For example, in 

British English there is the notion of Received Pronunciation which is considered the standard 

accent of England even though it is an accent attributable to educated speakers in the southern 

part of England (Roach, 2004). The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) specified a standard 

accent for their state-sponsored news network and newscasters have historically represented 

Received Pronunciation in their broadcasts. A result of this has been to affect the pronunciation 

targets for both young native speakers who are exposed to BBC broadcasts as well as foreigners 

attempting to learn the language. That is, the Received Pronunciation in England serves as a 

reference point for a standard British English accent. In the United States there have been a 

number of studies documenting a variety of regional accents that identify between 10 (Garding & 
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Arvaniti, 2004) and 13 (Labov, Ash, & Boberg, 2005) distinct dialects of American English with 

associated differences in pronunciation. At the same time, when one looks at many newscasters 

in America as well other television programs the Midland accent is generally the most frequently 

represented in national broadcasts (Labov, Ash, & Boberg, 2005). While there is pronunciation 

variation between the regional dialects, the Midland accent in America provides a reasonable 

approximation of what non-native speakers are trying to target in their own speech. The point 

here is that while regional variation will exist inside any language, listeners will be able to detect 

whether a speaker is from the same native language variant or not. 

 Additional idiosyncratic variability will also exist in the speech of any native language 

speaker one encounters. For example, some individuals might systematically vary their 

pronunciation of certain segments as a result of early childhood experience or even from some 

language processing and speech production difficulties. But again, even with this idiosyncratic 

variation one should still maintain that there are ways to provide an approximate representation 

of the speech patterns of a group of native language speakers. Appropriate generalizations are 

critical to ensure that progress can be made in the analysis of non-native speech patterns, as only 

by understanding what a target pronunciation sounds like can one analyze the differences seen in 

non-native speech. 

 For the purposes of this dissertation the focus will be on American English. As such it 

will be important to identify an appropriate representative sample of American English speech to 

use as a baseline for comparison with non-native speakers. To accomplish this there are two 

approaches available. The first would be to select a single representative speaker and use their 

transcribed pronunciation as an exemplar of what the target pronunciation should be. A second 
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option would be to construct a model that could incorporate both regional and idiosyncratic 

variation. Constructing a single representative model of native language speech in a language 

such as American English is challenging as it requires consideration of the selection of which 

dialects might be the most typical. For the purposes of this dissertation the speaker known as 

English Speaker #1 in the Speech Accent Archive will be used as the representative American 

English native speaker. Speaker #1 is a native English speaker from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

and possesses a Midlands accent. Additionally, Speaker #1 has been used as a reference English 

speaker in previous accented speech studies (Weinberger & Kunath, 2012). 

 The transcription comparisons performed in this chapter focus on segmental changes and 

syllable structure manipulations made by non-native speakers attempting to utter an English 

elicitation paragraph. The research contained here will use single sample exemplars and corpus-

derived pronunciation examples as representations of target pronunciations. The reason for using 

these kind of examples is that an initial step in analyzing a corpus of non-native pronunciations is 

to map the transcriptions of non-native utterances onto some representative exemplar of the 

target pronunciation. A mapping between pronunciation examples is essential as it allows for the 

identification of both segmental and syllabic differences and can be easily done using the STAT 

library with its extensions described in Chapter 3 to support analyzing an entire corpus. For 

example, one can look at the example contained below in Table 4.1 derived from comparing a 

single word from two samples from the Speech Accent Archive to see how the pronunciation 

mapping works. In this instance, one can select the two transcripts of interest and simply query 

the associated Transcript_Word_Phone_Alignments to retrieve the identified mappings. 
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Table 4.1. Mapping between English 1 and Arabic 21 Pronunciation of 'with' 

Segment differences English 1 Arabic 21 
Same w w 
Same ɪ ɪ 
Fricative to Stop, Dental to Alveolar θ t̪ 

 

In this simple example one can see that the only variation between the native and non-native 

speaker relates to a single segmental difference. While only one segment differs it is important to 

realize that the Arabic 21 speaker’s pronunciation of [θ] changes both the place and manner of 

articulation to an alveolar obstruent. More importantly though, this alignment allows for the 

comparison of the Arabic speaker’s pronunciation with a much larger set of other English 

pronunciations. An additional example in Table 4.2 shows how segment alignments can show 

how insertions can be identified. 

Table 4.2. Syllabic Differences between English 1 and Arabic 21 Pronunciation of 'Stella' 

Differences English 1 Arabic 21 
Vowel Insertion <None> ɪ̆ 
Same s s 
Same t t 
Same ɛ ɛ 
Same l l 
Different Vowel ə ɑ 

 

Table 4.2 demonstrates the possibility of identifying structural differences seen in pronunciations 

between native and non-native speakers. While the comparisons shown in tables 4.1 and 4.2 

might seem trivial, it is important to remember that they can be used in an automatic evaluation 

of a large corpus to spot pronunciation variation between native and non-native speech which 

can then be used to identify representative segmental changes performed by speakers of similar 

native language backgrounds. Systematic pronunciation variation can then be understood as the 
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essential component of accented speech and corpus-based methods along with appropriate 

algorithms can help to identify the sets of variation that describe a particular second language 

accent. 

4.3 Selection Criteria for the Analysis of non-native English speakers 

 Since this dissertation aims to investigate the structure of non-native English using a 

previously developed phonological corpus, it is critical to select transcribed samples that will 

help with the identification of accents. The Speech Accent Archive currently contains speakers 

representing over 230 native language backgrounds with over 1,200 phonetically transcribed 

samples (Weinberger, 2016). From this corpus it will be important to identify native language 

backgrounds that have a sufficient number of samples to use for analysis. Since the research 

focus is non-native accents it is important to realize that pre-critical period language learning 

could impact ultimate attainment of the second language. Those speakers that learned a foreign 

language prior to the critical period are likely to have more native-like pronunciations than those 

language learners who began learning English after the critical period. For the purposes of this 

investigation the age of 12 will be used as cutoff for the critical period (Singleton & Lengyel, 

1995). That is, the samples used for analysis will be from those speakers who began to learn 

English after the age of 12 so as to reduce the possible effects of pre-critical-period learning. 

Future analyses could try changing this age cutoff period to earlier or later based on different 

considerations of critical period timing. 

 Additionally, in selecting native language backgrounds for analysis the desire is to have 

as many samples available for consideration as possible. For our purposes, languages that have 

more than 10 transcriptions available for learners who began their study of English after the age 
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of 12 will be used. By using post-critical-period speakers the intent is that the speech samples 

used in this dissertation then should exhibit more accented speech which will be helpful in 

determining what are the most detectable properties of accented speech. From the more than 

1,200 transcripts available that leaves 16 language backgrounds available for analysis. Table 4.3 

below provides a breakdown of the native language backgrounds identified as relevant for this 

study, and was constructed by making a simple query of the demographic information associated 

with corpus samples. In this instance, one need only query the Demographics table and select 

records where the age of onset is 12 or above to determine the number of speakers fitting this 

criterion. 

 

Table 4.3. Native Language Backgrounds Analyzed with Number of Available Transcripts 

Language Name Transcripts Available 
Spanish 95 
Arabic 50 
Korean 40 
Mandarin 39 
French 33 
Dutch 29 
Portuguese 26 
Russian 25 
Japanese 23 
Italian 17 
Vietnamese 15 
Polish 14 
Romanian 14 
Turkish 14 
German 12 
Farsi 11 

Even using the selection criteria of speakers with age of onset of English as 12 or later, there still 

is a robust set of transcriptions that can be used for analyzing non-native speech. The presence of 
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16 example native language backgrounds should prove sufficiently robust for demonstrating the 

capabilities of these analytic techniques. Additionally, it will be important to make use of the 

knowledge of language families to examine the different pronunciations identified. For example, 

Spanish, Arabic, Mandarin, German, and Russian provide potential insights into how language 

families might affect a second language learner’s acquisition of American English phonology. 

4.4 Method of Segmental and Feature Comparison 

 Having identified the set of native language backgrounds and transcription samples 

relevant for this study it is important to discuss the computational tools that are specifically 

required for this analysis. Since the intent is to use a corpus of non-native speech transcripts and 

compare them to a representative sample of the target language English pronunciation careful 

consideration about how to automate this process will be important. Previous studies have 

attempted to look at segmental variation in non-native speech, but have limited the number of 

samples used for comparison because of the tedious process of performing segmental 

comparisons (Ambra, Catia, & Helmer, 2006). These previous studies have typically involved 

recording speech and identifying a particular target segment to investigate rather than looking for 

variation in segment production across many non-native speaker samples. In the case of this 

work the goal is to demonstrate that using a larger number of transcriptions is possible due to the 

use of improved tools. The set of non-native speakers used here from the 16 native language 

backgrounds identified in Table 4.3 includes 457 total transcripts. Manual examination of all of 

these transcripts would be lengthy, so several corpus analysis techniques have been developed 

that apply aspects of the STAT tool with extensions to support corpus-wide analytics to provide 

a database of all identified speech variations.  
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 A first step in automating the analysis of the non-native speech transcripts involves 

aligning the words of each transcript to a representative English example as discussed above in 

Chapter 3. The result of this alignment is the population of the Transcript_Word_Alignments 

table which provides the mapping between words in the relevant transcriptions. An example 

portion of a word-to-word alignment is provided in Table 4.4.  

Table 4.4. Transcript Word Alignment Fragment 

English 1 Arabic 21 
pʰl̥iːz  pliz̥  
kʰɑlˠ  kɔl  
stɛlə  ɪ̆stɛlɑ  
æsk æsk  
ɚ hɚ 

 

The alignment fragment shows the initial stage of analysis requires that each transcription has its 

words aligned with a representative English example, in this case English 1. There are several 

challenges that must be considered when approaching this problem. The first concerns the fact 

that the transcription protocol used for the Speech Accent Archive requires that transcribers 

insert spaces to identify word boundaries into the transcript. Having spaces makes reading the 

transcripts easier but at the same time relies on the transcriptionist’s interpretation of the 

utterance for inserting word boundaries. What happens in some transcriptions is that some words 

get effectively merged together. For example, a speaker may produce the two distinct English 

words “and a” as [ɛñə] where the two words are merged together in the transcription. At the 

same time, the transcription protocol for the Speech Accent Archive also requires 

transcriptionists to transcribe all words that occur in the recording. In some instances, this can 

mean that when a speaker attempts a word multiple times each attempt at pronunciation must be 
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transcribed, which can lead to multiple instances of the same word with slight variation between 

each attempted utterance in the transcription. One additional word-level problem in the 

transcriptions can be that a speaker simply skips a word in their reading and there is a gap in the 

transcript. All of these examples show that methods for performing word level alignments must 

handle these possibilities. For the purposes of the analysis here, when a speaker might have 

attempted to pronounce the same word multiple times, the last transcribed attempt at a word will 

be used as the basis for comparison. 

 In order to automate the word level alignment of the non-native transcripts to the target 

English transcript an algorithm inspired by Dynamic Time Warping (Coleman, 2005) was 

developed and implemented. The idea here is that the non-native utterance should match up in 

large part with the target pronunciation but allow for the insertion and deletions of words. That 

is, all of the transcriptions represent speakers attempting to produce the same elicitation material 

and thus should be relatable back to that material. In fact, the order of words should remain 

relatively unaffected, albeit with the possibility of deletions and insertions. In order to make use 

of this in each transcription, the first step is to select the input non-native speech transcription 

and the representative English transcription. The non-native speech transcription can contain m 

separate words while the target pronunciation will contain n separate words. There are no 

restrictions on the size of m relative to n, as the non-native transcript could be shorter, longer, or 

the same length in number of words. With the individual words available, the algorithm will first 

exhaustively calculate a score representing the total phonetic differences between each possible 

word-to-word mapping. Each of these scores will be stored in a table so as to avoid repeat 

calculations. Once the table is populated with these scores the algorithm will backtrack through 
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the table to find the optimal path that indicates the words in the non-native transcription that are 

related best to the target English transcription as well as information about extraneous insertions 

in the non-native transcriptions that represent repeated attempts. Deletions are also identified. 

The output of this whole process is a listing of the words in the non-native transcript and which 

words they match up with in the target transcription, similar to Table 4.4, and it is then stored 

appropriately in a database for further analysis. 

 Once a non-native transcript has been word-to-word aligned with a reference native 

English transcription a comparison can identify segmental variation between the two utterances 

of the same word. It is important to mention here that any transcription inside the corpus can be 

compared against any other transcription using the same technique. The segmental variation 

between transcriptions can involve a variety of different speech processes. For example, a 

speaker could delete or insert segments, produce a similar sound, or modify the order of 

segments in the utterance. Table 4.1 above provides an example of the individual segment 

feature output available after word alignment has taken place. At this point there is both 

transcript-level word alignment as well as segment-level alignment between words. From here 

the set of transcriptions identified by the demographic selection method detailed above can be 

performed and will return speaker alignment data filtered by the demographic information used 

as the basis for the query. 

4.5 Segment Changes 

 With word and segment alignments in hand it is possible to identify possible patterns of 

non-native speech differences from a representative target pronunciation. The problem then 

becomes a matter of investigating which individual feature changes are the most common, and 
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then grouping a set of feature changes into a set that is descriptive of a particular native-language 

background. Correctly identifying production differences between groups of consonants and 

groups of vowels present different difficulties. Consonants have definite places and manner of 

articulation that provide a more readily discernible set of differences. Vowels vary in a relatively 

more open way, making it challenging to correctly identify differences. That is, many non-native 

speakers will produce vowels that are similar to a reference native language pronunciation, but 

not exactly the same (Flege, Schirru, & MacKay, 2003). It is possible that as vowels do not rely 

on the same type of physical constraints as consonants, then they are therefore more likely to be 

affected by transfer from a speaker’s native-language background. In point of fact, IPA 

transcription helps to categorically identify vowels but does not discriminate between production 

differences in the same way as consonants. That said, vowel changes will be treated as a 

secondary matter in this chapter whereas consonant and syllabic variation will be the principal 

focus.  

 Investigating segmental changes constrained to consonants and syllable structure then 

will help show which target English words present the greatest challenges to a non-native 

English speaker. To accomplish this, it will be important to consider that one should not expect 

consistent pronunciations of each word from the elicitation paragraph by speakers with the same 

native language background. That is, the different words in the elicitation paragraph will present 

distinct challenges to non-native speakers and as such one would expect then that certain target 

words will be more important from an analytic perspective. 
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Table 4.5. Word to Consonant Variation Mapping across Eligible Samples 

Reference Word Transcription 
Total Consonantal Token Variations in 

Eligible Samples 
sl̥æːbz 1111 
ɾə 776 
kʰɪːdz 762 
fɹ̥ɑːɡ 760 
pʰl̥iːz 721 
θɹ̥iː 706 
bæːɡz 702 
ðiːz – Instance 1 638 
ʧiːz 622 
ðiːz – Instance 2 581 
tʰɹ̥eɪñ 576 
pʰl̥æstɪk˺ 544 
θɪŋ̃z – Instance 1 510 
θɪŋ̃z – Instance 2 469 
niː̃ɾ 461 
əv – Instance 1 403 
pʰiːz 382 
bɪːɡ 376 
spũnz 328 
faɪːv 327 
ðə - Instance 1 307 
ðə - Instance 2 305 
wɛñzdeɪ 301 
bɑːb 280 
wɪθ 236 
əv – Instance 2 220 
ðə - Instance 3 214 
ɹɛːd˺ 183 
bɹʌðɚ 147 
bɹɪŋ̃ 133 
skʷuːp˺ 113 
snæk˺ 100 
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There are 69 words contained in the reference transcription from the English 1 speaker. It 

is possible to simply count the number of identified differences between the reference 

pronunciation transcription and all of the non-native speech transcriptions. One can then sort the 

total number of differences on a per-word level and use that as a starting point to look at the data. 

Table 4.5 presents a list of words from a native English reference transcription and counts the 

total number of consonantal variations seen between the reference and all speakers with native 

language backgrounds as listed in Table 4.3. The idea here is to simply present the total amount 

of consonantal variation surrounding these target words. The variation here could indicate a 

quality change or a substitution of another consonant. It is important to realize that since these 

counts are in the aggregate, they could include both changes originating from an accent process 

as well from some other errors. Later analysis will provide some additional insight into 

separating accent-related speech changes from other potential speech errors. A basic insight from 

this data is that the different words present different production challenges for non-native 

speakers as evidenced by the identified variation counts. Identifying that the structure of the 

target word can elicit different types of variation leads one to the conclusion that different 

consonantal structures might be more challenging for non-native speakers to correctly produce. 

More in-depth analysis of how consonantal variation is distributed will be discussed below in 

section 4.6. 
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Table 4.6. Word to Vowel Variation Mapping across Eligible Samples 

Reference Word 
Transcription 

Total Vowel 
Variations in 

Eligible Samples  

Reference Word 
Transcription 

Total Vowel 
Variations in 

Eligible Samples 
ɪñtə 456  æsk 203 
ɾə 402  æ̃ːn – Instance 3 195 
ɑlˠso 400  bɪːɡ 184 
fɚ - Instance 1 363  pʰl̥æstɪk˺ 168 
kə̃n 358  steɪʃə̃n 161 
fɚ - Instance 2 355  ðiːz – Instance 1 153 
stɛlə 343  ðiːz – Instance 2 151 
smɑlˠ 331  ə - Instance 1 134 
kʰɑlˠ 328  kʰɪːdz 130 
ɚ - Instance 1 325  wɛñzdeɪ 127 
ɚ - Instance 2 303  bɹʌðɚ 121 
hɚ 291  ə - Instance 2 115 
fɹ̥ɑːɡ 284  sɪks 114 
ɡoʊ 276  fɹʌ̃m 114 
hɚ 257  æt˺ 107 
snoʊ 251  ə - Instance 3 106 
əv – Instance 1 246  θɪŋ̃z 105 
əv – Instance 2 244  θɪk 104 
æ̃n - Instance 1 227  stɔɹ 104 
bɑːb 225  sneɪk 104 
æn – Instance 2 210  tʰɹ̥eɪñ 102 

 

Looking past just consonantal variation, one can also demonstrate the differences in 

vowels produced by non-native speakers. Table 4.6 shows the total number of variations 

identified between vowels. Vowels prove more problematic than consonants in  

identifying variation. It is worth repeating here, as discussed in Chapter 1, while different 

theories exist concerning the development of second language speech sounds, a generally 

accepted idea is that L1 sounds that are close to L2 sounds may result in something close to 

simple transfer of the L1 sound (Flege, Schirru, & MacKay, 2003). Thus, one can identify a 
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number of variations between the reference vowel pronunciation and the non-native speaker 

production, but this study will focus primarily on consonantal variation, due to the fact that its 

variation can be better studied with transcriptions rather than acoustic measurements. Some 

additional commentary will be made on vowel discrepancies between native and non-native 

speakers, but that will be kept to a minimum here. 

Knowing that a different amount of variation is identified based on the target word, it 

would be worthwhile to attempt to make use of the native language background to identify 

which, if any, have more difficulty faithfully producing the target English pronunciation. Table 

4.7 presents a breakdown of the amount of consonant variation identified by speakers based on 

their native language background. What the table shows is that different language backgrounds 

appear to demonstrate different amounts of variation from the target pronunciation. One 

interesting aspect to note with Turkish non-native English speakers is the relatively small amount 

of academic literature pertaining to the problems of Turkish speakers attempting to acquire 

English. Different native language backgrounds have encouraged more or less research based on 

how widespread a language’s speakers are throughout the world. With the prevalence of 

Mandarin speakers throughout world in commerce it is perhaps unsurprising that there have been 

a large number of studies investigating the potential difficulties of Mandarin speakers learning 

English. Having access to information on segmental variation related to native language 

backgrounds could help to inform pedagogical practices to help understand the difficulties 

understudied language backgrounds encounter in learning English. While one can examine the 

variability by speaker and language backgrounds, one must also keep in mind that the speakers 

contained in the Speech Accent Archive might not be completely representative of a language  
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Table 4.7. Consonant Variation from Native Language Background 

Language Name Total Variations 
Number of 
Speakers 

Average Number of 
Variations per 
Speaker 

Turkish 491 14 35 
Italian 486 17 29 
Portuguese 742 26 29 
Dutch 811 29 28 
Romanian 360 14 26 
German 308 12 26 
Polish 356 14 25 
French 795 33 24 
Farsi 251 11 23 
Russian 567 25 23 
Vietnamese 295 15 20 
Arabic 962 50 19 
Korean 691 40 17 
Japanese 370 23 16 
Spanish 1405 95 15 
Mandarin 570 39 15 

  

background learning English. Thus, it will be important to see the variability identified here as a 

guide that can be used for later follow up with additional speakers to corroborate the findings 

presented here.  

Table 4.8 details vowel changes seen in non-native English speakers attempting the 

elicitation paragraph of the Speech Accent Archive. One can notice that the per language 

variability drops. This could suggest that speakers are more consistent in their production of 

vowels. Differences in vowel and consonantal variance over language backgrounds could arise 

from transfer issues relevant to particular language backgrounds, or it could also be in part 

affected by the amount of instruction available and other sociological factors that could preclude  
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Table 4.8. Vowel Variation from Native Language Background 

Language Name Total Variations Number of 
Speakers 

Average Number of 
Variations per 
Speaker 

Portuguese 553 26 21 
Turkish 297 14 21 
Farsi 212 11 19 
Italian 324 17 19 
Russian 466 25 19 
Polish 258 14 18 
French 592 33 18 
Romanian 226 14 16 
Japanese 343 23 15 
Arabic 731 50 15 
Dutch 408 29 14 
German 167 12 14 
Vietnamese 197 15 13 
Korean 494 40 12 
Spanish 1093 95 12 
Mandarin 393 39 10 

 

additional language learning. The cause of vowel variation appears to be due to the fact that the 

native language background vowel systems will frequently be employed in the L2 the speaker is 

trying to produce. Thus, one would expect vowel variation to be widespread amongst non-native 

English speakers. 

 One possibility is that post critical period language learning affects the amount of 

variation seen across speakers. Combining the demographic data available for each transcription 

with the segment comparisons across the eligible samples produces the data contained in Table 

4.9. An initial conclusion is that the average amount of variation increases the later the speaker 

begins to learn a new language. This can be verified using a linear regression to calculate the 

average number of variation based on the age of onset. A significant regression equation was  
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Table 4.9. Average Consonant Variation Based on Age of Onset 

Age of Onset Speaker 
Count 

Total number of variations Average per speaker 

12 116 2464 21 
13 74 1574 21 
14 59 1274 22 
15 38 935 25 
16 28 633 23 
17 22 499 23 
18 21 401 19 
19 10 107 11 
20 10 166 17 
21 14 184 13 
22 8 120 15 
23 4 70 18 
24 4 92 23 
25 9 165 18 
26 6 78 13 
27 2 40 20 
28 4 63 16 
30 3 72 24 
31 3 39 13 
32 3 78 26 
33 3 34 11 
35 1 44 44 
36 1 34 34 
38 3 37 12 
39 1 54 54 
40 1 31 31 
41 1 48 48 
47 1 37 37 
53 1 46 46 
75 1 41 41 

 

found (F(1, 28) = 16.65, p < .000), with an R2 of 0.37. A non-native speaker’s number of 

variations increased 0.53 for each later year of life starting the second language. An  
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additional factor to consider would also be the length of residence in an English-speaking 

country or the style of instruction. Age of onset was the preferred feature for initial analysis due 

to its consistent availability in the supplied data. 

 The analysis so far has demonstrated that making use of the appropriate tools and a 

relevant corpus can provide new insights into the phenomenon of non-native speech. An 

important next step will be to identify more information related to identified segmental variation 

encountered in the speech of non-native speakers. Identifying actual individual segmental 

variation across a corpus automatically, and maintaining its relation to a speaker’s first language, 

will help to examine the possible challenges faced by a language learner as they attempt to 

acquire a new language. 

4.6 Segmental Variation 

 The evaluation of accuracy and intelligibility in non-native speech leads to the conclusion 

that not all deviations from target pronunciations have the same effect. That is, certain 

pronunciation variations will be more impactful to the ability of a listener to identify what the 

intent of a non-native speaker is. Attempting to identify obstacles to accuracy for non-native 

speakers could prove useful in helping develop pedagogical materials and methods aimed at 

improving a learner’s ability to perceive differences in the target language. Additionally, having 

detailed lists of problematic segments for learners based on their language background would 

prove helpful in development of pronunciation training material. Table 4.10 contains a list of 

English consonant segments, their syllable position, and the total amount of variation identified  
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Table 4.10. Counts of Consonant Mispronunciation across All Speakers 

Phoneme Position Count 
s onset 3554 
z coda 3227 
n coda 2332 
ɹ onset 2200 
b onset 1944 
t onset 1944 
ð onset 1658 
f onset 1654 
k coda 1611 
w onset 1357 
l onset 1323 
k onset 1105 
θ onset 1103 
n onset 1102 
p onset 1065 
l coda 1033 
m onset 825 
ŋ coda 816 
ɡ coda 813 
v coda 769 
ʃ onset 550 
s coda 541 
b coda 526 
t coda 518 
d coda 513 
h onset 494 
ɡ onset 277 
ʧ onset 277 
p coda 276 
d onset 275 
ɾ coda 274 
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in the pronunciation in non-native speaker’s transcriptions. What this high-level analysis 

suggests is that different consonants and syllable positions present different levels of difficulty to 

learners. Allophonic variation in a native language does affect a certain amount of second 

language productions and it would be worthwhile to appropriately analyze this type of 

variability. At present, this system cannot deduce allophonic variation without additional 

information about the native language background and thus it is not included in the following 

material. 

Conducting a similar analysis of vowel variation in non-native speech one can notice that 

some vowels could be potentially more challenging for non-native speakers as in Table 4.11. In 

particular, the rhotacized schwa, common in American English, appears to result in a large 

number of variations in non-native English speakers. Here then is evidence that simple segmental 

variation identification can reinforce linguists’ expectation that certain segments will prove more 

difficult for non-native speakers to accurately produce. An extension to this analysis could be to 

link the variation identified in the corpus with phonetic inventories to construct predictions from 

the perspective of the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (Wardhaugh, 1970). 

After identifying variation at a gross level, it will be important to examine the ways in 

which variation actually occurs in non-native speakers. Seeing what type of segment 

replacements are employed by speakers can be used to gain insight into the operation of the 

interlanguage of particular speakers as well as those from a native language background. 

Looking at the distribution of replacements, one can see that certain phenomena jump out as 

having particular linguistic relevance. For example, in Table 4.12, there are many segments that  
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Table 4.11. Counts of Vowel Mispronunciation across All Speakers 

Phoneme Count 
ə 1382 
ɚ 1243 
ɑ 640 
ɪ 577 
æ 431 
ɑː 376 
iː 340 
ʊ 303 
ə̃ 278 
ɪː 236 
ɪ ̃ 221 
æ̃ 125 
ʌ̃ 119 
æ̃ː 118 
æː 108 
o 98 
ɔ 95 
uː 80 
ɛ 59 
ũ 53 
ʌ 38 
ɛː 36 
ɛ ̃ 30 
e 19 
i 10 
iː̃ 6 
a 3 

  

have simple feature changes as opposed to wholesale replacement. In particular, looking at /z/ 

one sees that non-native speakers will frequently produce devoiced [s]. Word final devoicing has 

been seen in the second language acquisition literature as a phenomena in second language  
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Table 4.12. Consonant Replacements 

Target Variant Position Count 
z  s  coda 1701 
ð  d  onset 790 
v  f  coda 425 
ɹ  r  onset 386 
ɡ  k  coda 261 
θ  t  onset 235 
ɾ  t  onset 234 
ɾ  d  coda 207 
ʧ  ʃ  onset 191 
b  p  coda 157 
w  v  onset 148 
d  t  coda 135 
θ  s  onset 79 
ŋ  n  coda 75 
θ  t  coda 45 
s  z  onset 44 
ð  z  onset 41 
k  x  coda 38 
θ  f  onset 34 
l  ɾ  onset 33 
ɹ  ʁ  onset 33 

 

speech resulting from an attempt to produce a less marked structure (Broselow, Chen, & Wang, 

1998). One can also see that some fricatives are turned into stops while preserving their voicing. 

In particular, English interdental fricatives appear to cause a number of possible variations in 

non-native speakers, which corresponds to previous research (Hanulikova & Weber, 2010). 

Looking at the interdental fricative, /θ/, there are a number of possible variations identified that 

involve more than just a single feature change. English interdental fricatives represent a 

significant source of variation in non-native speech and according to the corpus can be replaced 
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by [t], [s], [f], and [ð]. Variation such as this can be useful in identifying precisely what language 

backgrounds might employ different production strategies for these segments. The notion of 

differential substitution across native language background groups has been explored as 

language backgrounds such as Portuguese, Turkish and Farsi will substitute a voiceless alveolar 

stop while other backgrounds such as French, Polish, Arabic, and Japanese will instead substitute 

a voiceless alveolar fricative (Hancin-Bhatt, 1994). 

Identifying the overall variation of non-native English speakers is useful for identifying 

which segments might present the most difficulty to language learners. The variable effects of 

transfer and a language’s phonetic inventory suggests that identifying language-specific 

substitutions could be particularly useful, and the tools described here make this data available. 

Table 4.13 provides a breakdown of some identified variations based on the native language 

background of the speakers. In particular, the table shows the number of times a particular 

replacement is used across all speakers with the same native language background, and then an 

average frequency of this change per speaker. The data here suggests that /z/ represents a 

particular challenge across all language backgrounds and is likely related to a substitution 

resulting in a less marked structure. Importantly, this table provides suggestions of a number of 

second language speech phenomena suitable for investigation. While the use of the average 

frequency of changes per speaker is a useful guide for overall problems, more detailed analysis 

will be required to break down the variation based on other factors such as word position or 

neighboring segments.  
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Table 4.13. Frequent Phoneme Substitutions by Native Language  
Background and Average Frequency by Speaker 

Language English 
Target Pronounced Substitution 

Count 

Total Speakers 
Exhibiting 
Substitution 

Average 
Changes per 
Speaker 

Arabic z s 128 50 3 
Arabic ɹ r 93 50 2 
Arabic ð d 58 50 1 
Arabic v f 55 50 1 
Dutch z s 172 29 6 
Dutch ð d 60 29 2 
Dutch v f 43 29 1 
Dutch ɡ k 38 29 1 
Farsi z s 43 11 4 
French z s 110 33 3 
French ð d 77 33 2 
French v f 38 33 1 
German z s 63 12 5 
Italian z s 95 17 6 
Italian ð d 39 17 2 
Japanese z s 64 23 3 
Korean z s 132 40 3 
Korean ð d 85 40 2 
Mandarin z s 116 39 3 
Polish z s 78 14 6 
Portuguese z s 113 26 4 
Portuguese ð d 62 26 2 
Portuguese v f 40 26 2 
Portuguese ɹ r 36 26 1 
Romanian z s 65 14 5 
Russian z s 143 25 6 
Spanish z s 251 95 3 
Spanish ð d 131 95 1 
Turkish z s 79 14 6 
Turkish ð d 47 14 3 
Turkish w v 37 14 3 
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Table 4.14. Word Final Devoicing of /z/ 

Language English 
Target Pronounced Substitution 

Count 

Total Speakers 
Exhibiting 
Substitution 

Average 
Changes per 
Speaker 

Spanish z s 233 95 2 
Dutch z s 168 29 6 
Russian z s 135 25 5 
Korean z s 123 40 3 
Arabic z s 122 50 2 
Portuguese z s 113 26 4 
Mandarin z s 108 39 3 
French z s 103 33 3 

 

Having identified that /z/ represents a significant challenge for language learners, it will 

be important to consider the possibility that the replacement by [s] is related to a relatively 

common process of word-final devoicing. Table 4.14 presents data showing the realizations of 

/z/ in word-final positions as in words such as /ðiːz/. Examining the data, one sees that many 

non-native speakers across different native language backgrounds will devoice the final 

obstruent /z/. This lends support to the notion that a tendency to final obstruent devoicing 

represents a linguistic universal suited to produce less marked structures (Broselow, Chen, & 

Wang, 1998). Further supporting the idea that word-final devoicing is a relatively common 

process, one can also examine the realizations of /b/ in word final position in Table 4.15. The 

data here shows that while there are only two instance of /b/ word-final, /bɑːb/, or in the coda, 

/sl̥æːbz/, there is a considerable amount of devoicing that non-native speakers employ to produce 

less marked structures.  
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Table 4.15. Word Final Devoicing of /b/ 

Language Target Realization 
# 

mistakes 
# 

Speakers 
Dutch b p 21 29 

Arabic b b̥ 19 50 
Spanish b b̥ 19 95 
Dutch b b̥ 16 29 
French b b̥ 15 33 
Spanish b p 13 95 
Korean b p 12 40 
Mandarin b p 12 39 
Russian b p 12 25 
Italian b b̥ 10 17 
Russian b b̥ 10 25 
Arabic b p 10 50 
French b p 10 33 

 

 Location specific substitutions are worth considering as they can relate to producing less 

marked structures. One can examine the ways speakers from different native language 

backgrounds will attempt to produce segments not in their own native phonetic inventory. Table 

4.16 examines the variation of the voiceless labiodental fricative across its various realizations. 

Here one notices fewer language backgrounds employ substitutions for this segment than seen 

with /z/. Korean, for example, does not have a voiceless labiodental fricative in its phonetic 

inventory (Maddieson, 1984). Looking at the data in Table 4.16, Korean speakers who do not 

pronounce English /f/ in the same way as native English speakers seem to preserve the labial 

aspect of the production and do not maintain the feature of fricative. Some Korean speakers do 

appear to maintain something similar to frication by the use of aspiration in their production of 

/f/ as [pʰ].  
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Table 4.16. Mistaken Realization of Voiceless Labiodental Fricative  
Involving Manner of Articulation 

Language Target Realization # Mistakes 
Korean f p 3 
Korean f pʰ 3 
Spanish f d 2 
Vietnamese f p 2 
Mandarin f b 1 
Vietnamese f d 1 
Portuguese f d̪ 1 
Turkish f d̪ 1 
Spanish f k 1 
Mandarin f p 1 
Spanish f p 1 
Mandarin f pʰ 1 
Polish f t̪ 1 
Polish f w 1 

 
 What the tables above have attempted to show is that a corpus-based analysis of non-

native speech data can lead to both confirmation of linguistic processes suggested by earlier 

experimental work as well provide a new source of data for the generation of future possible 

research directions. It should be suggested that corpus based non-native speech investigations 

need not rely solely on single segment changes but can also look at the way in which consonant 

clusters can be affected by non-native speakers. Previous studies have concluded that speakers 

from various language backgrounds will employ processes such as consonant deletion and vowel 

epenthesis to simplify the structure of certain non-native clusters (Hancin-Bhatt, 1994; Sato, 

1984; Y.-H. Lin, 2002). In Table 4.17 one can see that different native language backgrounds 

contribute to different effects in consonant cluster rearrangement and deletions. The table shows 

that the different languages are employing different deletions and substitution strategies. For 

example,  
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Table 4.17. Examples of Cluster Reductions Involving Transfer and Markedness Reduction 

Language Cluster Target 
Speaker 
Example Count 

Total 
Speakers 
from L1 

Spanish bz sl̥æːbz  ɛslæf 9 95 
Arabic bz sl̥æːbz  əslɪp 4 50 
Spanish sk æsk æ̝s  15 95 
Korean nz wɛñzdeɪ wẽzde 6 40 
Mandarin sk æsk  æs 6 39 
Spanish st pʰl̥æstɪk˺ pʰlæsɪk 6 95 
French nz  spũnz spʉn 5 33 
Korean dz kʰɪːdz  kiːz 12 40 
Mandarin dz kʰɪːdz kiz̥ 7 39 

 

Spanish prohibits initial /s/ clusters unless preceded by a vowel, and simultaneously prohibits 

consonant clusters in word-final position. Exploring a corpus and being presented a list of the 

different attested speaker variations provides data necessary for considering the phonological 

processes employed by non-native speakers to simplify utterances. 

 Cluster reduction is a common technique for reducing the complexity of certain 

utterances. Epenthesis is another possible technique that can be found in the corpus. 

Documenting sound insertions helps to identify the effects of both a speaker’s native language 

phonology but also linguistic universals. A challenge associated with identifying the origins of 

epenthesis is that occurrences seem to happen as a result of either the native language phonology 

or some markedness effect not related to the native or target language (Broselow, 1983). 

Inserting additional segments into a word, however, can alter what is being expressed in a way 

that is in some instances unrecoverable for the listener, although deletion also  
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Table 4.18. Target Words Insertions Counts 

Word 
Insertions 
Overall 

  
Word 

Insertions 
Overall 

θɪŋ̃z 40  fɹɛʃ 14 
wɛñzdeɪ 35  ðiːz 13 
stɔɹ 32  wɪθ 13 
θɪŋ̃z 32  pʰiːz 13 
snoʊ 31  snæk˺ 13 
bɹʌðɚ 29  fɹ̥ɑːɡ 13 
bɹɪŋ̃ 27  tʰɔɪ 12 
ɑlˠso 26  ðiːz 12 
stɛlə 21  pʰl̥iːz 10 
sl̥æːbz 21  smɑlˠ 10 
skʷuːp˺ 21  θɹ̥iː 10 
wɪlˠ 21  kʰɑlˠ 9 
bɑːb 20  pʰl̥æstɪk˺ 9 
spũnz 19  ðə 9 
steɪʃə̃n 19  kʰɪːdz 9 
faɪːv 18  ɪñtə 9 
ɹɛːd˺ 18  miːt 9 
tʰɹ̥eɪñ 18  æt˺ 9 
ɾə 17  sɪks 6 
niː̃ɾ 17  bæːɡz 6 
æsk 16  fɹʌ̃m 4 
bluː 16  kə̃n 4 
bɪːɡ 16  meɪbi 3 
əv 15  wiː 3 
sneɪk 15  ʃiː 2 
ðə 15    

 

dramatically effects perceptibility of what was intended (Anderson-Hsieh, Johnson, & Koehler, 

1992). Table 4.18 presents words from the reference transcription and the number of insertions 

per word identified across the non-native speaker transcriptions. The table shows that the greatest 

frequency of insertions is with words that contain consonant clusters, which would suggest that  
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Table 4.19. Example Insertions 

Language Insertion Target 
Insertions 
Example 

Count of 
Insertions 

Total 
Speakers  

Arabic ɪ wɛñzdeɪ wɪñɪzdeɪ 8 50 
Spanish ɛ snoʊ ɛsno 12 95 
Spanish ɛ sneɪk ɛs̃nek 16 95 
Russian k θɪŋ̃z s̪iŋks 6 25 
French k θɪŋ̃z t̪ĩnks 3 33 
Farsi ə spũnz əspũns  4 11 

 

the more complex the target utterance the more likely a speaker will use epenthesis to simplify 

the utterance.   

 Examining insertions, one sees that they can consist of either vowels or consonants 

and vary based on native language backgrounds. Insertion strategies for language learners appear 

to relate to the syllable structure and, in particular, the onset consonants involved (Broselow, 

1983). Thus, one might expect different languages to be sensitive to different consonants and 

syllable structures and use different strategies for markedness reduction. For example, word-

initial onset epenthesis has been frequently documented in the speech of Spanish learners of 

English (Carlisle, 1991) which can also be seen in the corpus data displayed in Table 4.19. 

Additionally, consonant clusters involving nasals and fricatives like /ŋŋz/ appear to be 

problematic for some language backgrounds and result either in the insertion of additional 

consonants or vowels. Corpus data suggests that language backgrounds differ in their choice of 

inserting a vowel or a consonant. In particular, Arabic appears to make use of vowel insertion for 

certain clusters whereas Russian inserts an additional consonant.  
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4.7 Interdental Fricative Substitutions 
 
 The aim of this chapter has been to provide an overview of how one might use the new 

tools for the analysis of phonetic transcriptions of non-native speech. To demonstrate some of 

the capabilities of the tools discussed in this dissertation it will be helpful to provide a sample 

analysis. One area of interest for linguists studying second language learning relates to the 

possibility of differential substitution (Hancin-Bhatt, 1994). The notion is that substitutions for 

the difficult target language structure will relate more closely to the phonetic inventory of the 

speaker’s native language. In particular, the interdental fricatives of English present some 

challenges to language learners in that they are both typologically rare (Maddieson, 1984, pp. 47-

8) and are marked (Avery & Ehrlich, 1992, p. 14; Ladefoged & Johnson, 2014). As a result of 

this, typical substitution patterns could be to change the voiceless interdental fricative into either 

a voiceless alveolar stop or a voiceless alveolar fricative (Hancin-Bhatt, 1994). The tools 

developed in this dissertation provide a simple way to identify the different realizations of 

interdental fricatives in non-native speakers. 

  Focusing on two native language backgrounds, Russian and Mandarin, one can see the 

literature has made predictions concerning the possible substitutions for the interdental fricative. 

In the case of Russian, there are sets of possible substitutions discussed in the literature. Some 

suggest that the English interdental fricatives will be realized as alveolar stops (Lombardi, 2003). 

Another study reports that alveolar fricatives are the preferred substitutions for native language 

Russian speakers of English (Brannen, 2011). Mandarin, however, has been found to have a 

more complex pattern of substitution. Mandarin speakers replace the voiceless interdental 

fricative with a voiceless alveolar fricative (Fan & Yongbing, 2014). Voiced interdental  
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Table 4.20. Counts of Substitutions of Interdental Fricatives  
by Mandarin and Russian Speakers 

Language Target Substitution Count  Language Target Substitution Count 
Mandarin ð d 27  Russian ð d 24 
Mandarin ð z 5  Russian ð z 15 
Mandarin ð t 3  Russian θ s 8 
Mandarin ð n 2  Russian θ t 6 
Mandarin ð l 1  Russian θ f 2 
Mandarin θ s 19      
Mandarin θ t 6      
Mandarin θ f 5      
Mandarin θ ð 3      
Mandarin θ d 1      
Mandarin θ z̪ 1      

 

fricatives, however, have been found in the same study to be replaced by a voiced alveolar stop. 

What data might a corpus of non-native speakers contain concerning these patterns of 

substitutions? The tools produced and data evaluated in this dissertation allow for the rapid 

identification of substitutions from these language backgrounds. 

The data contained in Table 4.20, shows that Russian substitution of interdental fricatives 

appears dependent on voicing. That is, voiced interdental fricatives appear to result in the 

substitution of a voiced stop more frequently than a voiced fricative. At the same time, the 

voiceless interdental fricative seems to be substituted almost equally by fricatives and stops. One 

possibility for the Russian speakers’ differential substitution is that the voiced interdental 

fricatives in the elicitation paragraph occur most frequently in the function words “the” and 

“these.” A possibility then is that there is some latent transfer of the pronunciation of function 

words that start with a voiced alveolar stop.  
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The substitution data from Mandarin speakers shows that the substitution of voiced 

interdental fricatives is more in line with expectations that it will result in a voiced alveolar stop 

(Fan & Yongbing, 2014). At the same time, the data suggests that the substitutions discussed by 

Fan and Yongbing are not quite as prevalent as their predictions. The data suggests that the 

substitution of the voiceless interdental fricative results in a labiodental fricative more than an 

alveolar fricative. A sociolinguistic analysis of Mandarin substitutions for interdental fricatives 

has suggested that Mandarin learners have rated the alveolar fricative as the most acceptable 

substitute, but the ability to produce the correct substitution was still challenging (Rau, Chang, & 

Tarone, 2009). 

The point of this small analysis has simply been to suggest that tools such as those 

discussed in this dissertation can be useful in examining the claims of the second language 

acquisition research community and can validate or suggest possible amendments to claims. By 

using aligned phonetic transcriptions, new data-informed studies can be undertaken to consider 

how actual learners speak their target language. 

4.8 Conclusion 
 
 This chapter set out to demonstrate the usefulness of corpora for the study of second 

language sound systems as well as improved tools that could automatically generate word and 

segment alignments.  All of the data analyzed here was organized to suggest that not only can 

appropriate corpora provide support to conclusions derived from experiments, but it can also 

help to analyze languages that are otherwise understudied in the second language acquisition 

literature. Advocating for the collection of additional phonological data to be stored in 

appropriate corpora is not groundbreaking by itself, but having the power to effectively search 
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and identify possible patterns of speech opens up new research pathways in second language 

speech behavior. While this chapter did not attempt to offer a sustained analysis of any particular 

phenomenon it did show the latent power of phonological corpora for second language speech 

research. Providing an introduction to the possibilities of corpus-based transcription research 

should encourage further studies where the types of variations that a native language background 

employs are considered. One area that has been somewhat lacking in making use of attested 

variation relates to the structure of interlanguage phonologies. In particular, many studies have 

employed a limited number of variations of a particular phenomenon derived from experimental 

data, due to the complexity of the analysis being undertaken and the difficulty of obtaining 

appropriate data. The data derived from a corpus as in this chapter can provide a rich source of 

variation and can help drive empirically grounded approaches to the structure of interlanguage 

phonologies. The next chapter explores the construction of interlanguage phonologies from 

corpus-derived data.  
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CHAPTER 5. GENERATING GRAMMARS FOR ACCENTED SPEECH 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
 This dissertation has demonstrated tools that facilitate data analysis in non-native speech 

corpora. Providing researchers additional capabilities related to accented speech corpora is 

useful, but the data harvested from analyzing these corpora could prove even more useful for 

other projects. In particular, an accented speech corpus can be used to support experiments 

modeling grammars that language learners might possess. Previously, researchers have attempted 

to model the grammars of language learners to explain the particular speech forms they produce, 

but no single model or approach has won out yet. The challenge of modeling non-native speech 

grammars involves both selecting a grammar formalism to employ and collecting appropriate 

data. This tools described in this dissertation could quickly provide data from an accented speech 

corpus relevant for a number of interlanguage grammar questions. It should be useful then to 

discuss and demonstrate how to use this data to model the development of an interlanguage 

grammar in a second language learner. The aim here will not be to describe a new theory of 

grammar, but instead to demonstrate the applicability of alternative models of grammar for 

integrating corpus data to analyze second language speech. This chapter will discuss the use of 

probabilistic grammars to describe non-native speech. It will further demonstrate how using data 

from the Speech Accent Archive allows a researcher to generate a possible description of an 

interlanguage grammar for some language learners. First, it will be important to discuss relevant 

theories of grammar that can leverage corpus-derived data with its variation. 

Optimality Theory remains the dominant analytical framework for explaining native 

language phonology (see, e.g., McCarthy 2002). Some researchers have also used Optimality 
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Theory to investigate non-native speech (Hancin-Bhatt, 2008). A challenge for Optimality 

Theory in describing the phonological grammars of language learners remains the variation 

encountered in second language speech. Describing non-native speaker’s production variations 

with Optimality Theory’s strictly ranked constraints might not be ideal due to its relative rigidity. 

Harmonic Grammar is an alternative to Optimality Theory that uses weighted instead of ranked 

constraints which might more appropriate to explain variation seen in empirical data found from 

corpus analysis. Harmonic Grammar can also incorporate a probabilistic model, further 

enhancing its capabilities related to variation. This study presents an attempt at applying 

Harmonic Grammar to second language speech data generated from a large corpus-based 

analysis to understand possible interlanguage development. It will be important to first frame the 

question of non-native speech in such a way that a probabilistic model of grammar with 

weighted constraints will be best suited to explain witnessed variation over alternatives such a 

simple probabilistic phonologies.  

 Non-native speech corpora provide researchers with a substantial amount of data related 

to speech variation. Speakers with similar language backgrounds will produce a variety of 

utterances that are similar and different. A phonological corpus then allows for the evaluation of 

the applicability of a variety of different probabilistic models of phonology. That is, the fact that 

a corpus of empirical observations exists can allow one to construct a model based on attested 

forms of speech and estimate the probability of any given utterance being produced by a speaker. 

The simplest approach for constructing a probabilistic account of phonology would be that some 

amount of probability is associated with each attested phonological form in the corpus. 

Goldsmith’s proposal for a probabilistic phonology is essentially a unigram model constructed 
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over individual segments (Goldsmith, 2002). So, to calculate the probability of a particular 

utterance one would be able to simply multiply the probabilities of each item derived from the 

corpus forming a maximum likelihood estimate. Using the counts of attested speech forms is a 

perfectly valid probabilistic model from the perspective of probability, but it would be incapable 

of describing something approaching a real grammar contained in the mind of speaker. Such a 

simple model could provide some guidance about the likelihood of whether a particular 

construction is possible in a language based on occurrences in a corpus, but extrapolating to 

novel forms combining multiple features would prove challenging. Using a corpus to construct a 

simple probability model without a grammar to identify possible utterances is limited due to an 

inability to describe the types of structures that a speaker might produce. That is, a corpus-

derived probabilistic model not incorporating any grammatical knowledge is limited to only 

understanding the productions of the speaker. Simple probabilistic models of phonology are 

unable to assign probability to unseen utterances. By definition, in unsmoothed models an 

unseen form would have a probability of zero, which would drastically limit the conclusions one 

could derive from a corpus-derived probabilistic phonology. One could suggest using some type 

of probabilistic smoothing as seen in areas like text processing (Jurafsky & Martin, 2009, p. 97), 

which would alter the distribution of probability mass in such a way as to give unattested forms 

some small amount of positive probability.  

Goldsmith’s account of a simple probabilistic phonology aims at constructing a model to 

describe the output of a speaker without attempting to model the mental processing of a speaker 

used to produce the same output (Goldsmith, 2002). Constructing an optimal model of non-

native speech should be able to account for both the variation seen in speakers of different 
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attainment and different language backgrounds. Models incorporating probabilities should be 

especially well suited to model interlanguage phonologies caused by some interaction between 

the native and non-native grammars of the speaker. Remember that modeling the output of 

second language speakers is different than that of native speakers because the underlying native 

language grammar itself is difficult to identify. Models incorporating probabilities as well as 

some means to avoid the rigidity problems posed by ranked constraints that limit output variation 

could offer a better way to capture non-native speech while describing the interlanguage 

phonology of a speaker. If one assumes that interlanguage phonologies represent some point 

between the phonological grammars of two languages, then the combination of probabilities and 

weighted constraints might allow researchers to represent these grammar interpolations with 

generated constraint weights. 

Previous researchers have investigated the possibility of incorporating probabilities into 

Optimality Theory. Boersma (1997) demonstrated a way to leverage probabilistic processes in an 

Optimality Theory model of language production, integrating random variation of candidate 

surface representations during evaluation. Additional studies have considered how second 

language learners’ speech is distinct from both their native and second language and would 

benefit from integrating probabilities into an Optimality Theory model (Escudero & Boersma, 

2004). Violable ranked constraints should limit the amount of possible variation of an underlying 

representation speakers can make in either their native or second language. In fact, even in cases 

of disordered speech there appears to be some limitations to the possible variations documented, 

which has led some to consider using violable ranked constraints in describing this speech 

(Barlow & Gierut, 1999). In effect, any form of speech disfluency should be limited by some 
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inherent process of the speaker’s grammar. For example, knowing the production limits on 

various phonological structures encoded in a constraint hierarchy would indicate that some 

complex consonant clusters should not appear in the output of speakers. Using Optimality 

Theory then it should be possible to describe all possible native language speech encountered in 

a corpus.  

Challenges remain with using Optimality Theory to describe the speech of non-native 

speakers. Specifically, some researchers have identified potential problems with applying 

Optimality Theory to non-native speech (Hancin-Bhatt, 1994). Non-native speakers provide 

ample evidence of possessing phonologies that result from some mixture of their first and second 

languages and even providing productions not predicted by either available phonologies 

(Hancin-Bhatt, 2008). If one hopes to produce an account of a second language phonology in 

Optimality Theory, then consideration must be given to whether one needs to model both the 

first and second language simultaneously or instead model an interlanguage that contains some 

subset of constraints from the first and second language. 

The underlying representation in the speech of non-native speakers is somehow derived 

from their perceptions and experience of a second language. Without getting into questions 

concerning the non-native speaker perceiving the correct surface realization, it seems reasonable 

to conclude that their phonological system makes use of the correct underlying representation. 

With a correct underlying representation and even with a correct constraint ranking, one could 

attempt to explain divergence from expected surface realizations as a result of a transient error. 

That is, some noise could be introduced into the evaluation process, perhaps by cognitive load, 

such that the correct ranking of realizations is affected and a suboptimal candidate is selected. 
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The idea here is that the surface representation candidate selected by a non-native speaker in the 

evaluator is actually suboptimal given a speaker’s phonology and could be considered a speech 

error by a listener just like a native speaker’s possible speech errors (Goldrick & Daland, 2009). 

Even in the case of an interlanguage phonology operating correctly, non-native speech can vary 

over time due to gradual reranking brought about by the process of learning the new language. In 

order to predict the output of a speaker, one might incorporate errors either due to transient 

incorrect rankings or effects of changes to the ranking itself. As the findings of research 

concerning the explicit modeling of speech errors (Goldrick, 2011) has yet to be applied to 

second language phonology, it will be worthwhile to consider models that account for variation 

in language learners originating from constraint ranking issues. Specifically, some of the 

modeling techniques associated with probabilistic accounts of speech can help to inform an 

investigation into variability seen in second language learners’ speech output, without 

necessarily equating the behavior of second language speakers as being simply error-full first 

language speech. 

5.2 Empirically Motivated Grammatical Analysis of Variation with Harmonic Grammar 
 
 Speech variation can result from any number of causes including speech errors, 

idiosyncratic variation, grammar development, and more. One could describe non-native speech 

variation by suggesting that it represents a stage of grammar formation between the grammars of 

the target and native language (Broselow, Chen, & Wang, 1998). If one is able to represent the 

grammars of both the target and native languages of a speaker, one could expect their acquired 

second language grammar to lie somewhere in between. One simple way to consider this would 

be that the constraints of an interlanguage might have weights somewhere between that of their 
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native and second language (Daland & Norrmann-Vigil, 2015). This would be different than an 

alternative constraint ordering as seen in Optimality Theory. The key would be that by moving 

from ranked constraints to some form of weighted constraints, intermediate values of the weights 

could indicate an interlanguage setting. Harmonic Grammars provide weighted constraints 

instead of the standard ranked constraints of Optimality Theory. Additionally, some 

implementations of Harmonic Grammar explicitly incorporate probabilistic models to account 

for variation.  

 Section 1.4 above described how Optimality Theory has been used to describe the 

phonology of second language speakers. A basic tenet of Optimality Theory is that each 

language constructs a set of rankings across a universal constraint set. These ranked constraints 

then constrain the types of productions permissible in a language. A corollary here is that each 

different ranking of constraints can then be used to describe a unique language. Pater (2016) and 

others described extensions to the rank ordering of Optimality Theory to incorporate weighted 

constraints as in Harmonic Grammar. Recall that Optimality Theory is itself derived from 

Harmonic Grammar and rank ordering of constraints is actually a special case of weighted 

constraints. Pater discusses the application of gang effects to demonstrate the differences in 

possible outputs between Harmonic Grammar and Optimality Theory grammars. Incorporating 

gang effects is an important feature in Harmonic Grammar in that it allows multiple lower 

ranked constraint violations to outweigh the violation of a higher ranked constraint, which would 

be excluded in Optimality Theory. The challenge, as Pater discusses, relates to the notion in 

Optimality Theory concerning strict domination of constraints. If constraints strictly dominate 

others then it is not possible for lower ranked constraints to overpower a higher ranked 
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constraint. If one, however, moves away from strict domination and instead associates weights 

with each constraint, then it is possible to emulate the output of strict domination when needed, 

while allowing for the possibility that a subset of lower ranked constraints can be evaluated 

probabilistically to produce an alternative output. Harmonic Grammar is able to generate patterns 

otherwise incapable of being produced by Optimality Theory with strict dominance.  

Harmonic Grammars produce tableaus similar to those of Classic Optimality Theory. One 

important difference is that in Harmonic Grammar tableaus provide a count of violations per cell 

instead of simply marking constraint violations. Additionally, each constraint will have a weight 

provided for it. Finally, the calculated harmony for each candidate will reflect the result of a 

linear equation for each candidate which represents the sum of the count of the constraint 

violations multiplied by each constraint’s weight. The highest calculated harmony is the optimal 

candidate. Below we will present a tableau produced in Optimality Theory and another produced 

in Harmonic Grammar drawn from Pater (Pater, 2009, p. 1004). Pater provides an example 

drawn from the Russian language to illustrate the differences between an Optimality Theory 

tableau and that of Harmonic Grammar. In particular, Russian ranks *Coda-Voice above Ident-

Voice. The generator produces a set of input-to-output mappings that get evaluated, and each cell 

marks whether or not a constraint has been violated. In the case of the production of /bad/ Table 

5.1 shows the Optimality Theory tableau which has a voiced consonant in the coda, the two 

initial candidates with voiced codas are rejected.  
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Table 5.1. Derived from Pater (2009) Table 5, page 1004 

/bad/ *Coda-Voice Ident-Voice  
bad *  
pad * * 

F [bat]  * 
pat  ** 

 

What Pater illustrates with this simple example is that the mapping of /bad/ to [pad] or [pat] is 

impossible under any constraint ranking. Because [pad] shares all the violations of [bad] plus has 

an additional violation, and [pat] has all the violation of [bat] plus an additional one, these 

outputs can never be optimal for the input /bad/. Pater provides a second tableau, Table 5.2, that 

can be used to describe the possible outcomes of a Harmonic Grammar.  

 
Table 5.2. Derived from Pater (2009) Table 9, page 1007 

 2 1  
/bad/ *Coda-Voice Ident-Voice  

bad -1  -2 
pad -1 -1 -3 

F [bat]  -1 -1 
pat  -2 -2 

 

Table 5.2 illustrates a basic Harmonic Grammar tableau. While it looks very similar to those of 

Optimality Theory, it adds an additional row at the top that specifies the weights of each 

constraint and it has a rightmost column that contains the calculated harmony. The winner is then 

selected by identifying the item with the highest harmony. In this case, the output would be the 

same as from Optimality Theory, [bat], but if one were to adjust the weights of the constraints 

from (2, 1) to (-2, -1) then [pad] would be selected as the winner. Harmonic Grammar and 

Optimality Theory can produce identical results when constraint weights are appropriately set. 
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Harmonic Grammar allows for constraint weight variation that can construct a larger set of 

typologies than Optimality Theory with its requirement of strict domination. Additionally, 

Harmonic Grammar can describe constraint sets allowing gang effects where lower weighted 

constraints can overpower higher weight constraints (Hayes, 2017; Pater, 2016). Weighted 

constraint grammatical theories can be understood as offering an alternative way to produce 

grammars that might be particularly relevant to describing the data seen in the speech of second 

language speakers. This is especially important if one considers that interlanguages represent 

constraint weights intermediate between two languages. 

Harmonic Grammars also offer the ability to integrate stochastic features. Adding a 

stochastic component to phonological grammars was intended to provide a way of handling 

variation during the constraint evaluation process (Hayes, 2017). Second language learners can 

be expected to produce speech that might contain noise originating from their learning process 

and variation emerging from a gradual learning process. There are other models such as 

maximum entropy Harmonic Grammar that incorporates explicit mechanisms to model variation 

probabilistically while also maintaining weighted constraints (Hayes & Wilson, 2008). In fact, 

some authors have recently used maximum entropy Harmonic Grammars to model the speech of 

second language learners. Daland and Norrmann-Vigil (2015) suggest that one can interpret the 

interlanguage being developed by a language learner to contain constraint weights that are 

somewhere between the weights seen in a native language and a second language. Modeling a 

foreign accent could be accomplished by collecting appropriate data and then evaluating to see if 

the constraint weights derived from the production information lie between their native and 

second language constraint weights.  
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 Another useful property of Harmonic Grammars that makes them especially useful for 

corpus data is the ease of calculating constraint weights and harmony using standard linear 

programming optimization techniques such as Simplex (Potts et al., 2010). By casting constraint 

weighting problems in a linear optimization framework, linguists can analyze data rapidly to 

identify a set of constraint weights that fits provided linguistic data. In practice this means that 

having the right software packages make it easy to produce possible constraint weights quickly 

and easily. Historically speaking though, few tools have been available for linguists to 

automatically generate constraint weights, which might help to explain the relatively limited use 

of Harmonic Grammar as a tool for analyzing linguistic data. In the last decade, several tools 

have been made available such as OT-Soft, OT-Help, and PhoMEnt which can be used to 

automatically construct constraint weightings for a variety of different Harmonic Grammars with 

provided input (Hayes, Tesar, & Zuraw, 2017; Potts et al., 2010; Daland et al., 2014). For 

example, OT-Soft provides an implementation of the Gradual Learning Algorithm for Harmonic 

Grammar developed by Boersma and Pater (Boersma & Pater, 2016). PhoMEnt is a set of 

Python programs that allow linguists to provide sample data and constraints and generate a 

maximum entropy Harmonic Grammar with constraint weights and associated probabilities. 

PhoMEnt will be used to evaluate a dataset derived from the corpus developed in this 

dissertation. This will help to demonstrate how tools like PhoMEnt can generate maximum 

entropy Harmonic Grammars with constraint weights that can help to explain accents as 

containing intermediate weights between a native and second language grammar. 
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5.3 Modeling Non-Native Speech Patterns with Variability 
 

Speech variation occurs even in the speech of native language speakers in their own 

language. Since the variation seen in a native speaker’s output appears to be non-random and 

related to the structure of their native language, it seems appropriate to consider how this 

knowledge might apply to the speech patterns of non-native speakers. Specifically, one might 

conclude that the productions of non-native speakers that differ from a native reference could be 

due to a set of constraints that have been weighted differently from a target language speaker’s 

while also being different from the speaker’s own native language. Since non-native speech 

involves transfer it seems appropriate that any model should produce effects indicating transfer. 

Thus, a final set of constraint weights might indicate some intermediate setting between their 

first and second language. This understanding of interlanguage phonology implies that the 

interlanguage grammar itself exists somewhere between that of two languages. 

 A first question that one might ask, when trying to examine a non-native speaker’s 

speech for variation, is how one can induce variation just as in what is seen with native language 

speakers. The trouble of course is that there are many more potential sources of variation in a 

non-native speaker than that of a single language speaker. The age of second language onset, 

their native language, their type of language learning, amongst other factors can contribute to the 

way in which a non-native speaker might produce accented speech. Trying to construct variation-

inducing experiments could then prove difficult as identifying the potential sources of this 

variation is significant. In addition, potential idiosyncratic effects could also thwart the approach 

of simply trying to elicit utterances containing divergence from native speakers that are 

consistent. An appropriate corpus of non-native speakers producing the same utterance even 
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when they might possess a variety of backgrounds provides valuable data for developing patterns 

of second language speech that could be used to identify variation from a native language 

speaker. This information then could help at a high-level to better understand where non-native 

speakers are producing variations in their speech relative to the expected pronunciation of a 

native speaker. 

 Access to an appropriate corpus, like the Speech Accent Archive, is especially useful 

when combined with the analytical output of a tool such as STAT as developed in this 

dissertation. Being able to rapidly sample portions of a corpus is useful for the purposes of 

grammar construction and non-native speech evaluation. It is important to mention, however, 

that the use of a second language phonological corpora for the purpose of constructing an 

interlanguage grammar is somewhat novel. Second language phonology studies have thus far not 

made extensive use of Harmonic Grammars. Here one might suggest that due to the difficulty of 

collecting an appropriate data set with relevant analytical tools, previous research has been 

somewhat limited. Thus, this dissertation’s data analysis techniques provide a way to collect a 

reasonable set of data useful for analyzing interlanguages. This chapter will demonstrate how to 

use corpus phonology, phonological analysis, and maximum entropy Harmonic Grammars in 

unison. In doing so it will make use of previously known constraint challenges from the second 

language phonology literature and examine several language backgrounds. The aim will be to 

demonstrate grammar construction from a second language speech corpus that produces a 

potential model that describes an interlanguage phonology.  
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5.4 Harmonic Grammar and English Interdentals 
 
 Researchers have documented that different native language backgrounds effect non-

native English speakers particular substitutions for interdental fricatives (Lombardi, 2003). 

Lombardi notes that frequently the English interdentals [θ] and [ð] are substituted with [t] or [s]. 

The further claim is that German speakers are reported to use the [s] substitution while Russian 

speakers use the [t] substitution. German and Russian do not contain any interdental fricatives, 

thus an initial assumption would be that regardless of speaker background a universal process 

would dictate what substitution is chosen. Since there would be no transfer from the first 

language then there should be no conflict among speakers learning the English interdental 

fricative. But the data suggests that there is in fact a difference in realizations. Examining the 

segment comparisons from the Speech Accent Archive corpus of Russian and German speakers 

older than 12 one can see in Table 5.3 the following distribution of interdental fricative 

substitutions for Russian and German. 

 
Table 5.3. Interdental Substitutions by Native Russian and German Speakers 

Language Target Substitution Position Count 
German θ s Coda 4 
German θ t Coda 3 
German θ θ Coda 32 
Russian θ f Coda 2 
Russian θ s Coda 11 
Russian θ t Coda 7 
Russian θ θ Coda 64 

 

One expects that at least some of the productions by these speakers would contain some 

appropriate substitute for the interdental fricative.  It does appear that non-native speakers can 

sometimes achieve the correct pronunciation for the interdental fricative. German speakers 
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produced /s/ in 10% of attempts, /t/ in 8% and /θ/ in 82%.  Russian speakers produced /f/ in 2% 

of attempts, /s/ in 13%, /t/ in 8% and /θ/ in 76%.  Thus, Russian speakers were slightly less 

accurate, and slightly more likely to produce /s/ rather than /t/, a result contra to Lombardi's 

description.  Can this data then be useful in evaluating predictions about interlanguage grammar 

constructions? 

 An important contribution of Lombardi’s investigation is to apply Optimality Theory to 

analyze the substitution pattern for interdental fricatives for Russian and German speakers 

learning English. In this context Lombardi does not actually need to integrate any second-

language-specific constraints as the intention is to provide a possible reranking consistent with 

the interlanguage. Lombardi investigates the discrepancy between speakers producing either 

more unmarked structures resulting in the use of [t] or more faithful utterances resulting in [s]. 

Examining Lombardi’s results one can conclude that the operational constraint rankings differ 

based on language background. In fact, Lombardi investigates how to create two separate 

grammars that account for both cases. The problem being confronted is that constructing one 

ranking that explains the production of [t] excludes the possibility of a separate ranking that 

results in the production of [s]. Fundamentally, Lombardi is concerned with constructing a 

grammar that allows faithfulness constraints that maintain the feature values of continuant and 

stop between the underlying and candidate representations. Producing these Optimality Theoretic 

accounts results in two separate tableaus presented in Tables 5.4 and 5.5. 
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Table 5.4. Tableau for Producing [t] Adapted from Lombardi (2003) Table 12 

/θ/ * θ Ident 
Manner 

*cont *stop 

θ *!  *  
F t  *  * 

s  * *!  
 

Table 5.5. Tableau for Producing [s] Adapted from Lombardi (2003) Table 14 

/θ/ * θ IdentCont IdentStop 
θ *!   
t  * * 

F s    
 

Lombardi’s tableaus show constraint rankings demonstrating how markedness and faithfulness 

constraints can be ranked relative to one another. Learners might have their grammar initialized 

in different ways as they begin to acquire the second language. Thus, an initial grammar setting 

for the language learner will determine new constraint rankings that will in turn control what the 

possible realizations for interdental fricatives are. The key to this is that at some point during 

second language learning your grammar would be set to either produce [t] or [s] instead of the 

English interdental fricative. But the data derived from the Speech Accent Archive corpus shows 

that speakers of both Russian and German can correctly produce the interdental fricative or can 

produce either substitution which suggests that for both sets of language learners faithfulness and 

markedness interact. An alternative model of the grammar that allows for substitution variation 

could better model the data and can be useful for understanding the interlanguage being 

developed by these speakers. 

Lombardi’s predictions about which substitution will occur originates in the speaker’s 

first language constraint rankings. She predicts that first languages that do not make distinctions 
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between stops and fricatives should result in a [t] substitution. Lombardi further suggests that a 

first language that does distinguish between stops and fricatives would replace the interdental 

fricative with an [s]. The corpus-derived data showing German and Russian interdental fricative 

substitutions in Table 5.3 suggest a more complex picture. Speakers of both languages 

demonstrate variable substitution patterns that do not adhere to Lombardi’s prediction. Clearly 

the attested variation emerges from some interaction between faithfulness and markedness 

constraints. Harmonic Grammars with weighted constraints could offer an alternative view of the 

data.  

Others have examined variable productions in second languages using maximum entropy 

Harmonic Grammars that can help understand the interlanguage as consisting of constraint 

weights somewhere between the first and second language (Daland & Norrmann-Vigil, 2015). 

This study will follow a similar approach to examine the data contained in Table 5.3 using 

PhoMEnt to generate constraint weights for each language. Tables 5.6 and 5.7 present maximum 

entropy Harmonic Grammars generated for both the Russian and German speakers attempting to 

produce the English interdental fricative. In both cases the harmony scores for the faithful 

interdental fricative utterances are the highest. The generated probabilities closely, but not 

exactly, match the actual rate of occurrence in the corpus. While this grammar can help to 

understand the production of various substitutions, it alone does not provide much insight into 

the relationship of these constraint weights and the interlanguage.   
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Table 5.6. Maximum Entropy Harmonic Grammar for  
Russian Interdental Substitutions Generated with PhoMEnt 

/θ/ Observed Probability * θ Ident 
Manner 

*cont *stop Harmony actual 

Weight:   0 -1.602 -0.323 -0.979   
F θ 64 0.723 -1  -1  -0.3226 76% 

t 7 0.072  -1  -1 -2.5809 8% 
s 11 0.145  -1 -1  -1.9248 13% 
f 2 0.054  -1 -1 -1 -2.9035 2% 

 

Table 5.7. Maximum Entropy Harmonic Grammar for  
German Interdental Substitutions Generated with PhoMEnt 

/θ/ Observed Probability * θ Ident 
Manner 

*cont *stop Harmony actual 

Weight:   0 -1.655 -0.183 -0.915   
F θ 32 0.735 -1  -1  -0.1826 82% 

t 3 0.067  -1  -1 -2.5703 8% 
s 4 0.140  -1 -1  -1.8379 10% 
f 0 0.056  -1 -1 -1 -2.7529 0% 

 

One way of examining the interlanguage of a non-native speaker is to use their constraint 

weight from their native language as an initial setting for their interlanguage. With learning, a 

speaker’s interlanguage constraint weights should gradually move closer to that of the target 

language, but many post-critical period learners will of course develop some fossilization in their 

productions, potentially limiting convergence. Thus the constraint weights of an accented 

speaker should be somewhere between the initial settings derived from their first language and 

those of the second language. The information contained in Tables 5.6 and 5.7 show constraint 

weights derived from the corpus. In this case, one can employ a technique discussed by Daland 

and Norrmann-Vigil (2015) to generate constraint weights for both a native English speaker and 

also native Russian and German speakers. For the native English speaker Daland and Norrmann-
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Vigil suggest simply generating a maximum entropy Harmonic Grammar where the evidence 

used for construction always has the speaker producing the correct interdental fricative and no 

other surface forms using the desired set of constraints. This results in the constraint weights 

displayed in Table 5.8 in the English column. The Russian Corpus and German Corpus columns 

represent the constraint weights from the corpus-derived data discussed in Tables 5.6 and 5.7. 

Finally, one must develop constraint weights representing the initial state of the Russian and 

German interlanguage grammar. This interlanguage base grammar uses the same constraints as 

in the native English grammar generated, but then simply sets the substitution for [t] and [s] for 

each language respectively based on Lombardi’s grammars. That is a grammar is produced for 

each language where the production suggested by Lombardi is set as the most frequently seen 

output for the language. This grammar produces the constraint weights seen in the Russian and 

German columns. With constraint weights generated for Russian, German, and English, there are 

now start and end points for grammar development as well as the corpus-derived interlanguage 

grammar constraint weights. The constraint weights derived from the corpus data can now be 

compared to these end points to see if it represents some point in between. In fact Table 5.8 

shows that the constraint weights shift between the initial constraint weights from the native 

language and move closer to the English constraint weights. For example, one can see that the 

weight for IdentManner in both languages starts at 0 in the native language grammar and then 

ends about halfway to the native English constraint weight based on the speakers from the 

corpus. This data supports the idea that an interlanguage represents some set of intermediate 

constraint weights between the native and second language.  
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Table 5.8. Constraint Weights for German, Russian, and English for  
Interdental Substitutions Generated with PhoMEnt 

 Russian Russian - 
Corpus 

German German -
Corpus 

English 

* θ: -0.698 0.0 -2.766 0.0 0.0 
Ident 

Manner 
0.0 -1.602 0.0 -1.655 -3.167 

*cont -3.502 -0.323 0.0 -0.183 0.0 
*stop 0.0 -0.979 -3.286 -0.915 -1.195 

 

 There are several important differences between the conclusion derived here and 

Lombardi’s analysis. Lombardi makes predictions about substitutions based on the properties of 

the speaker’s native language. These predictions are in fact helpful by themselves, but they do 

not describe the development trajectory of second language learners. Combining data from a 

variety of speakers over time, one can then identify the gradual development of their speech to 

more faithfully produce a target language utterance. Thus, the Harmonic Grammars detailed here 

suggest extending Lombardi’s work to handle this gradual reweighting of constraints. 

Lombardi’s work could then be cast as a means to set the initial interlanguage constraint settings. 

Incorporating a learning process by examining intermediate constraint weights allows for the 

model to incorporate the speakers gradual convergence on the phonology of the target language.  

5.5 Conclusion 
 
 This chapter has considered the use of Harmonic Grammar for explaining the 

phonologies of second language learners, providing a more flexible constraint implementation 

than Optimality Theory. Given the limited work applying Harmonic Grammars to second 

language acquisition, this study is intended simply to suggest that it is a useful tool for 

understanding interlanguages. Making use of the corpus and tools described in this dissertation, 
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one can identify variations and use them as an input for research in applying Harmonic Grammar 

to second language acquisition data. Combining appropriate corpora and analytic techniques, 

various grammars could be tested. In this case, the hope was to simply demonstrate how 

maximum entropy Harmonic Grammars could help understand how the interlangauge could be 

distinct by focusing on interdental fricatives substitution in language learners.  
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

This dissertation has investigated new tools and approaches for evaluating non-native 

speech. Here the goal was to take a corpus of phonetically transcribed data from the Speech 

Accent Archive and determine whether the alignments of non-native speech transcriptions to 

reference native language speaker transcriptions would be useful in determining patterns of 

variation amongst second language speakers. To facilitate this analysis, it was first necessary to 

develop tools to make the phonetic transcriptions consistently interpretable by a piece of 

software. In addition to normalizing the phonetic transcriptions, it was also necessary to extend a 

previously developed phonetic alignment tool to be able to compare an entire corpus at once. 

With the appropriate alignments in hand this dissertation was also able to characterize the 

aligned data as well as examine the patterns of differential substitution seen in non-native 

speakers learning English. The dissertation also suggested the possibility of using Harmonic 

Grammar to model the patterns of variation seen in corpus-derived data of non-native speech, in 

turn providing insight into the nature of second language phonology.  

From the perspective of linguistics this research contributes a number of novel tools 

useful for handling phonetic transcription data. Providing a mechanism to normalize phonetic 

transcriptions so that they can be stored in a standard set of International Phonetic Alphabet 

characters without having to rely on conversion sets is a minor but significant contribution. 

Further, allowing linguists to construct alphabets that encode phonetic feature associations with 

the transcription characters should be a welcome addition to many corpus tools that require a 

complicated search process to identify areas of importance in a transcription. This contribution 

should provide encouragement for linguists to move away from transcription systems like 
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ARPAbet and SAMPA and to use standard Unicode characters that can be readily normalized 

and displayed properly. 

An additional tool that this dissertation has made available is a system for rapidly 

comparing and aligning phonetic transcriptions. In the context of this dissertation the alignment 

tool was used to compare two transcriptions and store all the alignment points in a database for 

later querying and retrieval. This alignment mechanism can be used by linguists who might be 

involved in team transcription efforts as a mechanism to rapidly compare multiple transcriptions 

to identify all similarities and differences between transcriber outputs. Additionally, the 

development of the phonetic alignment database here can be used to examine variations between 

arbitrary groups of speakers reading the same elicitation material. Having a tool for rapid 

alignment of phonetic transcriptions will hopefully open many new paths for future researchers. 

Products of the transcription analysis and alignment tools built to support this dissertation 

have been small case studies in both analyzing the variability of non-native speech as well as 

using this data as input for grammar learning systems. Showing that one can query a database of 

phonetic alignments and identify possible patterns of variability in second language speakers 

should prove useful to linguists, language teachers, and even the speech recognition community. 

Previously this would have been a painstaking manual process but can now be done in relatively 

short order using the new tools.  

While the tools of this study will hopefully be proven useful in future research, there are 

some limitations to consider. This study has focused on a single corpus of phonetic transcriptions 

all of which contain speakers reading the same elicitation paragraph. One challenge with this is 

that the elicitation paragraph used by the Speech Accent Archive itself limits the variability that 
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might be seen. The elicitation material provides many English segments that would prove 

challenging for a non-native speaker, but some English features are missing. Future research 

might attempt to use elicitation material that could encourage greater variability from non-native 

speakers. Additionally, some might argue that using elicited material might inappropriately 

constrain a non-native speaker from demonstrating their true ability in a second language. 

Related to this, it would be possible to simply record a non-native speaker producing 

spontaneous speech and after their speech is phonetically transcribed the alignment mechanism 

could be used to identify any overlaps between speakers’ spontaneous speech. The challenge 

here of course would be collecting sufficient spontaneous speech and then transcribing it. One 

possibility is to reduce the amount of time required to transcribe the speech by using an 

automatic speech recognition system to at least produce a timestamped orthographic 

transcription of the speech to limit the scope of the phonetic transcriptions produced. 

Another limitation of the present study relates to the way the differences between native 

and non-native speech have been studied. In this research a single reference was used for native 

language speech. It would be possible to use the demographic and transcription alignment 

information available in the corpus to construct a model of native speech derived from multiple 

speakers. One challenge that would need to be considered, of course, would be just how to 

identify appropriate speech samples that could be used to construct a representative account of 

native language speech patterns. 

Even with the limitations of this study, the tools developed herein should be useful in a 

variety of scenarios involving the analysis of phonetic transcriptions. Phonetic transcriptions are 

an incredibly rich resource for linguists that can be unfortunately difficult to produce due to the 
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time commitment required. By offering tools to extract more meaningful data out of phonetic 

transcriptions collected into a corpus hopefully represents a significant timesaver that would 

encourage more people to create and store phonetic transcriptions in open access systems. 

Finally, in our increasingly diverse and multicultural world it is important to help 

facilitate better communication between individuals. Accented speech can represent a stumbling 

block for some in their hopes to be included in wider conversations about the pressing matters of 

today. By facilitating additional research into the nature of accents it is hoped that this 

knowledge can be used to help language educators be more sensitive to possible challenges a 

non-native speaker might encounter while learning a new language. Helping second language 

learners achieve greater fluency in their new language is a small step to making the world a 

better place. 
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APPENDIX A. PHONETIC ALPHABET FEATURE JSON INPUT FILE EXAMPLE 
 
As there were numerous computational components developed in the process of researching this 

dissertation. This and the following appendices contain examples and important portions of code 

from the codebase. The entirety of the codebase will be found across three code repositories. The 

underlying analysis libraries that include word and phone level aligners as well as transcription 

normalization code is available at: https://github.com/skunath/PhoneticTranscriptionAnalyzer. 

The web application, REST services, and corpus management components that wraps the 

analysis libraries are available at: https://github.com/skunath/PhoneticTranscriptionManager. 

Finally, a separate repository was constructed to store a number of scripts, utilities, and queries 

developed throughout the research and analysis phase of this project. This script repository can 

be found at: https://github.com/skunath/PhoneticTranscriptionAnalysisScripts. 

 

Example Portion of Feature Alphabet JSON Input file: This is the input file that allows a linguist 

to setup a transcription alphabet along with the feature values associated with it. There are three 

primitives: consonants, vowels, and diacritics. One simply adds features and values to each item. 

Most features will be represented by either a value between 0 and 1 or a separate feature map 

that uses a string to identify the associated feature value. 

 
 
b:  !!edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.alphabet.Consonant 
  phone: b 
  type: consonant 
  aspirated: 0.0 
  lateral: 0.0 
  manner: stop 
  nasal: 0.0 
  place: bilabial 
  retroflex: 0.0 
  syllabic: 0.0 
  voice: 1.0 
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c:  !!edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.alphabet.Consonant 
  phone: c 
  type: consonant 
  aspirated: 0.0 
  lateral: 0.0 
  manner: stop 
  nasal: 0.0 
  place: palatal 
  retroflex: 0.0 
  syllabic: 0.0 
  voice: 0.0 
ɘ:  !!edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.alphabet.Vowel 
  phone: ɘ 
  type: vowel 
  manner: mvowel 
  height: closemid 
  back: central 
  round: 0.0 
  length: 0.0 
ə:  !!edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.alphabet.Vowel 
  phone: ə 
  type: vowel 
  manner: mvowel 
  height: mid 
  back: central 
  round: 0.0 
  length: 0.0 
ʰ:  !!edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.alphabet.Diacritic 
  phone: ʰ 
  type: diacritic 
  aspirated: 1.0 
ʲ:  !!edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.alphabet.Diacritic 
  phone: ʲ 
  type: diacritic 
  place: palatal 
ʷ:  !!edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.alphabet.Diacritic 
  phone: ʷ 
  type: diacritic 
  place: bilabial 
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APPENDIX B. ALPHABET INGESTION CODE 
 
This code accepts input from a JSON file and constructs a reference alphabet. The code here is 

also used to maintain Alphabet objects throughout processing which provide a way of looking up 

all the feature values of individual phonetic characters during processing. One aspect of this is 

that when vowel or consonant characters are combined with a diacritic it creates a temporary 

new character in the alphabet with the appropriate features indicated by the base character and 

associated diacritics. 

 
package edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.alphabet; 
 
import org.yaml.snakeyaml.Yaml; 
 
import java.io.File; 
import java.io.FileInputStream; 
import java.io.InputStream; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.HashMap; 
import java.util.Iterator; 
import java.util.Map; 
 
 
public class Alphabet { 
    static Map<String,Object> alphabet; 
 
    private static Alphabet alphabetInstance;  
 
    public Alphabet(String yaml_location){ 
        loadAlphabet(yaml_location); 
    } 
 
    public Alphabet(){ 
        InputStream in = 
this.getClass().getResourceAsStream("/alphabet.yaml"); 
        Yaml yaml = new Yaml(); 
        try { 
 
            // Parse the YAML file and return the output as a series of Maps 
and Lists 
            alphabet = (Map<String,Object>)yaml.load(in); 
 
        } catch (Exception e) { 
            e.printStackTrace(); 
        } 
 
    } 
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    public static Alphabet getInstance(){ 
        if(alphabetInstance == null) { 
            alphabetInstance  = new Alphabet(); 
        } 
 
        return alphabetInstance; 
    } 
 
    public void loadAlphabet(String yaml_location){ 
        Yaml yaml = new Yaml(); 
        try { 
            InputStream ios = new FileInputStream(new File(yaml_location)); 
 
            // Parse the YAML file and return the output as a series of Maps 
and Lists 
            alphabet = (Map<String,Object>)yaml.load(ios); 
 
        } catch (Exception e) { 
            e.printStackTrace(); 
        } 
    } 
 
    public Map getAlphabet(){ 
        return alphabet; 
    } 
 
    public Phone getPhone(String phone){ 
 
        if (!this.sound_exist(phone)){ 
            try { 
                this.add_new_sound(phone); 
            } catch (Exception e) { 
                e.printStackTrace(); 
            } 
        } 
        return (Phone)alphabet.get(phone); 
    } 
 
    public boolean checkValidInput(String input){ 
        boolean good_text = true; 
        ArrayList<String> bad_chars = new ArrayList<String>(); 
        for (char character: input.toCharArray()){ 
            if (!Character.toString(character).equals(" ")) { 
                Phone check = this.getPhone(Character.toString(character)); 
                if (check == null) { 
                    bad_chars.add(Character.toString(character)); 
                    good_text = false; 
 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        return good_text; 
    } 
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    public ArrayList<String> getInvalidInput(String input){ 
        boolean good_text = true; 
        ArrayList<String> bad_chars = new ArrayList<String>(); 
        for (char character: input.toCharArray()){ 
            if (!Character.toString(character).equals(" ")) { 
                Phone check = this.getPhone(Character.toString(character)); 
                if (check == null) { 
                    bad_chars.add(Character.toString(character)); 
                    good_text = false; 
 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        return bad_chars; 
    } 
 
    public String sound_type(int test_sound) { 
        String temp_sound_storage; 
        temp_sound_storage = Character.toString((char) test_sound); 
 
        if (alphabet.containsKey(temp_sound_storage)) { 
            Phone character; 
            character = (Phone)alphabet.get(temp_sound_storage); 
            character.getType(); 
            return character.getType(); 
        } 
        return "BAD CHARACTER"; 
    } 
 
 
    public int sound_type(String test_sound) { 
        if (alphabet.containsKey(test_sound)) { 
            Map character; 
            character = (Map)alphabet.get(test_sound); 
            return (Integer)character.get("type"); 
        } 
        return 3; 
    } 
 
    public boolean sound_exist(String sound) { 
        if (alphabet.containsKey(sound)) { 
            return true; 
        } 
        return false; 
    } 
 
         
    public Phone add_new_sound(String new_sound) throws 
IllegalAccessException, CloneNotSupportedException, NoSuchFieldException { 
     
        String code_point = new 
StringBuilder().appendCodePoint(new_sound.codePointAt(0)).toString(); 
 
        Phone base_sound = this.getPhone(code_point); 
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        for (int i = 1; i < (new_sound.codePointCount(1, new_sound.length()) 
+ 1); i++) { 
            code_point = new 
StringBuilder().appendCodePoint(new_sound.codePointAt(i)).toString(); 
            Diacritic temp_phone = (Diacritic) this.getPhone(code_point); 
 
            base_sound = base_sound.merge(temp_phone); 
             
 
        } 
 
 
        alphabet.put(new_sound, base_sound); 
        return base_sound; 
    } 
 
}  
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APPENDIX C. PHONE OBJECT CODE 
 
 
This code is used to construct the individual representations of phones in the STAT system. 

These objects are a base class that can be implemented as either a consonant or vowel. Features 

for merging from diacritics are manually specified, but any feature encoded in the JSON 

alphabet can be added to and accessed from the object. 

 
package edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.alphabet; 
 
import java.lang.reflect.Field; 
 
public class Phone implements Cloneable { 
    public String phone; 
    public String type; 
    public String manner; 
 
    public String getPhone(){ 
        return phone; 
    } 
 
    public String getType(){ 
        return type; 
    } 
 
    public String getManner(){ 
        return manner; 
    } 
 
 
 
    public void setPhone(String phone) { 
        this.phone = phone; 
    } 
 
    public void setType(String type) { 
        this.type = type; 
    } 
 
    public void setManner(String manner) { 
        this.manner = manner; 
    } 
 
    public String toString(){ 
        return this.phone; 
    } 
 
    public String getString() {return this.phone;} 
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    @Override 
    protected Object clone() throws CloneNotSupportedException { 
        return super.clone(); 
    } 
 
    public double getFeatureValue(String feature_name){ 
        return -2.0; 
    } 
 
    public void printFields() throws IllegalAccessException { 
        Field[] fields = getClass().getDeclaredFields(); 
        for (Field field : fields) { 
            field.setAccessible(true); 
            Object fieldValue = field.get(this); 
            System.out.println(" Field " + field); 
            if (fieldValue instanceof String) { 
                String stringValue = (String) fieldValue; 
                System.out.println(stringValue); 
            }else if (fieldValue instanceof Float) { 
                Float floatvalue = (Float) fieldValue; 
                System.out.println(floatvalue.toString()); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
 
 
    public static Field getField(Class<?> clazz, String name) { 
        Field field = null; 
        while (clazz != null && field == null) { 
            try { 
                field = clazz.getDeclaredField(name); 
            } catch (Exception e) { 
                e.printStackTrace(); 
            } 
            clazz = clazz.getSuperclass(); 
        } 
        return field; 
    } 
 
    
 
    public String getFieldValue(Class clazz, String field_name){ 
        Field[] fields = getClass().getDeclaredFields(); 
 
        Field retrieving = getField(getClass(), field_name); 
        Field phone_field = null; 
        String base_phone = null; 
        try { 
            phone_field = getClass().getField(field_name); 
            phone_field.setAccessible(true); 
            //Object fieldValue = phone_field.get(this); 
            Object fieldValue = retrieving.get(this); 
            if (fieldValue instanceof String) { 
               // System.out.println(" --> " + fieldValue.toString()); 
 
                String stringValue = (String) fieldValue; 
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                base_phone = stringValue; 
            } else if (fieldValue instanceof Float) { 
                Float floatvalue = (Float) fieldValue; 
                base_phone = floatvalue.toString(); 
            } 
 
        } catch (NoSuchFieldException e) { 
            String test = "test"; 
 
        } catch (IllegalAccessException e) { 
            String test = "test"; 
        } 
 
        return base_phone; 
 
    } 
 
 
    public Phone merge(Diacritic input) throws IllegalAccessException, 
CloneNotSupportedException, NoSuchFieldException { 
        Field[] fields = input.getClass().getFields(); 
 
        Object merged_object = this.clone(); 
 
        Field phone_field = this.getClass().getField("phone"); 
        phone_field.setAccessible(true); 
        String base_phone = (String) phone_field.get(this); 
        String new_phone = (String) phone_field.get(input); 
        phone_field.set(merged_object, base_phone + new_phone); 
 
 
 
        for (Field field: fields){ 
            field.setAccessible(true); 
 
            Object diacritic_field_value = field.get(input); 
            if (diacritic_field_value != null) { 
                String field_name = field.getName(); 
                Field base_object_field = null; 
                if (!field_name.equals("feature_set")) { 
                    base_object_field = 
this.getClass().getField(field.getName()); 
                    base_object_field.setAccessible(true); 
                } 
                // Rules for merging 
                switch (field_name){ 
                    // Consonant merges 
                    case "place": 
                        String new_place = (String) field.get(input); 
                        base_object_field.set(merged_object, new_place); 
                        break; 
                    case "syllabic": 
                        Float new_syllabic = (Float) field.get(input); 
                        Float base_syllabic = (Float) 
base_object_field.get(this); 
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                        Float calculated_syllabic = new_syllabic + 
base_syllabic; 
                        base_object_field.set(merged_object, 
calculated_syllabic); 
                        break; 
                    case "nasal": 
                        Float new_nasal = (Float) field.get(input); 
                        Float base_nasal = (Float) 
base_object_field.get(this); 
                        Float calculated_nasal = new_nasal + base_nasal; 
                        base_object_field.set(merged_object, 
calculated_nasal); 
                        break; 
                    case "retroflex": 
                        Float new_retroflex = (Float) field.get(input); 
                        Float base_retroflex = (Float) 
base_object_field.get(this); 
                        Float calculated_retroflex = new_retroflex + 
base_retroflex; 
                        base_object_field.set(merged_object, 
calculated_retroflex); 
                        break; 
                    case "voice": 
                        Float new_voicing = (Float) field.get(input); 
                        Float base_voicing = (Float) 
base_object_field.get(this); 
                        Float calculated_voicing = new_voicing + 
base_voicing; 
                        base_object_field.set(merged_object, 
calculated_voicing); 
                        break; 
                    case "lateral": 
                        Float new_lateral = (Float) field.get(input); 
                        Float base_lateral = (Float) 
base_object_field.get(this); 
                        Float calculated_lateral = new_lateral + 
base_lateral; 
                        base_object_field.set(merged_object, 
calculated_lateral); 
                        break; 
                    case "aspirated": 
                        Float new_aspirated = (Float) field.get(input); 
                        Float base_aspirated = (Float) 
base_object_field.get(this); 
                        Float calculated_aspirated = new_aspirated + 
base_aspirated; 
                        base_object_field.set(merged_object, 
calculated_aspirated); 
 
                        break; 
 
 
                    // Vowel merges 
 
                    case "height": 
                        String new_height = (String) field.get(input); 
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                        base_object_field.set(merged_object, new_height); 
                        break; 
                    case "back": 
                        String new_back = (String) field.get(input); 
                        base_object_field.set(merged_object, new_back); 
                        break; 
                    case "round": 
                        Float new_round = (Float) field.get(input); 
                        Float base_round = (Float) 
base_object_field.get(this); 
                        Float calculated_round = new_round + base_round; 
                        base_object_field.set(merged_object, 
calculated_round); 
                        break; 
                    case "length": 
                        Float new_length = (Float) field.get(input); 
                        Float base_length = (Float) 
base_object_field.get(this); 
                        Float calculated_length = new_length + base_length; 
                        base_object_field.set(merged_object, 
calculated_length); 
                        break; 
                } 
 
            } 
        } 
 
 
        return (Phone) merged_object; 
 
 
    } 
 
}  
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APPENDIX D. TRANSCRIPTION ALIGNER CODE 
 
This class is one used to align Transcription objects and return a TranscriptionAlignment object. 

In order to align the transcriptions it uses a dynamic programming method inspired by Dynamic 

Time Warping. 

package edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.analysis; 
 
import edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.Transcription; 
import edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.alphabet.Alphabet; 
import edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.alphabet.Word; 
 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.Arrays; 
 
public class TranscriptionAligner { 
    // Create the analyzer 
    Alphabet alphabet = Alphabet.getInstance(); 
    Analyzer diffanalyze = new Analyzer(); 
    String [] sample; 
    String [] reference; 
    int samplelength; 
    int referencelength; 
    Double[][] difference; 
    Double[][] alignment_score; 
    Transcription trans1, trans2; 
 
    Aline aline = new Aline(); 
 
 
    public TranscriptionAligner(Transcription transcription_1, Transcription 
transcription_2){ 
        samplelength = transcription_1.getWordCount(); 
        referencelength = transcription_2.getWordCount(); 
 
        trans1 = transcription_1; 
        trans2 = transcription_2; 
 
        // prepare difference matrix 
        difference = new Double[samplelength + 1][referencelength + 1]; 
        for (int i = 0; i < samplelength + 1; i++) { 
            Arrays.fill(difference[i],0.0); 
        } 
 
        alignment_score = new Double[samplelength + 1][referencelength + 1]; 
        for (int i = 0; i < samplelength + 1; i++) { 
            Arrays.fill(alignment_score[i],-999.0); 
        } 
    } 
 
    public static void printArray(double matrix[][]) { 
        for (double[] row : matrix) 
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            System.out.println(Arrays.toString(row)); 
    } 
 
    public static void printArray(Double matrix[][]) { 
        for (Double[] row : matrix) 
            System.out.println(Arrays.toString(row)); 
    } 
 
 
    public static void printArray(int matrix[][]) { 
        for (int[] row : matrix) 
            System.out.println(Arrays.toString(row)); 
    } 
 
    public TranscriptionAlignment analyze(){ 
        // Perform DTW 
        WordAlignment tempAlignment; 
        Double temp_cost = 0.0; 
        Double [] temp_cost_array = new Double[3]; 
        Double[][] distance = new Double[samplelength][referencelength]; 
        int[][] move_matrix = new int[samplelength][referencelength]; 
 
        int wordlength1, wordlength2, wordlengthdiff; 
        Word word1, word2; 
 
 
        for (int i = 1; i < samplelength + 1; i++) { 
            for (int j = 1; j < referencelength + 1; j++){ 
                temp_cost_array[0] = 0.0; 
                temp_cost_array[1] = 0.0; 
                temp_cost_array[2] = 0.0; 
 
                word1 = trans1.getWord(i-1); 
                word2 = trans2.getWord(j-1); 
 
                wordlength1 = word1.length(); 
                wordlength2 = word2.length(); 
                wordlengthdiff = Math.abs(wordlength1 - wordlength2); 
 
                tempAlignment = diffanalyze.alignment(word2, word1); 
                temp_cost = tempAlignment.alignmentScore; 
                distance[i-1][j-1] = temp_cost; 
 
                // insert 
                temp_cost_array[0] =  difference[i-1][j] + temp_cost; 
                //delete 
                temp_cost_array[1] = difference[i][j-1] + temp_cost; 
                //match 
                // We use a weighting factor of 2 here to give a preference 
for a "match" between words... 
                temp_cost_array[2] = (3 - wordlengthdiff) * 2.5 * 
difference[i-1][j-1] + temp_cost; 
 
                Double temp_max_cost = temp_cost_array[2]; 
                int max_location = 2; 
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                for (int search = 0; search < temp_cost_array.length; 
search++) { 
                    if (temp_cost_array[search] > temp_max_cost) { 
                        temp_max_cost = temp_cost_array[search]; 
                        max_location = search; 
                    } 
                } 
 
                move_matrix[i-1][j-1] = max_location; 
                difference[i][j] = temp_max_cost; 
            } 
        } 
 
        String temp; 
        for (int i = 0; i < samplelength + 1; i++) { 
            temp = ""; 
            for (int j = 0; j < referencelength + 1; j++){ 
                temp = temp + "   " + difference[i][j]; 
            } 
             
        } 
 
        temp = ""; 
        for (int i = samplelength -1; i >=  0; i--) { 
            temp = ""; 
            for (int j = 0; j < referencelength; j++){ 
                temp = temp + "   " + distance[i][j].toString().substring(0, 
3); 
            } 
             
        } 
 
        temp = ""; 
        for (int i = samplelength -1; i >=  0; i--) { 
            temp = ""; 
            for (int j = 0; j < referencelength; j++){ 
                temp = temp + "   " + move_matrix[i][j]; 
            } 
        } 
 
        int moves; 
 
        moves = samplelength; 
        if (samplelength < referencelength) { 
            moves = referencelength; 
        } 
 
        int moveleft, movedown; 
        moveleft = 0; 
        movedown = 0; 
        int startx, starty; 
        starty = referencelength - 1; 
        startx = samplelength - 1 ; 
 
        ArrayList movelist = new ArrayList(); 
        int [] matchpoints; 
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        while (moves > 0) { 
            if (move_matrix[startx][starty] == 2) { 
                matchpoints = new int[2]; 
                matchpoints[0] = startx; 
                matchpoints[1] = starty; 
                movelist.add(0, matchpoints); 
 
                startx -= 1; 
                starty -= 1; 
            } 
            else if (move_matrix[startx][starty] == 1) { 
                starty -= 1; 
            } 
            else if (move_matrix[startx][starty] == 0) { 
                startx -= 1; 
            } 
 
            moves -= 1; 
        } 
 
 
        TranscriptionAlignment transcriptionAlignment = new 
TranscriptionAlignment(trans1, trans2); 
 
        int prevtrans1, prevtrans2; 
        prevtrans1 = 0; 
        prevtrans2 = 0; 
 
        int [] fmatchpoints; 
 
        ArrayList finalmatch = new ArrayList(); 
 
        for (int i=0; i < movelist.size(); i++) { 
            matchpoints = (int[])movelist.get(i); 
            ArrayList row = new ArrayList(); 
            ArrayList left = new ArrayList(); 
            ArrayList right = new ArrayList(); 
            row.add(left); 
            row.add(right); 
 
            left.add(matchpoints[0]); 
            right.add(matchpoints[1]); 
 
            transcriptionAlignment.setAlignment(matchpoints[0], 
matchpoints[1]); 
 
            finalmatch.add(row); 
            prevtrans1 = matchpoints[0]; 
            prevtrans2 = matchpoints[1]; 
        } 
   
        return transcriptionAlignment; 
    } 
 
}  
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APPENDIX E. WORD ALIGNER CODE 
 
This code performs alignment between the phones of two different words. This can either be 

invoked by itself with two words, or, as would be more typical, automatically after the words of 

two transcripts have been aligned. 

 
package edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.analysis; 
 
import edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.alphabet.Alphabet; 
import edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.alphabet.Phone; 
import edu.gmu.linguistics.stat.alphabet.Word; 
 
import javax.swing.*; 
import java.util.*; 
 
public class WordAligner { 
 
    // Retrieve the alhpabet; 
    Alphabet alphabet = Alphabet.getInstance(); 
 
    // Variables that control certain processing rules 
    Double cskip; 
    Double csub; 
    Double cexp; 
    Double epsilon; 
 
 
    public WordAligner() { 
        cskip = -10.0; 
        csub = 35.0; 
        cexp = 45.0; 
        epsilon = 0.0; 
 
    } 
 
    public WordAligner(Alphabet newalphabet) { 
        alphabet = newalphabet; 
        cskip = -10.0; 
        csub = 35.0; 
        cexp = 45.0; 
        epsilon = 0.0; 
 
    } 
 
    public Double skip(Phone p) { 
        return cskip; 
    } 
 
    public Double sub(Phone p, Phone q) { 
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        return csub - Segment.twoPhoneCompare(p, q) - Segment.vowelWeight(p) 
- Segment.vowelWeight(q); 
    } 
 
 
    public Double exp(Phone p, Phone q1, Phone q2) { 
        Double maxvowel; 
        if (Segment.vowelWeight(q1) >= Segment.vowelWeight(q2)) { 
            maxvowel = Segment.vowelWeight(q1); 
        } else { 
            maxvowel = Segment.vowelWeight(q2); 
        } 
 
        return cexp - Segment.twoPhoneCompare(p, q1) - 
Segment.twoPhoneCompare(p, q2) - Segment.vowelWeight(p) - maxvowel; 
 
    } 
 
 
    public WordAlignment alignment(Word x, Word y) { 
        WordAlignment aligner = new WordAlignment(x, y); 
 
        int lengthx, lengthy; 
        lengthx = x.length(); 
        lengthy = y.length(); 
 
        int i = 0; 
        Double[][] matrix = new Double[lengthx + 1][lengthy + 1]; 
        while (i < lengthx + 1) { 
            Arrays.fill(matrix[i], 0.0); 
            i = i + 1; 
        } 
 
        Double[] temp; 
        i = 1; 
        int j; 
        while (i < (lengthx + 1)) { 
            j = 1; 
            while (j < (lengthy + 1)) { 
                temp = new Double[6]; 
 
                if (i - 1 < 0 || j - 1 < 0) { 
                    temp[0] = -9999999.0 + this.skip(x.getSegment(i)); 
                } else { 
                    temp[0] = matrix[i - 1][j] + this.skip(x.getSegment(i)); 
                } 
 
                if (i - 1 < 0 || j - 1 < 0) { 
                    temp[1] = -9999999.0 + this.skip(y.getSegment(j)); 
                } else { 
                    temp[1] = matrix[i][j - 1] + this.skip(y.getSegment(j)); 
                } 
 
                if (i < 0 || j < 0) { 
                    temp[2] = -9999999.0 + this.sub(x.getSegment(i), 
y.getSegment(j)); 
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                } else { 
                    temp[2] = matrix[i - 1][j - 1] + 
this.sub(x.getSegment(i), y.getSegment(j)); 
                } 
 
                if (i - 1 < 0 || j - 2 < 0) { 
                    temp[3] = -9999999.0;// + this.exp(x.substring(i-
1,i),y.substring(j-2,j-1),y.substring(j-1,j)); 
                } else { 
                    temp[3] = matrix[i - 1][j - 2] + 
this.exp(x.getSegment(i), y.getSegment(j - 1), y.getSegment(j)); 
                } 
 
                if (i - 2 < 0 || j - 1 < 0) { 
                    temp[4] = -9999999.0;// + this.exp(x.substring(i-2,i-
1),x.substring(i-1,i),y.substring(j-2,j)); 
                } else { 
                    temp[4] = matrix[i - 2][j - 1] + this.exp(x.getSegment(i 
- 1), x.getSegment(i), y.getSegment(j)); 
                } 
 
                temp[5] = 0.0; 
 
                Arrays.sort(temp); 
 
                matrix[i][j] = temp[5]; 
 
                j = j + 1; 
            } 
            i = i + 1; 
        } 
 
        Double endscore, stack; 
 
        stack = 0.0; 
 
        endscore = (1.0 - epsilon) * matrix[lengthx][lengthy]; 
 
        Stack<String> answerstack = new Stack<String>(); 
        Stack<String> alignment = new Stack<String>(); 
 
 
        i = 0; 
        while (i <= lengthx) { 
            j = 0; 
            while (j <= lengthy) { 
                if (matrix[i][j] >= endscore) { 
                    answerstack = new Stack<String>(); 
                    aligner = this.retrieve(x, y, i, j, 0.0, matrix, 
endscore, answerstack, aligner); 
                } 
                j += 1; 
            } 
            i += 1; 
        } 
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        String line = ""; 
 
 
        while (!answerstack.empty()) { 
            line += answerstack.pop() + "\n"; 
        } 
 
 
        aligner.setAlignmentScore(endscore); 
 
        return aligner; 
    } 
 
    private WordAlignment retrieve(Word x, Word y, int i, int j, Double 
score, Double [][] matrix, Double t, Stack<String> answerstack, WordAlignment 
wordAlignment){ 
        Double tempscore = 0.0; 
        String alignstring = ""; 
 
 
        if (matrix[i][j] == 0.0) { 
            return wordAlignment; 
        } 
        else { 
            if (i-1 < 0 || j-1 < 0) { 
                tempscore = -9999999.0; 
            } 
            else { 
 
                tempscore = matrix[i-1][j-1]; 
 
                if ((tempscore + this.sub(x.getSegment(i), y.getSegment(j)) + 
score) >= t){ 
                    alignstring = x.getSegment(i) + " --- " + 
y.getSegment(j); 
 
                    wordAlignment.setAlignment(new 
ArrayList<Integer>(Arrays.asList(i)), new 
ArrayList<Integer>(Arrays.asList(j))); 
 
                    answerstack.push(alignstring); 
                    return this.retrieve(x,y,i-1,j-1,score + 
this.sub(x.getSegment(i), y.getSegment(j)), matrix, t, answerstack, 
wordAlignment); 
                } 
 
 
            } 
 
 
            if (i < 0 || (j - 1) < 0) { 
                tempscore = -9999999.0; 
            } 
            else { 
                tempscore = matrix[i][j-1]; 
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                if ((tempscore + this.skip(y.getSegment(j)) + score) >= t) { 
                    alignstring = " --- " + y.getSegment(j); 
                    wordAlignment.setAlignment(null, new 
ArrayList<Integer>(Arrays.asList(j))); 
                    answerstack.push(alignstring); 
                    return this.retrieve(x, y, i, j-1, score + 
this.skip(y.getSegment(j)), matrix, t, answerstack, wordAlignment ); 
                } 
 
 
            } 
 
            if ((i - 1) < 0 || (j - 2) < 0) { 
                tempscore = -9999999.0; 
            } 
            else { 
                tempscore = matrix[i-1][j-2]; 
 
                if ((tempscore + this.exp(x.getSegment(i), y.getSegment(j-1), 
y.getSegment(j)) + score) >= t) { 
                    alignstring = x.getSegment(i) + " --- " + y.getSegment(j-
1) + " " + y.getSegment(j); 
                    wordAlignment.setAlignment(new 
ArrayList<Integer>(Arrays.asList(i)), new ArrayList<Integer>(Arrays.asList(j 
- 1, j))); 
                    answerstack.push(alignstring); 
                    return this.retrieve(x, y, i-1, j-2, score + 
this.exp(x.getSegment(i), y.getSegment(j-1), y.getSegment(j)), matrix, t, 
answerstack, wordAlignment ); 
                } 
 
 
            } 
 
 
            if ((i - 1) < 0 || j < 0) { 
                tempscore = -9999999.0; 
            } 
            else { 
                tempscore = matrix[i-1][j]; 
 
                if ((tempscore + this.skip(x.getSegment(i)) + score) >= t) { 
                    alignstring = x.getSegment(i) + " --- "; 
                    wordAlignment.setAlignment(new 
ArrayList<Integer>(Arrays.asList(i)), null); 
                    answerstack.push(alignstring); 
                    return this.retrieve(x, y, i-1, j, score + 
this.skip(x.getSegment(i)), matrix, t, answerstack, wordAlignment ); 
                } 
 
 
            } 
 
            if ((i - 2) < 0 || (j - 1) < 0) { 
                tempscore = -9999999.0; 
            } 
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            else { 
                tempscore = matrix[i-2][j-1]; 
 
                if ((tempscore + this.exp(y.getSegment(j), x.getSegment(i-1), 
x.getSegment(i)) + score) >= t) { 
                    alignstring = x.getSegment(i-1) + " " + x.getSegment(i) + 
" --- " + y.getSegment(j); 
                    wordAlignment.setAlignment(new 
ArrayList<Integer>(Arrays.asList(i-1, i)), new 
ArrayList<Integer>(Arrays.asList(j))); 
 
                    answerstack.push(alignstring); 
                    return this.retrieve(x, y, i-2, j-1, score + 
this.exp(y.getSegment(j), x.getSegment(i-1),x.getSegment(i)), matrix, t, 
answerstack, wordAlignment ); 
                } 
 
 
            } 
 
 
        } 
        return wordAlignment; 
    } 
 
}   
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